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Abstract 

The nmonu~ of indus~rial wast<' prOIIur<'<l by human nfth·i~y has b~:"Cn incr~as
ing since the Industrial Rrvolntion inth(' 19th C<'nlnry, nnd non· has b<'!'omr sig
nificwll ('nough to affect the natnrnl brdnnrc of the t'lu·th 's ('UI"ironm<'ILI. nmsing 
various cnvironm<'ntal]lrob]('UJS. These l"arious miuor atmusphcri<' cunstiln<'nl.$ 
nr<' trnnspon<'!l to the whol<' <'<lrth's 0\llunsphrr(' hy tlw general drn1lation in 
th<' hdght r<'giou of 10-100 km. rall<'<lth<' 'middl<' 0\llllU'i]lh<'r<''. Thus, ]H"('("ise 
noderstanding of thr bdm1·ior ofth<' mid1ll<' ntmo.~ph<'rr is now n snbjC<:t of great 
importam·r. Tlw strnrtnr<' ofth<' micldk atmoc~phrrr is brli<'I"Pd to b(' maintained 
by rompliratrd dywunkal pwn-s.o;cs gm·L'l"LINI by at ntospherk wal'l'S and Ul<'!lll 
winds. In particular, th<' m<'SOpansc rrgiou (SO-IOU km) is known to be quite ac
tive iu dynamics. how<'ver behavior of <'1"<'11 fnnthllli('Htnl ph.vskal qua..ntities such 
as wind l'<'lotity ami trmpt•ruwrr han• nul ht"<'n fully un<h-r,.tuud du(' to a hu·k 
ofobscr1•ations. 

In this thet~is w<' ha1·<' <l<',·clupcd n<'w trdmittllo:'S tu ul»i<'tTt' L<'lll)lrnum·<' 8m·· 
tnations, simultaneously with wind '"<'lority obsc-n·atiuHS. utili~iug radio mNcor 
echo m<'IISIIT<'Ill<'nls with a lll<'lt'Or witH! rmlar nrllr .lakal"la (6"5. IOi""E). lndtm<'
~ia wtd th(' ~lt: radar iu Shigar11.ki (3r.•:x:. 136"E) .. Jap!lu. Dr lll<'aJIS of thrS<' 
ohs<'n·~tious tnp;<'th<'r with rrsult.~ohtnin!•d ~~ oth('r mrlar amllidar obS<'n·Atorio:-s 
we stndi('(] almO~]Jh("li(· dyuamic:~ >U"Omul thr m('!;O]U\US<' 

We trrulSJ)ortcd tb(' m<'leor nuiar, origiually constrnct('d in ID7i at Shigw:aki. 
to Jakana. for obscri'Rtions of th(' e-quatorial lU('S(l)lause rPgiou nft.(>r some system 
impro\'emeuts, rutd lull"e hPcu \"Oudu\"liug oi)S('n·atioussiuce November 1002. The 
MU radar WI\S also applied to metrur echo obS<'n'atious. which is dtlll·artf'rif.<'d 
by a high time-height resolution of I hr 10: I km r<'alizNI by fully utilizing thr 
functions of the MU radar. Both th<' radar tedtuiqucs employed an antenna with 
a wicle raclill.tion patl~ru to <'lfet"til"dy d('t('('t metror <'Chars from wide Slll\tial area 
a.nd also a radio intrrf('IOillrtrr iu r<'<"<'ption to arrnrlll<'l.'" rktrrmin(' echo arrival 
dirrction.~. F\utht•r we ]H"O]Jt)S('(I ~u imprm•('d n>Ncor 1-cho ohS<'rvation sy~t.em 
with th(' !dl; radar. whidt r~n ("OilN·ttnNcor cdtoe:~ (htring routin<' observations 
of the radar. 

Distributions of mct<.•or t~·hors wet<' 1k'!:>\·rih1~l as a fmu·tion of zenith auglr. 
horiwmal distruJcc, height and locnl time. 

From ionic diffusion throry, th(' lllltbipohu· diffusiuu t·udfidt·ut, D. ll"hil"h L~ 
inferred from the decay time constant of m<'lcor <'Cho int<'nsity, is related ~o atmo· 
spheric temperature, T. and lltnsity, p. RS D 01 Tfp. Thr oh.wrv<'<l mPan h('ight 
profile of D showed a.n exponential inncase with a sralr hright fairly consistNJI 
with that of atmosplwrir ll('nsity. Fitrrh<'L·. using thP IlonMin~ Afl]lfOKimation, 
wf' fonud 1 hat 1 h<' norntali~.rd D 8uNuat ion~. D' f Du. t·an b<' rcla.tcd to those of 
temperatur<'. T' /Tn. M D' / Du-2·T' /Tu. whcr<' t.h<' suffix 0 clcnot.cs the tilll(' mran 



values. The observed T' /To O!ll:ilhttrd with ,·arious periods. Oiurual I"Rrintions of 
T'/To at Shigarflki W<'L"<' dtarllttrril.('d by C"OHStfiHt plm.<;(' with h<'igbr iu umrning 
hours in summer, implying a rclatiouship with e'"nucsccnr 1linrrml ti<ko; or in-situ 
heating by solar rndiation. The T'JT0 fluctuations at Shigal"llki during winl('r 
months often showC'<I n duwnll'aHlllh<~~<' prngr"C'SSion, whkh sccnwd Ill h<' rl'latrd 
to l"crticnl propagatin~; dimrtill rid<'!. Th<' r<'Suhs in .lakaru also ~;t·nC'nlll.l· shuwrd 
downward phnsC' prognos..~iuu. 

Other t<.'lll]ICI"at\IT(' flut·tu;ltious with ]wriuds shorter tlu111 I dny WL'L<' lll\"f'S
tigatc:-d ns well. ThC' ol~"<'r,·C'<I downwmcl phn.sc progH'SSion ofT' /To iu<litnted 
that these fluctuations werr rmr!';('d br gra,·ity wa,~. Fluctuations ofT' /To and 
thC' horizontal wind \"Ciodt.'" showcd phase and amplitudt•rclarionshitiS corrsisl!'nt 
with linear gravity WI\\"<' th('Ory. n.~~<'d on thl'Se results, the horiwutul proJLAgll
tion directions of dominant gnwity WfiVCS were studied. They showN! a !';('Mottal 
variation with prC'fertod dirC'<·tious toward t·aM and w('SI iu summer and wint('r. 
tespt.'Ctil't'ly, ll"hidt wa.~ iiiii"LVL"<'Il'<l 10 bt• rl'lnt<'<l 10 <lin•t·riunnl lilrt•riu~ hy JH"I'· 
vailing zon!ll wirl<ls ])(']ow rh<' mrtNn· n•p;ion. W<' ~151"1 <·omluc-trd romparisrm 
observation~ ofdomirranr ~nll"ity 1\"a\"1'!-. ll"ith tht· ~ll" 1mlnr mod a ·"'dium lidm· in 
HILChioji (35.6"N. 139A"E) "·hkh arr scpanucd by a hori>.ontal dL~tiUH"!.' of 310 
km. Density pl'rturb~riurr~ obtainC'<l from butlr S<'IS of oll!<l·tl'lltions showed g1uKI 
agreement, indicating thflt the rndftr and lidar obst'n·('(l th(' S<UlW gra,·iry w!l\'l'. 

Planetary S<"ale willllmotions wrr"<' im~tigllfC'<I by meAns of <·oop('nllivl"' radar 
ob.serY&Lions. \\1(' stu<lied thl' behAvior of l)lanctary Wll\"<'5 in middll' lntitud<'S 
usiug the meteor radllr at Shig11raki ru1d MF rfldars at Ad(']aid<.' (35"5. !3S"E) and 
Saskatoon (52"N, 107"\V). SimultntlPOIIS 11"~1"<' a~rivitit'S \\"l'Tl' found at Shigaraki 
and Adelaide ~nd nlso ar Shigru·aki nnd Sa.~katoon with periods of I 10 days 

Long-period wa"t'S in tlrl"' C<Ju~rorial nn·sopau!iC' t"<'gion w('rC mullyzt'<lu~iug tin· 
Jakarta meteor radar anrl ll Mf n:ular on Christma.~ lslnnd (2":"\. 158"\\") Tlw 
preYailing winds were dmninat<.'d l>y semiannual osdllations ll"ith II"('St.ward lll£0;
ima in the l'C)UiiiO.'<CS for thl' 2onnl rontponcnr an<l 1111 annual oscillation flowing 
from summ('r to wintrr hC'misphl'TC'S for th<' mrridional rompournt. Signifkrurt 
)'CILT to y<'ar l"ariations \\"t'rl' also found. \\"a1·C'S ll"ith periods of 3--1 days a.ml 
6-7 days revealed marked C'nhnnrenrl'nts for the zoual conrpon<'nts, whose phiLS(' 
differences between the stations implird the po.«sibiliry t.hat th{'ll{' \\"fJ"(' C'<Jnarorial 
Kelvin waves 

Further, conspkuous two-day os('illntions w<'re ol.lscn·('(] simultaneously at 
Shigar~ki and Jakarta irr hurh T'/Tu ami wind fidds. Phn.w rrlntiuu.,hip~ hl'lwt~·u 
the stations ami bC'twrrn T' /To find thr wind L"OnlpOn('nts stmn~ly suggr~tcd tlrllt 
these wnves wC're idcntit·al to th('OtWitllll.'" pn•dit·tt'<l {3. 0) ruutl1• Rt>"i.~b.,··~lll,·iry 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Dynamics of Earth's Atmosphere 

Studies of the global changes of earth's en \'ironment have keenly become im
portant in order to protect not only human activities, such as agriculture and 
various industry, but also even human bodies and animals. Industrial exhausts, 
whose amount has been rapidly increasing in the last decades, now act to modify 
the earth's environment, represented by the grceubouse elfect and ozone deple
tion. These materials, however, do not affect the whole earth's atmosphere if they 
stay still at the place where they are produced. Recent atmospheric studies have 
revealed, however, that these materials are brought UJ) to the middle atmosphere 
at 10-100 km altitudes, due to vertical wind motions in tropics, the11 they are 
spread globally by general circulation. 

The earth's atmosphere is commonly separated into four layers according lO 
its vertical temperature structure, i.e., troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and 
thermosphere. The troposphere is the lowest part from the ground up to about 
1:) km, where the main heat source is the solar radiation absorbed by the ground, 
resulting in temperature decrease with height. Thus, the atmosphere becomes 
unstable, and convection is generated. Most of meteorological phenomena occur 
in the troposphere. The region al>ove the troposphere is called the stratosphere, 
where the temperature increases with height up to the stratopause uound :)0 km. 
The high temperature uound the stratopause is caused by the absorption of solar 
ultraviolet radiation by the ozone layer. Above the stratopause, the temperature 
again decreases with height, which is called the mesosphere, a.nd it reaches a 
minimum at the mesopause lll"Ound 90 km. The region above the mesopause 
is called the thermosphere, where the tl.'mperature rapidly and monotonously 
increases with height because of the 11bsorption of strong solar extreme ultraviolet 
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radiation ami X-rays. 
The general circulation is basically general('{] by seasoual aud latitudinal vari

ations of net radiative heating, that is, the sum of solar ll('ating and infrared 
cooling. Figure Ll {a) shows latitude-height section of zonal mean temperature 
in January from CIRA {COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere) I98G. In 
the lower atmOSJlhcre equatorial region is rceriving a major part of the solar en
ergy, producing a temperature distribution with a ma-.;imum over the equator and 
minima ncar the l'olcs. While, from 20 to 70 km temperature shows antisym
meuic distribution about the equator with a maximum and minimum at sunlmer 
and winter poles, respcctil-cly, due to the greater absorption of solar radiation by 
the ozone layer in the summer hemisphere. TcmJlerature distribution above 70 
km is separately discussed below. 

Figure l.l {b) shows zonal mean zonal wind in January from CIRA 1986. 
In the troposphere eastward jets are recognized with maxima at about 10 km 
in middle latitudes. On the other hand, above 20 km up to 80 km westward 
and ea:;tward winds are dominated in summer and winter hemisphere, respec
tively. The relation between these temperature and zonal wind distributions are 
reasonably explained by the thermal wind relation ]e.g., Andrews et al., 1987]. 

The general cin::ulation is generated to complement latitudinal ditrerence of 
solar radiation and the infrared emission. From this point of view meridio11al 
circulation is essentially important, in transporting heat energy and minor con
stituents. Figure 1.2 shows the mean meridional mass stream function theoreti
cally predicted by Garcia and Solomon [l!l83] in the case of northern-hemisphere 
winter solstice conditions. The figure indicates that tropospheric air is brought 
up to middle atmosphere through equatorial tropopause by active cumulus con
vection there. 

In equatorial lower atmoophere pcnurbatious of the atmosphere are ~he largest 
in three regions where ocean and continent interface; Africa, South America and 
Indonesia. In particular, Indonesia is characterized by the complicated land-sea 
distribution, moreover, amount of precipitable water, carrying latent heat, is the 
largest over Western Pacific around Indonesia. Tall cumulus clouds exclusively 
generated new: Indonesia sometimes penetrate deep into the stratosphere, which 
transport the tropospheric air above the tropo[)ause. Now the equatorial In
donesia has been known as a fountain region of minor constituents [Newell and 
Gould-Stewar!, 1981]. 

Minor constituents such as chlorine cOm[)Ound, nitrogen oxide and water vapor 
carried up to the middle atmosphere are then transported to middle to high 
latitude, and a part of those pass through winter polar region. 

Although the general circulation is basically driven by the solar heating, obser-
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(a) 

Figure 1.1: Monthly zonl'll mean IR.titlltle v~. Ju·es.~m1l scille height crOM 
sections for (11) temperature and (b) umi\1 wind in .Jrunnu·y (CJRA Hl86). 
Thelcft.ordinatcispt'CSI<m-c(mh);thcfirstrighrnrtlinnr<>(0-17)is]>L="u-c 
scale height; the S()C<lutl t·ight ot·dinatc is !\]l]IL"O~imatc gcmnctric height 
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Figurel.2: Ma.ssstreamfunctionforthercsrdualmcndionalcirculation(kg 
m-•a- 1)showuirrhcavysohdhncsand thediabatichcatmgdiat.Tibutl(m 
(hghtsohd r•ndd:.shcd lines; Kday-1) foruorthcm.hcmispheresolstrcc 
conditions :.s compuled hi a two·dimcn•ronal model {After Garda and 

So/omon{i983JJ 
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vational studies found a reversal of meridional temperature and pre,·ailing zonal 
wind near the mesopause which was unable to explain by radiMive balance of the 
atm05phere. That is, temperature distribution above 70 km shows a maximum 
and minimum at winter and summer poles, respectively, as seen in Figure 1.1 (a). 
Zonal wind becomes very weak at 8Q-90 km, and its direction changes above that 
level. Subsequent theoretical and observational studies have pointed out that 
dynamical processes, especially gravity waves pro[)llgating from lower altitudes, 
play an importallt role to reverse the general circulation [e.g, Lindzen, 1981; Mill· 
su11o, 1982; Vi11ceflt •md Retd, 1983; Tsuda ct al., Hl90]. While, as for the mass 
transport in the meridional plane, atmospheric waves are again thought to play 
an important role. That is, in addition to mean meridional flow, eddy motions 
produced by dynamical and chemical processes due to atmospheric waves [A11-
drews et al., 1987] are thought to significantly contribute to the mass transport, 
which are taken into acrount for the calculation shown in Fisure 1.2. 

It is also notable that the mesopause region is a transition layer for many atmo
spheric parameters such as diffusion, composition and ioniution rate (Tohmatsu, 
1990]. Below and above a boundary called turbopause at about 100 km, tur
bulent and molecular diffusion processes are dominant, respectively. According 
to this diffusion process composition of the atmosphere is almost uniform below 
the tnrbopause, while separation due to gravity bewmes effective above tbat. 
Moreover, absorption of extreme ultraviolet and X-ray causes a transition from 
neutral atmosphere to ionized atmosphere around the mesopause. Depending on 
ioniution rate delinitions are made for ionospheric layers of D, E and F, with 
approximate correspandins height ranses of 70-80 km, 8Q-1GO km and 160-500 
km, respectively. Thus, the mesopause r!.'gion is a very interesting object of ob-
servations. 

There are a number of techniques to observe the middle atmosphere. In-situ 
measurements such as rocket and radiosonde obscn•ations have been operated 
for long time, in which ~ompact measuring iustrumetlt is carried by a rocket or 
balloon. These measurements are characterized by their good height resolution. 
However, these observations give only one vertical profile by a single laun~h. 

On the other hand, remote sensing measurements using radio wave and optical 
rays provide more sue<:essive data in time and height. The remote sensing mea
surements are classified into two types; i.e., satellite and ground based techniques. 
The satellite observation has now become one of the most powerful methods, 
which is suitable for studying global scale waves. However, its height resolution 
is about 2-8 km [Rodgers, 1984], and time resolution is not very good for a polar 
orbit satellite, thus it is not good at studying 11-tmospheric waves with small ver
tical and time scale. While, the ground based remote sensing systems, such as 
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radars and lidars a:re cha:ractcrized by high time and ht>ight resolution of about 
1-lOmin and 100m-5km, although horizontal coverage of each system is fairly 
limited. Va.rious radll.f mcasuremeuts of the middle atmosphere have revealed 
chll.fa.cteristics of the atmospheric waves, such as planetll.fy waves, atmospheric 
tides and gravity waves. The Uda.r is an observation method developed more re
cently. The Rayleigh lidll.f can observe the atmospheric density and temperature 
at the altitude of 30-80km, which COI'Crs the blind height of radar observation 
(30-QOkm). Sodiumlidar ClUJ also observe density and temperature at the altitude 
of8o-105km. 

Among these radar and lida.r techniqucs which can observe the atmosphere 
from the mesosphere to lower thermosphere, MST (Mesosphere, Stratosphere and 
Troposphere) radar observations ue the most excellent in time and hei!;ht resolu
tions as schematically illustrated in Figure 1.3. However, MST radar observations 
with turbulence echoes in the mesosphere arc limited to daylight hours due to 
low electron density at night (Figure 1.4). Lidar observations are difficult to con
duct in daylight hours. While, MF (Medium Frequency, partial reBection) radar 
and meteor radar can continuously monitor wind fields although they are not 
so good as MST radar in time and height resolution. Furthermore, observations 
using meteors can be conducted with an MST radar, and even in parallel with 
normal MST radar observations by attaching a fairly compact economical pro
cessing system [e.g., Ave'l' et al., 1983; Wang e! al., 1988]. In addition, they have 
a potential to be used for study of atmospheric temperature and density as well 
[e.g., Greenhow and Hal~ l!l60]. 

1.2 Atmospheric Waves 

In the middle atmosphere atmospheric waves with various periods exist su
perposed by mean winds, such as gravity waves (5 min-21 hr at 35" latitude), 
atmospheric tides (24 hr, 12 hr, 8 hr, .. ) and planetary waves (I day-). 

Assuming adiabatic inviscid process and small scale motions, these atmo
spheric waves were theoretically investigated by using the perturbation equations 
of atmospheric motions derived from the fundamental equations of the atmo
spheric dynamics such Bli the equation of motion, first law of thermodynamics, 
continuity equation and equation of state for an ideal gas. The restoring forces for 
these wa.ves ll.fe provided by the stable density stratification of the atmosphere, 
namely, the buoyancy, and by the rotation of the earth, as represented by Coriolis 
force. 

Gravity waves, which are types of waves with relatively small horizontal scale 
owe their existence mainly to the buoyancy. They are mainly exited in the lower 
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atmosphere through gcostrO[Ihic adjustments, shear instability of jet stream, in
teraction of toposraphy with a jet stream and various meteorological disturbances 
such as fronts and cumulouimbus oonvections (e.g., Mumyama eta~ 1994: Tsuda 
etal.,Hl04]. 

While, atmospheric tides and planetary waves have larger horbontal struc
ture. Atmospheric tides are daily oscillations, which are primarily forced by 
diumal vuiations of the heating due to absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation 
by atmosp])(.•ric water vapor and ozone. On the contrary planetary waves have no 
such specific 11eriodic sources. Restoring force of these global-scale waves is lati· 
tudinal difference of Coriolis force. The buoyancy is also important for vertically 
propagating atmospheric tides. 

In the followings we briefty review characteristics of each wave. 

Atmospheric Tides 
In oonsidering atmospheric waves with a large horizontal extent, such as at· 

mospheric tides and planetary waves, we have to employ a set of perturbation 
equations described on spherical coordinate (e.g., Kato, 1980]. By using a sepa
ration constant, called 'equivalent depth', obtained differential equation can be 
sepa.rated into two equations which determine vertical and horizontal structure 
of waves, called vertical aud horizontal structure equations, respectively. The 
horizontal structure equation is known as Laplace's tidal equation. For forced 
waves like atmospheric tides their frequency and longitudinal wave number can be 
specified, thus by sub5tituting these puan1eters iuto the Laplace's tidal equatioo 
we can obtain equivalent depth as eigen-value and oorresponding eigen-function 
called 'Hough function', which determine latitudinal variatioos of amplitudes of 
vertical displacement of air parcel, thus, temperature ftuctuations. Further, the 
equivalent depth is substituted into the vertical structure equation, then corre
sponding vertical structure is calculated. 

Application of a classical tidal theory to atmospheric tides was established 
mainly by Kato jl9GG] and Lindzen 11967]. It is shown that the equivalent depth 
of diurnal tides can take negative values as well as positive values (Kato, 1966]. 
While, the Hough function was solved by Longv.et-Higgins (1968]. Figure 1.5 
shows Hough functions for sonle principal modes of diurnal tides together with 
corresponding latitudinal variations of eastward and nonhward wind velocity 
components. The modes with positive and negative equivalent depths are called 
positive modes and negative modes, respectively. A positive mode of diurnal 
tides can propagate vertically, while a negative mode is an external wa.ve with a 
standing phase structure along height. The positive modes of diurnal tides have 
the major part of their energy in the low latitude region, while the negative modes 
show large amplitudes in the high latitude as seen in Figure 1.5. This is showo 
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Figure 1.5: TOP: Hough functioll6 for the 801111" diurnal tidal modes nor
malized to a maximum value of unity. Keya 1111d nonnalization facton for 
each Hough mode 11te 118 folloW!l; (1, 1), solid line, O.llOO; (I, -1), broken 
line, 1.034; (1, -2), dotted line, 1.054; (I, -4), dashed-dot line, 0.513; (1, 2), 
dashed-double-dot line, 0.1>41. BOTTOM: northerly {southward) velocity 
upa.nsion functions nonnalized to 11 mRXimnm value of unity. Nonnalin
tion (actors are 0.026., 0.126, 0.100, 0.024, 0.015, res!)<lCtivcly. CENTER: 
westerly (eutward) velocity expansion functions nonnalized to a maxi
mum value of unity. Normlllized (actoTB are 0.038, 0.130, 0.100, 0.024, 
O.Ql8, respectively, [after Fork& [1982[1. {1, 1), (1, -I), {1, ·2), {1, -~)and 
(1, 2) are the first symmetric )>Oilitive, first jtntisymmetric negative, fint 
synunetric negative, second symmetric neg~~otive and llru antisymmetric 
poaitivemodes,respcctivcly. 
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l>y Lhe fac~ lhM since the Coriolis frcqut'ncy becomes equal to the frequency 
of the diurnal tide at 30" latitude. Thus, at lower latitudes diurnal tides can 
propagat.e a.s a gravity wave, while at higher latitudes they cannot propagate 
vertically, resulting in the dominance of a negative mode. On the contrary, since 
the frequency of a semidiurnal tide is always l&rger than the Coriolis frequency, it 
only talie<; positivi! equivalent depth, i.e., all the semidiurnal tides can propagate 
vertically. 

During the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) in 1982-1985, many observa
tions on aunospho:>ric tides were carried out. The new CIRA model (CIRA, 1986) 
of the atmospheric temperature and zonal mean wind was also provided, utilidng 
various observations carried out during MAP. Theoretical models of atmospheric 
tides utilizing these updawd model atmosphere and improved information on the 
dissipating process due to the eddy diffusion were recently proposed ] Vial, 1986; 
Forbes and Hagan, 1988; Fo!"bes and Vial, 1989], and discrepancy with the ob
servations becomes smaller. Now the monthly mean dimatology compa.ratively 
agrees better between the models and observations for semidiurnal tides [Forbes 
and Via~ 1989], hOI\-e,·er, diurnal tides are not yet well described by the models. 

Gravity Waves 
Assuming that a gravity wave is a plane wave, we can derive the dispen;ion 

relation of gravity wave from perturbation equations when j2 < w2 < N2 as 
follows 

(1.1) 

where w is the intrinsic frequency of the wave (frequency observed in the frame 
moving with the background Jlow) which can be written as w = k(c -ii), where c 
and ii a.re the horizontal phase velocity of the gravity wave and horizontal mean 
wind speed in the direction of wave propagation, respectively [e.g., Gossard and 
Hooke, 1975; Andn~ws et aL, 1987]. 

The polarization relations bet11'ec11 the va.riables of gravity waves can be de
rived from the bR.Sic equations as 

v' = -1~u' (1.2) 

w'=-~u' (1.3) 

where u' and v' are the parallel and perpendicular components of wave induced 
horizontal wind ftucmations relative to the wave propagation directions, ul is 
the wave-induced vertical wind. Note that the prime, ', denotes perturbation 
quantities. Equation 1.2 indicates that phase difference between u' and v' are 90" 
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and the ratio of amplitudes is proportional to f fw, thus, a tip of the horizontal 
wind vector draws an elliptical locus, which shows a clockwist' rotation with 
increasing height in the case of the northern hemisphere. 

Further, we introduce tcm]lcrature fluctuation, T', accompanied by vertical 
motion of air pllrccl in an adiabatic condition. Since relative temperature per
turbations are shown to be equal to those of potential tCilliiCrature under the 
Boussinesq approximation [e.g., Stul~ 1988]. T' can be related to the vertical 
wind velocity perturbation, w', assuming the prcsen·ation of potential tempera
ture, 8, as fo!lows: 

(1.4) 

where g is gravitational acceleration, and suffix 0 denotes time mean values. Using 
Equations 1.1 and 1.3, T'/Ta can be related to u' as follows: 

(U.) 

where we assume r << w2 << N2 . This equation indicates that T' bCCQmes 
maximum ellrlier than u' by a quarter of the wave period. 

In equatorial region there is a type of wave with planetary scale called equa
torial Kelvin wave, wbich satisfies the dispersion relation identical to that of 
two-dimensional gravity wave [And>TWs eta/., Ul87). The equatorial Kelvin wave 
is trapped only in a narrow latitude region around the equMor, propagating east
ward. Figure 1.6 shows the wind perturbation a:nd geopotential structure for the 
Kelvin wave, indicating that its horizontal wind perturbation appears only in 
zonal direction. 

Planetary Waves 
Planetary waves, or Rossby waves, can he classified into two types: forced 

planetary waves and free traveling planetary waves. In the followings we limit 
our interest to the traveling planetary waves. 

Analogous to atmospheric tides a set of equation on spherical coordinate is 
employed to investigate planetary waves. Howe,•er, the traveling planetary wave 
has no specific periodic forcing unlike atmospheric tides. Thus, firstly, the equiv· 
alent depth is calculated as au eigen value of the \'ertical structure equation, tben 
corresponding wave frequency and latitudinal structure, namely, Hough function, 
are determined from the Laplace's tidal equation [e.g., Solby, 1981a). 

A lot of efforts have been devoted to obser"ations of planetacy waves and 
identify their global structure since 1950's [e.g., Madden and Julian, 1972, 1973). 
In the stratosphere satellite observations greatly contributed to the study of plan
etary waves, such as 5, 10, 4 and 16 day waves, which were shown to correspond 
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Figure 1.6: Plan view of horizontlll velocity lllld height perturbation& as
soeiated with au equatori8.1 Kelvin wave [Mot.rllna, lg66] 

to symmetric (1, 1) mode, anti-symmetric (2, I) mode, symmetric (1, 2) mode 
and symmetric (1, 3) mode, respectively, when the equivalent depth is taken t.o be 
about 10 km [e.g., Hirota and Hirooka, 1984; Hirooka and HiroUl, 1985], where 
notation is made as (s, n- s) for waves with a ronal wavenumber of s and a 
meridional index of n. 

Io the mesosphere and lower thennosphere, large scale motions with vari
ous periods have been also reported [e.g., Salby and Roper, 1980; Ito et al .. 1984]. 
Among them the most conspicuously observed wave is a quasi-two-day wave {here
after, the two-day wave), which reveals large amplitude in low to high huitudes 
in summer hemisphere. From satellite and cooperative radar observations [e.g., 
Mullar and Nel$on, l!l78; Rodgers ond Pmta, 1981], the two-day wave was inter
preted as a manifestation of one of Rossby waves, called a Rossby-gravity wave, 
with a wnal wavenumber of three, that is, antisymmetri~ (3, 0) mode obtained 
from a numerical cal~ulation [Salby, 198ia)-

However, except for the two-day wave global stru~ture of most of planetacy 
waves in the mesopause region has not been identified yet. In addition, although 
simultaneous observations of wind and temperature fluctuations are necessary 
to fully understand the behavior of planetuy waves, such observa.tions have not 
been ~onducted due to a lack of such observation techniques. 

We now study a relation between wind and temperature fields associated with 
a Rossby-gravity wave using an equatorial/) plane approximation [Holton. 1992). 
When we assume a zonally propagating wave the meridional structure of the 
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Fir:ure 1.7: Plan view of horizontal velocity and height perturbations as-
80ci;~.ted with an cqu;~.toril!l Rossby-gnwity wave (Mal..!tmo, 1966]. 

Figure 1.8: Longitude-height section !!long a latitude circle narth or the 
equator showing prc6Sure, temperature, a.nd wind perturbations for a t.her· 
mally damped Rossby-gra.vity wave. Areas of high pressure are shaded. 
Small anowa indicate zonal and vertical wind perturb<ltions with length 
proportional to the wave amplitude. Meridional wind perturbatio1111 are 
shown by anows pointed into the page (northward) IL!ld out of the page 
(tOuthward). 

13 
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horizontal ,-c]ocity and goopoteutial perturbations can be expressed as 

( " ) ( ilmlwN"'y) (Dimly') v :v _1 exp 2jij""" . ~· 
(1.6) 

where 11, t• and if> are ei'IStward and northward wind velocity and geQpotential 
perturbMions, respectively,.,; and N are wave frequeucy and 13runt-V!iisalii. fre
quency, rc:specth·ely, m is \'Crtical waveuumber, y is distance from the equator. 
/J is de6ned as 20./ll, where !1: ll.lld o are the angular velocity and the radius 
of the earth, respectively. The resultiug horironta.l wave structure is plotted in 
Figure 1.7, which shows an antisymmetric structure about the equator. The 
wave structure in the longitude-height se<:tion at a latitude north of the equa
tor is shown in Figure 1.8, indicating phase relation between v' and temperature 
fluctuation is expected to be in phase, while, in the southern hemisphere it is 
expected to be anti-phase. 

1.3 Fundamental Characteristics of Meteors 

This section is devoted to a brief description of the chuacteristics of meteors 
and their impacts on the euth's atmosphere. 

A meteor is a streak of light or ftshooting starn that is seeD iD the night 
sky when a small object, known as a meteoroid, enters the earth's atmosphere 
at a high speed and dissipates its energy and substance in a brief blaze. Very 
rarely, a residual fragment of a large meteoroid may survive the fiery plunge and 
drop to the ground as a meteorite [McKinley, !96JI. The velocities of meteors 
approaching the earth are in the range of 11.3 to 72 km/s. The lower limit is 
set by the velocity of a particle escaping the earth's gravitational field and is 
therefore the minimum velocity that a particle falling toward the earth Cllli have. 
The upper limit of 72 kmfs is the sum of the velocity of the earth orbiting the 
sun, 29.8 km/s, and the escaping velocity for a particle leaving the solar system, 
i.e., 42 kmfs. The fact that observed meteor velocities hardly exceed the upper 
boundary is proof that most, if not all, meteors are members of the solar system 
[Sugar, 1964]. 

Meteors are classified into sporadic and shower meteors. Shower meteors are 
thought to be mainly originat.ed from small particles ejected from comets orbiting 
the sun. On each perihelion passage a comet loses a large number of particles, 
which gradually spread along the cometary orbit and fill a tube of space, called 
a meteor stream. If the cometary orbit intersects the earth's orbit, the eaztb will 
pass the intersection on the same date every sidereal year, and if the intersection 
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falls in the meteor stream region, a meteor shower will result. In the case of 
an old comet the meteor stream may finally close all around the orbit, so that 
a met.eor shower will result on every earth crossing. Thus, shower meteors have 
been investigated to study the history of meteor streams and agcs of their mother 
comets [e.g., Wa!anabe c! of., 1992]. 

A sporadic meteor or nou shower meteor is not a member of a recognized 
shower. Over a period of a year it is found that the number of sporadic meteors 
greatly surpasses the total number of meteors belonging to the well-known show
ers, particularly if the counts are extended to the very faint meteors [McKinley, 
1961]. 

Due to meteoric ablation a large Hux of metallic vapor is continuously entering 
the Earth's atmosphere, whose amount was estimated to be as large as 44,000 
kg/day by Hughes [1978} using satellite, radio and visual observation data in 
partide mass range larger than w-LJ g. The major metallic constituents of 
meteorites ue by weight Na 0.6 %, Ca 1.0 %, Ni 1.5 %, AI 1.7 %, Fe 11.5% 
and Mg 12.5 % [Mason, l97l]. The existence of these abundant metallic ions 
activat.es the behavior of the atmosphere in various aspects as follows. 

The meteoric atoms are believed to be the sour« of ions in sporadic E layers, 
occurring occasionally in the ionosphere at altitudes between 90 and 140 km 
witb a typical thickness of 1-3 km [Huuskonen et al., 1988]. For the fonnation 
of sporadic E layers dynamical processes, such as vertical shear of neutral wind 
and ele<:tro-dynamical forces associated with aurora, are also thought to play 
important roles to concentrate these ions into the thin layers [e.g., Whiteheod, 
1970; Kirkwood and von Zalm, 1991]. 

Furthermore, these meteoric metals are of chemically importance for number 
of reasons {Plane, 1991]. Firstly, meteoric metals have VCI)' unusual atmospheric 
chemistries. Atmospheric temperature near the mesopause is known to show 
large seasonal variation, especially in high latitudes, cAusing important seasonal 
changes in the chemistry. The solar insolation penetrating through the meso
sphere is only attenuated at wavelengths less than 190 nm [Shima.ta4i, l9BS], 
meaning that photochemistry requiring high photon energies occurs in this re
gion, producing ions and neutral species that are often in highly excited ele<:tron 
and vibratinal states. 

It is also speculated that these meteoric metals, X, descending from the mes
osphere react with the atmosphere to fonn XCI. Since these processes continue 
in the absence of sunlight, chlorine may accumulate during polar winter. The 
sudden release of this chlorine from photodissociation of these salts during spring 
could give rise to the loss of ozone in the upper polar stratosphere [Aikin and 
McPerers, 1986]. 
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The frre metal ;\toms and ions, which are relatively easy to view with ground
based instruments such as a meteor radar and various optical instruments like 
a sodium lidar, appear to be excellent tracers of the dynamical processes ]e.g., 
Plane, 1001]. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

As described in previous sections meteor echo observation is one of crucial 
observation techniques to study fltmosphcric dynamics near mesopause region. 
In this thesis we dcl'e]oped meteor echo observation t.echniques using two radan; 
of Radio Atmospheric Science Center (ftoi,.SC), Kyoto Univ., then studied wa~ 
with various period. 

In Chapter 2 we describe developments of meteor echo measurement tech
niques using a meteor radar and the MU radar for observations of wind velocity 
and ambipolar diffusion coefficit'nt. Further, we propose an improved meteor ob
servation system with the MU radlll", which can collect meteor echoes in parallel 
with normal MU radar observations. Then, we discuss time-height distribution 
of meteor echoes for each radar observation. 

In Chapter 3 we study relation between ambipolar diffusion coefficient and 
atmospheric temperature and density, then apply the relation to observations of 
density scale height and temperature fluctuations e&used by wave activity. Among 
observed fluctuations with various periods we examine diurnal component in this 
chapter. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to studying behavior of gravity waves using simultaneous 
wind and temperature fluctuation observations with the MU rade.r with resolu
tions of 1 hr x 1 km. First, we examine phase and amplitude relations between 
observed wind and temperature fluctuations in comparison with a prediction from 
a linee.r theory of gravity waves. Then, we investigate seasonal Vlfiations of prop
agation directions of dominant gravity waves. Finally, we present a comparison 
observation of gravity waves with the MU radar and a sodium lidar. 

We study planetary scale wind motion in Chapter S using data from several 
radar observatories which are widely spaced in longitude and latitude. First, plan· 
etary waves in middle latitudes are investigated. Then, we describe the behavior 
of mean winds and planetary waves in equatorial mesopause region. Finally, by 
means of simultaneous observations of wind and temperature fluctuations using 
meteor echoes we study global structure and seasonal behavior of two day wave. 

In Chapter 6 we present summary and conclusions of this thesis. 



Chapter 2 

Radar Observations of Meteor 
Echoes 

In this thesis we study atmosphere dynamics near the mesopause utili~iog ra
dio echoes scattered from an ion ired meteor trail. We first review the characteris
tics of radio scattering by a meteor trail, then prl.'$ent development of observation 
tech11iques for both wind ,-elocity and arnbipolar diffusion coefficient, and finally 
discuss time-height distributions of meteor echoes together with perfonnance of 
obtained data.. Observations were carried out with the MU (Middle and Upper 
atmosphere) radu and a meteor radar in Shiga.raki (35"N, 136"E). While, we 
transported the meteor radar from Japan to Jakarta (G"S, lOT',E), Indonesia. 

2.1 Radio Scattering by Meteor Trails 

When a meteoroid impinges the earth's atmosphere, it interacts with neutral 
atmosphere and ablates meteor atoms, which have an initial velocity compuable 
to that of the meteoroid (about ll-73 km/s). Collisions between the ablated 
ions and atmosphere molecules are frequently repeated to slow the ions down to 
the thermal velocities of the en\'ironmcnt neutral atmosphere within less than a 
millisecond [McKinley, HlGl[. Then, an ionized metoor trail is left along a pa.ss 
of the meteoroid. The trail has an initial radius, r0 , appro:\imated by 

log10 ro = O.OHlh- 1.02 + log10(V/40) (2.1) 

where ro is in meter, and h a.nd V are altitude in km and impinging velocity in 
kmfs, respectively [Daggaley, 1980; 1981; Thomas et al., 1988]. When V is 40 
km/s, r0 at 90 km altitude is 0.62 m. The metoor trail is further moved by wind 
motion of ambient neutral atmosphere. 

17 
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We r<>ech't' a bfiCkscatt('rcd rada:rccho from the meteor trail using HF and VHF 
radio wan•s. /ll('tror cchot'S can be classil\ed into two types, i.e., underdcnse and 
o1·erd~nse types, according to the line clcrtron density. A boundary line electron 
density of the tii"O types is gi,·cn by 

(2.2) 

where.\ is & rada:r wavelength ]McKinley, 1961]. When a line electron density is 
less than this l"alue, all the rcccil·ed echot'S become underdense types. 

For the overdcnse trail, transmitted radio waves can not penetrate into the 
meteor trail, but is totally reflected, because its frequency is lower than the 
critical frequency of the plasma corresponding to the elecuon density of the trail. 
While, in the case of an underdense echo, electron density is so low that the 
radio wave penetrates into the trail, and it is partially reflected by each electron 
independently, with the scattering cross section of 

(2.3) 

where 141, m and e are magnetic permeability of air, electron mass and electron 
charge, respectively. By using a conventional radar equation, the received power 
from each electron scattering, t:.P., is represented by a formula 

(2.4) 

where P, G,, G. and R ILI"C transmitted power, transmitting antenna gain, re
ceiving antenna gain and range, respectively. By integrating Equation 2.4 for all 
electrons in the trail, we can obtain echo p01ver. When we assume an instanta
neously formed infinitely long cylindrical trail. the total received echo power at 
! = 0, P., is obtained as 

(2.5) 

where q. is a line density of electrons, and c and s are Fresnel integrals. If the 
trail is a. straight column without distortions, we can regard the scattering of 
radio wave as a Fresnel reflcction. The value (2 + s2 )/2 bC<:omes almost I by 
integrating Equation 2.4 for a. few Fresnel zones [McKinley, 1961]. 

Figure 2.1 shows a numerical model of an instantaneous meteor echo power 
and phase during the form&tion of the meteor trail with solid lines in the ab
sence of diffusion process and wind motions of ambient neutral atmosphere. We 
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assumed that meteor trail is ru1 infinitely long straight wlumn and uniformly 
ionized along the trail. We also ncglt>et dt>eclcration of iiD[)inging velocity of the 
meteoroid in the atmosphere. The abscissa is distance along the trail measured 
from the minimum range point between the trail and the radar. In Figure 2.1 
(a) the echo power increases gradually during the early stage of trail formation, 
and quickly reaches ma:dmum value when the mctror body passes through the 
minimum range point. After that the echo power becomes fairly constant. The 
main reftt>etion occurs on a region called the first Fresnel zone. The extent of the 
first Fresnel zone is given as .,f2fl1o centered at the minimum range point, where 
Ro is the minimum range between the radar and the trail. The first Fresnel zone, 
for example, is 1.1 km when A and Rare G 111 (SO MHz) and 100 km, respectively. 

We neglected the effects of diffusion processes on a meteor trail so far. How· 
ever, the actual meteor tr&il suffers various diffusion processes such as ambipolar 
diffusion, eddy difFusion, recombination, chemical reaction and also distortion by 
wind motions. Among them ambipolar diffusion is found to play play a dominant 
role of trail diffusion [e.g., Jorres, 1975]. The radius of a meteor trail, r, is given 
by 

(2.6) 

where D is ambipolar diffusion coefficient, t and ro ue time and an initial radius 
after the meteor trail reaches thermal equilibrium, respectively [McKinley, 1961]. 
A meteor trail considering ambipolar difFusion is schematically illustrated in Fig· 
ure 2.2. The echo intensity is reduced by the radial diffusion of the trail in the 
case of the underdense echo [Herlofson, 1948], thus echo power at t, P.(t), decays 
uponentiallyas 

(2.7) 

and a decay time constant, r, is defined RS 

(2.8) 

The echo power in the existence of ambipohv diffusion is shown in Figure 2.1 
(a) with a solid line. Further, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, D, is known 
to depend oo atmospheric temperature, T, and density, p [e.g., Kaiser, 1953, 
Grunlww and Neufeld, 1955, Weiss, 1955] as 

Do::!:_ (2.9) 
p 

where Cis a constant. Since temperature is fairly constant around the mesopause, 
D is expected to increase exponentially with height, which is nsed to observe 
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t~ll/2~:;] 
-2 -1 0 1 2 

Distance clang meteor trail (x..j2iR) 

Figure 2.1: A numerical calculation of (a) an instantaneous meteor eCho 
power 11.nd (b) phase. T11e abscissa ia a distance along the meteor trail 
mei\Surod from the minimum range point between the trail and the radar, 
expressed in terma of the length of the tint Fresnel ~one. The solid lines 
indica!.<! values in tl1e a.bsence of an1bipolar diffusion w1d wind motioiUl, 
while the dashed lines in the e.:istence of these effect.s. Amplitude !llld 
phase values alter fom1ation of the infinitely long trail, in the case of no 
ambipolar diffusion and wind motiona, are set to be unity and 0, respec· 
tively. 
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Figure 2.2: A model of a mctoor trail at time TF alter the time when 
the meteoroid witb impinging velocity V pa..s:ses the minimum range point, 
where ::l:rF = (>.Rjz)lnjv is defined l\Sone-halfofthefil"$t Fresnel zone of 
the trail. The initial radius is shown as the dMhed line, while the effective 
radius due to diffusion is indicated by the solid·line envelope [McKinJ~,, 
1961). 

21 
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density scale height. This relation is also utilizl'd to estimate echo reHection 
height {decay height method} for radar systems which do not directly measure the 
reftection height. Further, it is possible to delineate information of temperature 
and density fluctuations from temporal variations of D, which will be precisely 
discussed in subsequent chapters. 

On the other hand, phase of meteor echo shown in Figure 2.1 (b) exhibits 
rapid increase during the beginning stage of the trail formation, which is caused 
by the approAching meteor body. The phase variation with time gives us the 
values of impinging velocities of meteorites, which is an important parameter to 
know its orbit in the interplanetlll)' space. The phase be<:omes almost constant 
after the first Fresnel zone is formed in the case of motionless atmosphere as 
shown with the solid line. However, the ionized particles in a meteor trail arc 
moved with wind motion of the ambient neutral atmosphe«! [Manning e! al., 
1950], causing the Doppler frequency shift tJ.f in the re<:eived e<:ho. A general 
idea for an approaching meteor trail toward the radar site is shown with a dasbed 
line in Figure 2.1 {b). The radial wind v. is inferred from tJ.f as 

v.= ~tJ.f (2.10) 

So far we assumed that the iuitial radius of meteor trail is negligibly small 
compared with the radar wavelength. However, if the initial trail width is of the 
order of the radio wavelength then the radiation ba.cks4:attered from electrons in 
the trail may not be in phase, and the echo power can be severely attenuated 
[e.g., Olsson-Steel and Elford, 1987]. FUrther, since a meteor takes a finite time 
to cross the first Fresnel rone, it is possible that the trail has diffused to reach a 
width comparable to the radar wavelength by the time the meteor has «!aclied 
the end of the zone. These effects destructively reduce the echo amplitude at 
higher altitude and set an upper limitation for observations, called 'e<:ho ~iling', 
whicb is approximately 100-110 km for conventional meteor radars operated at 
some tens of MHz [McKinley, 1961). 

2.2 Development of Observational Techniques 

In this section we describe observation techniques of atmospheric parBmete~ 
using meteor ecllOes. We employed two radar systems in this study; a meteor 
wind radar and the MU radar. Before describing each radar technique we discuss 
system requirements to realize the meteor observations. 

I. Meteor appears randomly in a large spatial area. Fortunately, we do not 
need transmitting and receiving antennas with a large gain because we can 
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expect a fairly strong echo from the trail due to the specular reflection, 
whose intensity ranges over 80 dD [e.g., McKinley, lOG![. Therefore, an
tennas with wide radiation patterns have advamagcs in collec:ting r>lenty of 
meteor echoes from wicle azimuth and zenith auglcs. 

2. It is essentiRlly importaut to mcRSure Rrriw\1 rlirfftion Rnd reflection height 
of each meteor ec:ho accurately in order to rec:ompose wind velocity vector 
from observed radilli wind ,·elocities. Therefore, it is required to employ 
a radio interferometer technique, with which we can determine the arrival 
directions by measuring phase differences of the received echoes between 
more than three antennas. The I'Cho reflection height is further calculated 
from the direction and the range between the radar and the meteor trail. 

3. The length of the first Fresnel zone is an order of I km as described in the 
previous section, indicating that minimum scale of observable atmospheric 
phenomena is also around this length. Therefore, necessary and sufficient 
range resolution is about 1 km. 

4. Meteor echoes occupy quite a small part of recei,•ed signal records, because 
meteor trails are fairly small tugets aud normally disappear within one 
second due to diffusion, suggesting that most of the received signal is use
less. Therefore, it is required to record only a part of signal at a range 
where the echo appears for a certain duration time in order to reduce total 
amount of stored data by using a sophisticated realtime processing software 
or hardware. 

In the following three subsections, we discuss how we realized these system 
requirements. We first describe a meteor wind radar system, then an applica· 
tion of the MU radar to meteor echo observations and lastly a proposal for an 
improvement for the meteor observation system with the MU radar, which can 
collect meteor echoes in parallel with the routine observations of the MU radar. 

2.2.1 Meteor Wind Radar System 

A metet~r radar was constructed at Shigaraki (35"N,l36"E) in 1977. It is a 
COmpact economical radar system, which is equipped with fundamental functions 
to realire the necessary conditions discussed above. Five-element Yagi antennas 
with the half power beam width of as wide as GO" in one way pattern were 
used for both transmission and reception in order to detect echoes from a llu·ge 
spatial area. Single Yagi antenna was used for transmitting radio waves. While, 
three Yagi's composed an interferometer, providing signal to the phase sequenced 
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interferometer (PSI) [Rudman et al., 1970] cquippOO for accurate mel!Surements 
of arrival angles of a meteor trail. A computer system was employOO for radar 
control and real time data processing. The radar was operated under two modes; 
'watch mode' and 'measure mode'. During the watch mode the radar searchOO 
a meteor e-cho whose intensity exceeded a threshold value, without recording 
re«ived signal. When the received signal is recognized to be a meteor e-cho, the 
opcrlllion mode is changed to the measure mode, where the computer fixes the 
sample range and re<:ords the signal for 200 transmitting pulses (about I sec.) 
]Aso et Q/., 1979; Tsuda et Q/., 1982]. 

In 1983-1986 continuous observations were carried out by the automatic ob
serving system for 24 hours and a large observational data base for the meteor 
height of SQ-.IIO km were stored. 

In 1992 we transported the meteor wind radar to Indonesia to ioVl:Stigate 
equatorial atmosphere dynamics after some improvements of the system [.FUjioka, 
1993]. In order to start observations in the equatorial Indonesia, it is n~ to 
consider the operation conditions there. Since scientists who desigoed tbis system 
cannot stay at the observatory for all the observation period, the system should be 
operated under a control of a computer, except for the least maintenance by the 
operator, visiting the observatory occasionally. Even if there is a severe dam~e 
on the hardware, small MTTR (mean time to recover) is demanded in order to 
reduce the gap of continuous observation to as short as possible. Considering these 
requirements, we have improved the meteor radar, espe-cially the transmitter and 
computer. We also have replaced the transmitting and receiving antennas with 
newly designed ones [Tsuda et al., 1995]. 

Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the new meteor radar. The transmitter, 
antennas and the computer subsystems are encircled by dotted line in Figure 2.3. 
Basic parameters of Jakarta meteor wind radar are summarized in Table 2.1. In 
the followings we describe the improvement of transmitter, antennas, and the 
computer system. 

Transmitter and Antenna 
A transmitter used in the meteor radar is required to produce a pulse, with a 

width of about 300J~SCC, at the central frequency of 31.57 MHz, where the peak 
and average output power should be 10 kW and 0.5--1 kW, respectively. In the 
original system we used a transmitter with a tube as the final linear amplifier. 
The tube must be replaced every about 1,000 hours (about one month) in order 
to keep the nominal outJIUt power. Such a maintenance was not ideal from a 
point of cost. 

Therefore, we decided to employ a new transmitter originally designed for a 
magnetic resonance imaging system, which utilized solid-state circuit for all the 
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Figure 2.3: Blockdiagtam of the Jakarta meteor wind radar. The a.re>l6 
encircled by dotted linea are parts newly designed for the continuou1 ob
aervationsin Jakarta, lndonesia.(Fujio.ta, 1993]. 
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Parameter Value 
Operating frequency 31.57 MHz {VHF band) 
Antenna TX: 5-elemcnts Yagi 

RX: three 5-elcments Yagi's (interferometer) 
beam directions 45o off" the zenith 

Transmitter dni\1 solid state amplifier 
peak power .... 10 kW (maximum) 
average power .... 0.5 kW {duty ratio 5% (maximum) 
bandwidth .... 400kHz (maximum) (pulse width: 10 ~) 

Thble 2.1: Dasic plll"ametcn of J!'.karta meteor wind rada.r (T.suda d "'·· 1994]. 

amplifiers (model MRl-10000, EN!. Inc.). This transmitter consists of a final 
amplifier, a system combiner and a signal splitter. The final amplifier of MRl-
10000 is composed of two sets of amplifiers, each of which produces any RF pulse 
with the peak power of 5 kW. 

Since the two amplifiers are connected in parallel by the system combiner and 
the signal splitter, we can also operate the transmitter by using a single final 
amplifier with the half power, even when the other amplifier does not work due 
to system damage or malfunction. The new transmitter is equipped with a serial 
communication channel (RS-232C) to provide the current status of the system 
operation and to accept system-control from outside, which further enables us 
an automatic operation supervised by a computer. For instance, when the trans
mitter stopped observation due to power failure or other reasons, the computer 
checks the status of the transmitter and restarts it through communication. 

The antenna employed for the meteor wind radar is a five element Yagi type 
with the half power width of 60". Single antenna is used for transmission, while 
three sets are used for reception to compose an interferometer. Configuration of 
the antennas for the interferometer, especially the spacing of antennas, should 
be carefully designed. It is normally true that a longer baseline gives better 
accuracy, which, however, might give more than two solutions of arrival angles. 
By taking the antenna beam width and the range of ambiguity in arrival angle 
determinations into consideration, we chose the antenna arrangement in Indonesia 
as shown in Figure 2.4, which is rather decided not to produce unambiguous 
solutions for a single echo by compromising their accuracy. 

Computer System 
Since the computer system, originally installed in the meteor radar, is quite 
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Rx-cabla2: 

:18m 

Rx-eabla3: 

Figure 2.4: Con~guration of transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) an
tennas for the Jakarta met.eor wind radar. Two antenna beam direction& 
were used, which were 45° off the unith towatd south on November 2, 
1992-Ma:rch 10, 1993 and March 18-June 8, 1993 and toward north on 
Martb.,ll-l7,1993andfromJune9,1993[.FUjioka,l993). 
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old, we replaced it with two sct.s of personal computers whose instruction speed 
is 3-S times as fast as the old one. However, basic functions of the computer in 
~he radar are ~he same, which CO\'er I) radar control, 2) data-acquisition, 3) data 
storage, 4) radar status check and S) data processing. Tasks of these functions 
are sununarizcd briefly in the followings. 

I. ) radar control: to control operation of thc radar hardware; pulse scheme 
for transmission and reception. 

2. ) data-acquisition and transfer: to transfer ou~put of A/D converters of 
signal detector and phase det.ci:tor and also o~her digital signals from the 
sigual processing subsystem to the memory of PC for a certain duration 
(about 1 sec.), then to transfer the data to the hard disk. 

3. ) data storage: to store the data collccted on the bard disk to an 8 mm 
MT (EXABYTE) at 0:00 once a day. 

4. ) status-chock: to record the status of the radar operation every hour, such 
as the condition of the transmitter, local time of the first and last echoes in 
the last one hour, the hourly mean radial wind velocity and the noise level, 
a.nd to restart the transmitter if it stops due to some error. 

S. ) data processing: to illustrate raw data for each meteor echo, sucb as 
range, echo intensity, Doppler signal and phase detector output, a.nd to 
additionally plot time 1·ariation of meteor echo rate and the hourly-mean 
radial wind \'elocity. 

Since the itent.s I) and 2) largely concern the operation of the radar hardware 
and data-transfer, we should design a real time software. While, the items 3), 
4) and 5) do not noceso;arily correlate with, for instance, the pulse scheme of 
the radar operation. We installed two sets of small personal computers (NEC 
(Nippon Elcctric Company) , PC!l801DX/U2), with a 16-bit CPU (Intel 80286, 
12 MHz), which is characterized by high reliability and good cost-performance, 
where one of them manages items I) and 2), while the other 3), 4) and S). 

Operation in Indonesia 
In October 1992 we trllllsported the radar system to a.n observatory, located in 

PUSPIPTEI< (Indonesia National Center for Research, Science and Technology), 
Serpong (13.4°5, 106.rE), located about 27 km south-west of Jakarta (Figure 2.S). 
So far, we ha\'e exchanged the antenna illuminating area several times between 
southward and northward directions. The reason and the effective center of ob
servation area is predsely discussffl in Section 2.3. Figure 2.6 shows the outlook 
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Nov 2, 1992-Mar 11, 1993 
Mar 19, 1993-Jun 8, 1993 

Figure 2.5: Location of the rad<U" observatory. Shaded lll1!M show radar 
approxitnate illuminating N"Cil. TltC illuminati'" area was toward south 
during November 2, 1001 to Mru:ch II, 1003and March 19, 1003 t.o June 8, 
1993 and toward north during MN"ch 11-17, 1903 Ntd after June 9, 1993. 
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of the radar site, where all the equipment other than antennas is installed in a 
container in the left side. A boundary layer radar was also installed in the same 
area, as shown in the right side of the 6gure. The radar site occupies a square 
area of 40 m x 40 m, surrounded by a safety fence with a height of about 2 m. 

Radar status is checked once a day by a watcher in PUSPIPTEJ<. Opera
tors from DPPT (Agency for the Asscssmcut and Application of Technology), 
Indonesia 1•isit the radar site once or twice in a wr.oek to change the 8mm MT and 
maintain the radar system. Further, they a.ualyze the data and send quick-look 
output to RASC. 

2.2.2 Application of the MU Radar to Meteor Echo Ob
servations 

The MU (middle and upper) radar is a monostatic pulse Doppler radar at 
46.5 MHz, constructed at Shigaraki, Shiga, Japan (34.85"N, 136.10"E) in 1984. 
The MU radar is characterized by an active phased array system with 475 Yagi 
antennas [.FUkao et ol., i!l85a, bJ. The whole antenna of the MU radar consists 
of 19 hexagonal subarrays (shown separated by thin solid lines in Figure 2.7), 
and six deformed areas at the edge of the circular antenna. The suburays, eacb 
of which contains 19 three-element crossed Vagi's, are units for the control of 
transmission and reception. There are four independent receiver channels in the 
MU radar. Observation parameters of the MU radar can he Bexibly changed by 
soft wares, which enables us to operate the radar as various kinds of radar systems 
such as an MST {mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere) radar and also an 
IS (incoherent scatter) radar. The basic parameter of the MU radar is shown in 
Table 2.2. 

For a normal MST radar observation by the DBS (Doppler beam swinging) 
technique the whole antenna is used to obtain a pencil-like main lobe with a nar
row beam width, which is alternately connected to a transmitter and a receiver. 
However, this set up is not necessarily suitable for meteor echo observations. 
Therefore, we used special combinations of the subarrays for botb transmission 
and re<:eption in this study. In the following, we first discuss the beam patterns of 
the transmitting antenna, and then describe the interferometer system and data 
taking procedure. 

Transmitting Antenna 
A pencil-like antenna beam used for normal DBS techniques with the MU 

radar has a half power beam width of 3.7", which is schematically illustrated in 
Figure 2.8. In the present study, we designed a doughnut-like radiation pattern, 
also shown in Figure 2.8, by controlling the phase of the radio waves transmitted 
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Figure2.7: A plane view of the antenna array of the MU radar. The open 
circles with numeral&, l to 4, indicate the single cr06300 Ya&l's ll8ed to 
construct an interferometer (modi6ed from (Nakamura et al., 1991]). 
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Para~~~eter VJue 
Location Shipraki,Sbisa,Japa.n.(3t•Sl'N,136°06'E) 
Radar system monostatie pulse radii-; 

activephMecluraysystcm. 
Operational[requency t6.SMHz 
Antcnaa cireulararrayof47SUOSIII!dyacis 

apperture S330m1 (103mindiuneLer) 
beam width 3.&- (one way; hal[ power CuJI-width) 
steerability steerinsiacompletedineacb.IPP 
beam.direCtione 16S7;0"-30"oft"ze~~itbansle 
polarizations line&r"and.eirclllar 

Transmitter 4715tolidstateampl.ifien 
(TR modules; each with output power or 

2.4kWpeakand120Waverap) 
peak power 1 MW {maximum) 
average power SO kW (ma.xir:AIIm duty rar.io is S 'Ko) 
bandwidth 1.65 MHz (maximum) 

IPP 400,..to6Srrw(•-a:riable) 
Receiver 

bandwidth 
dynamic range 
IF 
A/Dconvert.er 

Pulse compression 

1.65 MHz (maximum) 
70dB 
SMHz 
12bits x &channels 
binaryphuecoclingupto32elements; 

Barkerandcomplementarycodn 

Table 2.2: B..:C puuneten or the MU radar (Noo el ol., 19815a.J. 
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from each Yagi antenna [Nakomuro et ol., Hl!H]. As we will show in Section 2.3, 
a large number of meteor echoes are det~ted at zenith angles of 200 - 45", so 
that the doughnut-like beflffi is found to be cll"ectivc for detecting many meteor 
echoes. 

We introduce a coordinate system, (x,y, :), where I, y and: correspond to 
eastward, northward and verticalll.'les, respectively. For a pencil-like beam with 
the narrowest main lobe width and ma.ximum bore-sight gain, the phase of the 
transmitted radio waves for each a.ntenna, <2>, is generally given as 

<2>, = T(l·x;) (2.11) 

= T(x,sin9sint;ll+y;sinllcost;ll) 

where I= (sinllcost;ll,sinllsint;ll,cosll) is the direction cosine of the bore sight 
pointing to the azimuth angle, t/1, and zenith angle, 8, and x1 = (I;,y;,O) is the 
coordinate of the i-th antenna. measured from the center of the whole array. 

In order to obtain the doughnut-like radiation pattern, we need to replace 4<, 
with t: by adding a phase shift, 1';, 

t; <2>,+1', 

ctJ; = T(lxJ)·sinlls) 

= T(~·sinlls) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where liD is the zenith angle of the direction of the maximum gain. Figure 2.9 
shows numerical computation of the doughnut-like radiation pattern in compar
ison with in the case of the pencil-like beam. The antenna ga.in at (} = o• for 
the doughnut-like pattern is suppre8$ed by about 20 dB relative to the pencil-like 
beam, while the sidelobes between 23" and 40" are considerably enhanced, by 6 
to 16 dB. As a result, a doughnut-like main lobe appean; centered at 300, \ll'hich 
radiates radio waves more effectively in oblique directions. 

Interferometer and Data-taking Procedure 
The interferon1eter can be constructed by connecting three receiver channels 

to individual single Vagi's located at the points of an equilateral triangle with a 
length of 0.607 ,\, as indicated in Figure 2.7. Since even the shortest base line 
(0.697 ,\x cos30°) of the interferometer is longer than 0.5 ,\, the arrival angle of 
each echo C/111 not be uniquely determined. That is, an echo at a zenith angle of 
larger than 56.5" contaminates the first lobe of the interferometer pattern. This 
ambiguity, however, can be removed by using the fact that almost all underdense 
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(a) , (b) 

t"H~~ 
MUR MUR 

Figure 2.8: Schematic dillgl"!\1\IS of the antenna pattenlS used in thiB Btudy: 
(a) vertically pointed pencil-like beam and (b) doughnut-like beam [Nnka
mumeta.l.,l991[. 
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ANTENNA PATTERN 
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Figure 2.9: Numerical models of the radiation pattem9 for a pencil-like 
beam (dMhed line) and a doll!lumt-like beam (solid line). The plotted 
patterns are cr088 BCCtions of the 0 • - 180 • plliile with the azimuth 
ruogle meNured from the north. The upper-right panel showB a plane view 
of subarrays and ci"Ol!5 sectioll8 uf weighting functiOnB of the rsdiation 
intellBity. 
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meteOr trails appear M altitudes higher than iO km (e.g., McKinley, 1961; Aso 
et al .. 1980]. The largest zenith angle is realized 11·hen a meteor trail at 70 km 
is dr~ectcd in the largest range gate. Therefore, if sample r&nge is less th&n 
70 km/eos56.5" =127 km, all the meteor echoes should be received by the first 
lobe of the interferometer. Even if echoes are detected at ranges longer than 127 
km, some part of their arrh·iug dinx~tions can be determined without ambiguities 
when only one of the possible rl'R('(;tion heights c:-;cccdcd 70 km. Further, since 
meteor echoes arc seldom dctcx-tcd above 110 km with the MU radar as seen in 
Section 2.3, large part of arriving directions of the residual mctt'Or echoes c&n be 
uniquely determined by assuming the rcRection heights arc between i0-110 km. 

Here, we briefly describe other obscn-ation parameters, the data-taking prc.
cedure and the history of their developments. A transmitted pulse is phase mod· 
ulated by a 13 bit Darker code or a 16 bit complementary code with a 6 liS or 8 
ps subpulse width, the inter-pulse period (IPP) being 1.6- 2.56 ms. Note that 
when the 13 bit Darker code is employed strong meteor echoes sometimes produce 
more than 12 images of the true echo at el't'ry two adjacent range gates because 
suppression of the range side lobe of the 13 bit Dttrkcr code is only -22dB. In this 
study, we remO\'ed these spmious ('Choes Uy selecting the echo with the largest 
inteii.Sity in a single record. To minimize this problem a 16-bit complementary 
code bas been adopted since August 1991. 

The received signal is sampled every 0.9 IUid 1.2 km for the subpulse widths 
6p sand 811 sin range, respectively, coherently integrated for 4-8 pulses and once 
stored on memory of the computer as complex time series of 3-5 sec. When the 
echo intensity exceffis a threshold for six successive data 110ints of SQ-100 msec 
in a time series, the receil'cd signal is recognized as a meteor echo and recorded 
to a magnetic tape. Otherwise, the recei\'f'd signal is discarded. 

Up to December 1989 we recorded all the time series of the received signals on 
a magnetic tape, regardless of the detection of meteor echoes, since the real-time 
data-taking software was not installed. Frequent accesses to the magn<'tic tape 
increased the blanking time of the measurcmeuts, so the effective observation 
period was only 35% of the total observation period, that is, 21 min/hour. As a 
compromise, we superposed ([ata for 4 times to make the data compact, which, 
howe ... er, reduced the signal-tc.-noisc ratio (SNR) by G dll, and therefore, it was 
difficult to detect \l't'ak meteor echoes. After 111111pdat.e of the data taking software 
in 1990, the effective obsen-ation time was increased to neiU·ly GO% without the 
superposition. Further, according to the npgrttde of the MU radar system in 1994, 
the continuous observations without loss time has beeu realized. 

Decay rMc of meteor echo power is calculated on offline by fitting a line to time 
111riations of logarithm of echo power. Since the fitting was sometimes difficult 
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for echoes of which intensities were not large enough, we conducted fitting to time 
variations obtained by coherently superimposing those for the receiver channels 
after subtracting phase difference between the channels, which raised SNR by 6 
dD when number of receiver channels was four. Note that a meteor echo at high 
altitude, showing rapid decay, often may not be detected unless it has a large 
enough signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which limits the maximum D value. For 
instance, the ma:~:imum D value becomcs about 8 m'/s and 12 m'/s for meteor 
echoes with peak SNR of 20 dB and 30 dB, respectively. 

Figure 2.10 shows an example of the time variations in the amplitude and 
the phase of an underdense meteor echo received u 17:51 LT on 10 December, 
1989, where the phase difference between channels 1 and 2 is also plotted. The 
meteor echo had a peak intensity of 29 dB above the noise level and showed 
an expo11ential decay with a time constant of about 41 msee, from whicli the 
ambipolar difl'usion constant was inferred to be 3.2 m2/s from Equation 2.8. 
Smooth phase progression is caused by a Doppler frequency shift corresponding 
to an approaching radial wind velocity of 12.5 m/s toward the radar site. The 
phase difl'erence between the two cilannels is fairly constant during the time when 
the echo intensity is sufficiently large. 

Accuracy of the Interferometry System 
In studying minute height struaure of atmospheric parameters accuracy of 

meteor echo arrival angle and reftectio11 height measurements is of great concern, 
especially for the observations of ambipolar difl'usion coefficient wbicli is very 
sensitive to height. Therefore, we discuss the accuracy using an interferometer 
here. 

First we describe a set of equations to calculate the echo arrival directions 
from phase differences betwet!n three receiving antennas. We define position and 
phase of i th antenna as z,(>.) and t,(r(ld.). z; is expressed by the coordinate 
system as 

z, = (x,y,O) 
(i = I.-..3) 

(2.14) 

where we assume an i11terferometer on a horizontal plane. Direction cosine of the 
meteor arrival direction, k is expressed as 

k=(l,m,n) 

Phase difference between i th and j th antennas are given by 

4>;;,..4>, =(z;-zi)·k 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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Figure 2.10: An example of the time variation in t.11e amplitude (top) and 
the phil&! (center), Md phMC diff~rcnc~ bctW<l!ln the two rcc:eivers (bottom) 
for a. meteor echo received at 17:51 LT on 10 December, 1989. The duhed 
line in the top panel indicates t.l1eest.imated noiBelevel, while thevertieal 
chained line~~ indicate the period used !or detennininB the phase difference 
[Nakamura t1 d., 1991). 
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This is funhcr expressed wi~h ~he coordinate sys~em as 

/(z,-z,)+m(y,-1/2) = (4>,-4>,)/{2>1") (2.17) 

l(z,- z3) + m(!h- YJ) "' {<II~- 4> 3 )/{2~) (2.18) 

Finally, lhC' echo arri\•ing dirC'Ction is found as 

I = I <l>,yl + 4>2!1:1 + <l>;~y, - {<l>,YJ + 4>;~£': + 4>wJ) 
2< A 
I <l>,.rJ + of>2l"1 + <l>:~l"2- (<l>,.r2 + <l>2.r3 + 4>az,) 

2< A 
JI-12-m2 

A = ZJI/2 + Z2Y3 + IJJ.Il - (IJl/3 + IJI/2 + I2Y.J 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Echo rcftC'Ction height is further determined from this arrival direction and range 
between the rfldar and the meteor trail. 

Now we consider a11 error of determination of the echo arrival direction due 
to a deviation involved in the measurements of ~he receiving antenna phase, 
Ll.of>,(i = I ..., 3). Apparent echo arrival directiou {I,, m,, n,) in the existence of 
Ll.of>; is approximated by 

{l;,m;,rl;) = (I+ ;.,Ll.of>.,m + ~Ll.<fl;,1l + ti;Ll.t;) (2.23) 

Errors in arrival zenith and azimuth angles, 17,., and 17u,• are estimated from 
(l,m,11) and (l;,m;,n;) as 

a,., = arcr:os(n) -arecos(n,) {2.24) 

a 0 ,, = arct!lll{l/m)-arctan(l,jm,) {2.25) 

The values of Ll.ol>; can be thought to follow GauSSi!llL distribution and be inde
pendent between the antennas. Therefore, total error in the arriving direction 
estimation is given by 

{2.26) 

(2.27) 

Using ~hesc equations we estimate the accuracy of our interferometry system. We 
firs~ need to kuow the magnitude of ~he deviMion involved in the measurements or 
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Figure 2.11: The special re.:eiving antenna configurlltion for the experimeot 
on December 10, 1991. 

the phase difference received by a pair of Yagi antennas, which is probably caused 
by a random noise. For that purpose, we chose a special antenna combination 
shown in Figure 2.11, where the configurations of two antenna pairs, 1-4 8.Dd 
2-3 (hereafter referred to as Al4 and A23, respectively) were set to be the same, 
being aligned into north-south direction. Therefore, when a single meteor echo 
was detected, two sets of phase differences, which were ideally the same in the 
absence of noise, were independently obtained. 

Figure 2.12 shows a scatter diagram, where x- andy- axes correspond to the 
phase differences detected with A14 and A23, respectively. The values should be 
distributed on the line, y =I, if there is no error due to the noise. Note, however, 
that the least squares fits showed the off-set as y = I - 4.99", because the bias 
of the phase delays for Al4 and A23 were not completely adjusted during the 
experiment. The offset ean be removed for present ml'teor obsen•ations according 
to the improvement of phase adjustment method. The standard deviation from 
the fitted line in Figure 2.12 was estimated as 8.33", from whieh the stand!Ud 
deviation of the phase determination error for each receiver channel (hereafter 
referred to as u.) can be inferred as 8.33"/,;4 = 4.17", by assuming that the 
noise distribution is Gaussian and uncorrelated between the channels. 

Figure 2.13 shows the distribution of a,. and "•• for an interferometer with 
an equilateral triangle shaped configuration, where the baseline length is 0.698>.. 
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Figure 2.12: ComparisOD of the phase difference between the IIDteDDa pair 
1-4 and 2-3 shown in Figure 2.11. 

At the zenith angle of 30", where large number of meteor echoes are nonnally 
detected as discussed in Section 2.3, a,, is about 1.5", which corresponds to the 
standard deviation of the height detennination of about 1.3km at the range of 
100 km. Since the first Fresnel zone of a meteor trail is about 1.1 km at the range 
of lOOkm and the atmospheric phenomena whose scales are less than the Fresnel 
zone are difficult to be detected, the standard deviation of 1.3km is appropriate for 
meteor wind observations. However, it is not necessarily good for the ob&ervation 
of diffusion coefficient, because diffusion coefficient largely varies with height as 
precisely discussed in Chapter 3. 

So far, we considered the interferometer constructed using three receiving 
antennas. However, we can additionally use the fourth antenna by utilizing the 
full capability of the MU radar system in order to construct an interferometer with 
a longer baseline, which gives a better resolution in determining arrival angles 
of meteor echoes. Figure 2.14 shows an example of the interferometer using 
four antennas with much longer baselines than the fonner equilateral triangle 
configuration. In order to exhibit the advantage of this arrangement, we present 
a,. and a., for the combination of the three antennas, 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 2.15. 
The values of a,, are about 0.4°- 0.8" at 8 = 30", which corresponds to the 
standard deviation (or the error) in height as 0.3-0.6 km for a meteor echo a.t 
the range of 100 km. Because the scale height of diffusion coefficient is about 
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Ftgure 2.13: The accuracy or the intetferomct.er using three antennas in the 
MU radar with the equilateral triangle shaped configuration shown in (c). 
(a) and (b) show the accuracy ror zentth and azimuth angles, rcspc.:tively. 
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Figure 2.14: Configuration of the int<::rferomet<::r adopted since the obser· 
Vlltionson A\II!;U9tl901 

6 km as discussed in Chapter 3 the standard deviation of 0.3-0.6 km is good 
enough for the observations of diffusion coefficient as well as wind velocity. The 
interferometer shown in Figure 2.14 has been used for the meteor observations 
since August 1991. 

2.2.3 A Proposal for an Improved Meteor Observation 
System: MU /Meteor Monitor 

In the last several decades meteor echo observations have revealed various 
scales of atmospheric motions such as mean wind, planetary waves, atmospheric 
tides and gravity waves [e.g., Tsuda et al., 1987, Ito et al., 1984, Tsuda e! al., 
1988a; b, Vincen! e! al., 1988, Vinrent et al., 1989, Ya1114moto e! al., 1986]. Fur· 
ther, the meteor observation is useful for observing wider time and height ranges 
of atmospheric phenomena if it is simultaneously conducted with the turbulence 
echo observation in the mesosphere (6G-90 km altitude, limited to daylight hours) 
and incoherent scatter observations (above 100 km). At present, however, the me
teor observations with the MU rad111 has been conducted only on a campaign basis 
and also not Clllried out with other MU radar observations at the same time due 
to the system limitation. 

Since we do not need the whole antenna array for receiving meteor echoes 
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Figure 2.15: Same a.s Figure 2.13 excep~ ror the antenna configm·ation shown in (c) 
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but only thrre or four antennas, we can receive meteor echoes during other ob
sen·ations ll"ith the MU radar if ~'e provide a data acquisition system with extra 
antennas. In order to decode pulse-modulated signals in rC<"eption, we can utilize 
three out of four receiving channels of the MU radar during the routine obser
'"ations, which usc only one receiver channel. But, it is not p0$$ible to conduct 
mctror observations with such observations that use multiple receiver channels 
as the spaced antenna drift (SAD) obserrations. 

Figure 2.16 shows the scllematic diagram of the meteor echo receiving system 
(herea.!ter referred to as the MU/Meteor Monitor), which consists of an interfer
Dmeter with three extra antennas located near the array antenna of the MU radar 
and the data processing unit of meteor echoes, which can be Dperated simultane
DUSly with the routine obserrations of the MU radar. We will utilize three of 475 
transmitter-receiver (TR) modules for the improved system, whicb can reduce 
the expense for the development. Received signal with the extra antennas are 
down-converted to IF signal of 5 MHz in the TR module by mixing with local 
signal of 41.5 MHz and sent to the control building. The IF signal is split and 
separately mixed with two phase-quadrature reference signal of 5 MHz, analog
to-digital converted and decoded for pulse compression. The decoded signal is 
availahle for general purposes from the monitor output of the realtime data pro
cessing system of the MU radaf newly developed in 1994. The signal is connected 
to the meteor detection haJdware. 

In the following we first describe the external receiving antenn8S suitable for 
meteor echo obser\'ations, and then show a design of the meteor echo detection 
haJdware and realtime data processing software. 

Receiving Antenna Design 
For meteors at a range longer than 127 km their arrival directions are difficult 

to be decided without ambiguities by using antennas of the MU radar as discussed 
in Section 2.2.2. Therefore, we oonstrncted an interferometer with a.o antenna 
spacing shorter than the MU radar array (0.698>.), so as to uniquely determine the 
arrival angles of all the echoes, although the accuracy in determining the arrival 
angles becomes worse as described in Section 2.2.2. Furthermore, majority of 
meteor echoes are detected at zenith angles larger than 30" even if the most of 
the transmitting radio power is concentrated in a pencil beam pointing to the 
zenith as discussed in Section 2.3. The three-element crossed Vagi antenna used 
in the MU radar has the radiation pattern with its maximum gain at 9 = 0. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the receiving antenna has larger gain at larger 
zenith angles for meteor observations. 

Since the radiation pattern of a dipole antenna significantly varies with the 
antenna height from the ground, we can design a preferable antenna pattern for 
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Figure 2.16: The schematic diagram of the MU/Meteor Monitor. Newly 
deaigned pu"t.a for meteor observationB are encirded with d1111hed linea. 
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meteor observations. We decided to lo.:ated the dipole 9.Jitenna at the height of 
~..\which has the maximum gain at the zenith angle of around 45". We conducted 
comparative experiments using the antennas in the MU radar and the external 
dipole antennas, and found that the dipole 9.lltenna is advantageous to that of 
the Ya.gi antenna in rcceiving larger number of echoes from larger zenith angles. 
Computed radiation patterns of the receiving antenna and exact number and 
distribution of meteor echoes obtained from the experiments are described in 
Appendix B in more detail. Larger number of echoes reali~es ob&ervations with 
higher time-height resolution. In addition, collection of echoes from wider zenith 
angles enables us to investigate horizontal propagation direc:tions of waves by 
analy~ing the cross-correlation between wind velo.:ities obtained from different 
sub spatial areas [Yamamoto, l!l86). 

Meteor Detection Hardware and Realtime Processing Software 
When we use the MU radar exclusively for meteor observatioiiS, wt! once 

record all the received signal into a memory for a duration of about 3 sec, then 
search meteor echoes. It is reali~ed by employing quite a high speed realtime 
data processing system. This method has an advantage that we caD detect more 
than one echo which appear at different ranges at the same time. However, it is 
not economical to adopt such a system for the MU/Meteor Monitor. Therefore 
we employ a similar method used for the meteor radar observations described in 
Section 2.2.1. That is, we search received signal pulse by pulse on the meteor 
detection hardware, and only when the signal intensity exceeds a threshold value 
for some successive pulses, we fix the sample range, and then record the signal 
only at the specified range into memory on PC for a certain duration (about I 
..,). 

In designing the meteor detection hardware there are two important points to 
be considered. 

1. The improved system must synchronize with the MU radar. In particular, 
data transfer rate must be very fast with the maximum value of 1 MH~. 

2. The system treats the decoded signal which is as much as 19 bit digitized. 

We could not find a general purpose hardware to process above signal, therefore 
we developed a hardware exclusively designed for meteor observations. We de
cided not lo conduct coherent integration in order to precisely investigate time 
evolution of the meteor echo, which is also preferable to simplify the hardware. 

Moreover, meteor echoes should be obtained under various observation pa
rameters which might not be relevant for meteor observations, thus, there would 
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Stnt.tosphcre 
24Janl904 
3:42-5:11 LT 

Mesosphere Ionosphere 
15 Nov 1903 24 Jan 1994 
10:03-11:20 LT 2:10-3:12 LT 

Suoplerange 
Beam directions 

3'-6-4U5km 90.15-117.75km 82.5-231.3km 
Zenith(6=0") 
Northwlll'd (6= 100) o

Eastwt~rd (6 = 10") 
Southwt~rd(6= 10°) ._ 

Raoge resolution 150 m GOO m 
Inter pulse period 400 /.16eC 1400/.llleC 
Pul8e compression 16 bit eomplementary ,_ 
Coberent integration I 
Nwnberofreeeiving 1 

480001 
10000/.lleC 
13 bit Barker 
I 

Table 2.3: Parameter& of emulation observations for the exter'Dal interfer
ometer!ptem 

be some additinnBl problems. Therefore, in order to find these problems we con
ducted preliminary observations using parameters similar to those used for nor
mal turbulence echo (stratosphere and mesosphere) and IS observations. Table 
2.3 shows the observation parameters. Coherent integration was not conducted, 
which, however, increased obtained data more than the limit of the memory of 
the MU radar. Therefore, we compromised by reducing the number of beam 
directions from 5 to 4 as well as sample ranges. Reception was done with sin
gle three-element Yagi antenna. All the received signal was stored on a magnetic 
tape regardless of the existence of meteor echoes, and then used for further offiine 
analysis. 

According to these experiments we found two problems to be solved with the 
MU/Meteor Monitor as follows: 

3. Flip code technique is sometimes adopted in order to subtract an offset 
involved in received signal. That is, phases of adjacent two pulses are 180" 
shifted each other in transmission. Since we do not apply any coherent 
integration, it is necessary to remove the offset for every pulse. 

4. Sinl't! antenna beam direction is not fixed, but normally altered for every 
transmitted pulse, echo intensity may significantly vary pulse by pulse and 
exceed a threshold value only for a part of antenna beam direction. 
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In order to make the hardware ftexiblc lllld simple, we solved the problems 3 
and 4 mainly with a software on PC. 

Figure 2.17 shows the blockdiagram of the designed meteor detection hard
ware. Threesctsof 19 bit digitized complex signals (I, in phase and Q,quadrature 
components) are sent from the realtime processing system. To simplify the bud
ware only one of the three complex signals is searched to detect meteon;. After 
subtracting offset \"alues, which axe spt'Cificd by a software on PC, from I and Q, 
instllllttult'OUS signal intensity is estimated using the sum of the absolute value of 
Illlld Q, i.e., III+ IQI, in stead of~ in ordcr to reduce calculation time. 
The maximum ratio between the two estimations is only ../2, which is almost 
negligible considering the large time variation of meteor echo intensity rllllging 
to some tens of dB. During one IPP (Inter Pulse Period) cycle the haxdware 
holds only one rtulge value where the maximum echo intensity is detected. This 
algorithm is similar to that employed by the meteor radax system described in 
Subsection 2.2.1 and usdul to reduce data transfer rate between the hardware 
and the PC and also to simplify the system. When some successive echo inten
sity at a. certain range satisfy a condition to be recognized as a meteor echo, the 
realtime processing software on PC fixed the range and store the three sets of 
complex signals on the hard disk for a specified duration(- I sec). 

In estimating the offset involved in the receiver we have to sepaxately treat 
I and Q signals and also positive and negative pulses of ftip code. Figure 2.18 
shows the relation between average time and averaged signal values in the case of 
mesosphere obsen·ation parameters. The signals became fairly ftat after averaging 
over 500 pulses ( -o.s sec). In the case of stratospheric ptu:ameter signals were 
also con,•erged after averaging for about 500 pulses (-0.2 sec). While, in the case 
of IS observation paran1eter only several pulses was enough for the averaging, due 
to the good SNR obtained by using the long transmitting pulse and narrow filter 
width in reception. We derided to average the echo intensity over SOD pulses 
at the beginning of the observations, and set the obtained offset values to the 
register of the meteor dett'Ction htu:dware. 

Next we developed algorithm to solve the problem 4. Figure 2.19 presents an 
example of a meteor echo, where echo intensity revealed & clear periodic variation 
corresponding to the beam swinging. Therefore, we decided to seareh echoes beam 
by beam as follows. When echo intensity for a certe.io antenna beam exceeds 
a threshold value at a certain range for two conse<:utive puist'!l, the realtime 
processing software on PC lixes the range value lllld store data io the hard disk. 

Having decided all the algorithm for the MU/Meteor Monitor we estimate 
expected number of meteor echoes with the system here. Numbers of echoes 
detected by using the algorithm stated above were 4, 20 lllld 65 for stratospheric, 
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Figure 2.17: A blockdiagram of the meteor echo detection hardware. 
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Figure 2.18: An example of the relation between averaging time and av· 
eraged echo intemity obtained using me&OIIphere obeervation piU"ameter. 
(a): negative pulse of 8ip code of I, (b): po8ltive pulse of ftip code or I, 
(c): negative pulse of flip code of Q and (d): positive pulse of 8ip code of 
1. 
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mcsosphcr~ and IS obscn·ation, respectively, during 1 hour observation. Since 
this experimental setup consumed much tnore time for data transfer than those 
of usual observation parameters, the cfft'Ctive obscrvalion time was 4, 11 and 
&0 min, respectively. The loss time is expected to be almost negligible when 
we conduct meteor obscn-a.tions with the MU/Mcteor Monitor. Further, sample 
range, which was rather limited in the experiment, can he largely expanded. 
Assuming the local tim~ and range distributions obtained using a pencil like 
beam, number of meteor echoes per day are estimated to be as large as &OOG-
6000 and about 6000 for mesosphere and IS obs('rvations. respectively, although 
the number of meteor echoes in the actual observations will be somewhat smaller 
than these values, because observation parameter is frequently altered and some 
parameters will not be necessarily suitable for meteor observations. 

2.2.4 Observation Periods 

In this subst'Ction we present observation periods of data set used in this study 
obtained with the meteor wind radar observations and the meteor observations 
with the MU radar. 

The meteor wind radar started operation in Shigaraki in 1977. In 1983-1986 
continuous observations was carried out by the automatic observing system for 24 
hours as shown in Figure 2.20 and a large obsen·ational data base for the meteor 
height ofSG-110 km has been stored. 

In October 1992 we transported the meteor wind radar to Indonesia and 
start.ed operation from November 1992. Observations were carried out fairly 
continuously, as shown in Figure 2.21, except for several major gaps, such as in 
September-December, 1993 and May-June 19!l4. 

Meteor observations with the MU radar was carried out on campaign basis, 
where each observation period was 2 to 7 days. Observation periods are illustrated 
in Figure 2.22 and basic observation parameters for each observation periods are 
listed in Table 2.4 together with total underdense echo numbers. 

2.3 Distribution of Meteor Echoes 

In studying atmospheric phenomena it is important to know observable time
height range and resolutions of instruments we employ. Further, especially for 
meteor echo measurements, echoes are not expected to be sampled from a eon6ned 
small area, but from a rather widely spread area. In this section we first present 
zenith angle and horizontal distributions or observed echoes, and then their time
height distributions. FurLher at the end of this section we describe a method to 
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Kyoto Meteor Rodor Observotion ····-··-··-· 
Figure 2.20: Observa.tion perioda of Kyoto meteor wind radar in 1983-1986 

PUSPIPTEK/INOONESIA MWR Observations 

·-------··· 
Figure 2.21: Obsetv.it.tion period or J!\karti'. meteor wind radar (as of October 1994). 
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MU RADAR/METEOR MODE OBSERVATION 

1989. 

1990. 

1991. I I 

1992. 

199.3. 
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Figure 2.22: Periods of meteor observations with the MU rad!ll". 
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delineate time-height section of wind velocity from meteor echo data using a least 
square fittiug. 

2.3.1 Zenith Angle and Horizontal Distribution 

We study here the distribution of meteor echoes as a function of the zenith 
angle II.JLd horizont.a\ distance, which seems to be affected by two independent 
factors: first, the systematic configuration of the radar observations, such as the 
transmitting antenna pattern and the geometry between the radar and meteor 
trails, and second, the intrinsic distribution of the impinging meteors. 

Jakarta Meteor Radar Observations 
Figure 2.23 shows zenith angle distribution for the northward antenna beam on 

July 1-31, 1993. Echoes were widely distributed from 100 to 70". The distribution 
showed a maximum around ooo, although the transmitting and receiving antennas 
were steered to 45" off zetlith. From visual meteor observations it ill known 
that pro1•ability function of radiants of meteors is approximately proportional 
to cos(@), where @ is zenith angle [McKinley, 19Glj. If we simply apply this 
relation to radio meteor echoes, we can expect more echoes at larger ze11ith angle 
because of the specular reflection due to the Fresnel scattering. However, since 
meteor echo power highly depends on range between the meteor trail and the 
radar as shown in Eq. 2.5, echoes from meteor trails at large distance, namely at 
large ze11ith a.ngle, would be severely attenuated. Thus, zenith angle distributions 
are thought to be determined in a manner balancing the natural distribution of 
meteor radiants and the system factors such as antenna radiation pattern and 
receiver sensitivity, resulting in the maximum distribution around 60" in the case 
of present obseiVlLtions. 

Note that Figure 2.23 showed slight enhancements at 48°, 600 and 700, for 
which we could not give a satisfactory explanation. They might be caused by the 
fac~ that antenna radiation pattern was somewhat modified due to interferences 
between the direct and reflected radio waves. As described in Appendix C, zenith 
angle distribution for the southward antenna beam was superimposed by clear 
irregular enhancements which was successfully explained as the effect of the in· 
terferences by consideri11g the local topography. Since it is preferable that these 
enhancements are small when we investigate true spatial distribution of meteor 
echoes, we have been employing the northward autenna beam since June 9, 1993. 

Next we present distribution on the horiwntal plane in Figure 2.24, where 
echoes showed a fan-shaped distribution because echoes were assumed to be re
ceived with the first lobe of the interferometer as discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. 
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Zenith angle {Degree) 

Figl.IR 2.23: Zenith angle distribu~ion or meteor echoes observed in Jakarta. 
with the northward antenna. beam on July 1-31, 1!193. 

Figure 2.24: Horizont!\1 distribution of tn~twr edmC!I observed in Jaka.rt& 
with the 11011thward antcm1a beam on De<:cmbcr 1-31, 1!192 (left) and the 
oorthwa.rd antenna b<:am on July 1-31, 1993 (right). 
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Note that we ~an see slight enhancements at the west and east edges of the di,s. 
tributions, which would be due to the ambiguities of arrival angles. Echoes were 
scattered in lUI IU"Ca of as wide as 300 km x 300 km. The eff~tive centers of 
obsen·ation areas were about 120 km to the south and north of the radar site 
for the southward and northward beams, respectively, corresponding to (7.4"5, 
100.7") and (5.3"5, 106.7"), respccth·ely. 

MU radar Observations 
We first discuss the effects of the trru1smitting antenna pattern on the di,s. 

tribution [Nak4mura eta/., 1991]. Figure 2.25 is a histogram of the number of 
meteor echoes at every 2.5" of the zenith angle(6) for 24 hour observations on 
Dec::ember 1G-11, 1989 using a pencil-like antenna beam by exciting 21 subarrays 
other than 4 subarrays exclusively used for reception indicat.ed in Figure 2.7. 1'\ote 
that the shape of this radiation pattern was almost the same with that obtained 
using all the 25 subarrays shown iu Figure 2.9 although the peak gain at zenith 
angle of o• becan1e smaller by I.MB. The distribution in Figure 2.25 bad & peak 
at 6 = ao• - 40"' although the radi&tion pattern of the transmitting antenna has 
a large gain at small8. In fact only two echoes were det~ted in the main beam. 

It is noteworthy that the zenith Mgle dependence of the meteor echo distri· 
bution is not greatly aff~ted by the antenna pattern, but it is mainly determined 
by the geometrical configuration between the radar and the meteor trail. That 
is, in order to receive the intense meteor echoes due to Fresnel reftection, the 
trajectory of a meteor trail must be perpendicular to the propagation direction 
of the transmitted radio waves. Because the meteor trails that are nearly parallel 
to the ground arc few in number, the main beam and side lobes near the zenith 
do not significantly contribute in the detection of meteor echoes. 

Since the zenith angle distribution or meteor echoes has a peak at 6 = Jo• to 
40", the meteor echo rate seems to be increased, if the transmitted radio waves 
are concentrated at relatively large zenith angles rather than into the zenith. 
We, therefore, designed a doughnut-like radiation pattern with a peak gain at 
6 :::: 30" by controlling the phase of the radio wave transmitted from each Vagi 
antenna as discussed in Subsection 2.2.2. Note again that since we excited 21 
arrays in this experiment, radiation pattern was somewhat modified from that 
shown in Figure 2.9, although the antenna gain at 30" was luger than that of 
the pencil-like pattern by more tha.n 5 dB. Figure 2.25 shows the meteor echo 
distribution obtained using the doughnut-like beam pattern on December ll-12, 
1989, which clearly shows that this antenna pattern is effective in increasing the 
meteor echo rate at 8 = 25" to 40 •. The total ~ho rate over 24 hours was also 
increased to 1,300, which is about LG times more than that with the pencil-like 
beam. Thus, after December 1989 we mainly used a doughnut· like beam pattern 
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Figure 2.26: An eJullllple of horizontal distribution of meteor echoes otJ.. 
served with the MU ra.du using a do~~&lmut-likt transmitting Ultenna 
patten1on May2D-23, 1900. 

for transmission, which is obtained by using all the 26 antenna. arrays as shown 
in Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.26 shows a. typical example of horizontal distributions of meteor 
echoes for observations using the doughnut-like beam conducted on Ma.y 20-23, 
1990. Echoes were widely distributed within a. circle centered at the ra.da.r site 
with a diameter of about 200 km, where majority of echoes were detected on a 
circle whose diameter is about 100 km. which corresponded to the zenith angle 
of around 30". 
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2.3.2 Time-height Distribution 

Height Distribution 
Figure 2.27 shows typical height distributions of meteor echoes observed wi~h 

the MU radar and Jakarta mctoor radar. Distributioo for the MU radar was 
confined in 70-105 km altitude, indicating the ,·alidity of the assumption used to 
eliminate ambiguities of arrh•al directions described in Subsection 2.2.2. Mean 
value and standard deviation were 87.8 km and 5.7 km, respectively. While, 
the meteor radar observations exhibited a wider distribution ranging from 70 
km to 110 km with a mean and standard deviation or 91.9 km and 7.0 km, 
respectively. Some part of these differences was due to the employment of different 
radio wavelengths between the radan;, that are, 6.45 m for the MU radar and 9.50 
m for the meteor radar. As mentioned in Section 2.1 the effects of initial radius 
ll!ld finite impinging l'elocity to the attenuation of echo power are severer for 
observations using shorter radio wavelength. Further, the real time processing 
software could detect echoes whose duration time was longer than about SG-100 
msec for the MU radar and 50 msec for the meteor radar, indicating that the 
meteor radar could observe echoes at higher altitudes. 

Time Distribution 
Next we study the diu mal variations of meteor ecl1o rate. Number of meteor 

echoes observed depends on both intrinsic and system factors. One of the major 
intrinsic factors is a diurnal variation of meteor echo rate [Sugar, 19134]. On the 
morning side of the earth, meteors are O\'ertaken by the forward motion of the 
wtb as it revolves around the sun. On the e\'ening side only meteors reaching 
the earth can be obsen·ed. Kyoto meteor radar observations have revealed the 
fairly sinusoidal variation of meteor echoes with local time, and a very low meteor 
echo rate in late afternoon [A so e! aL, 1980]. It is sometimes difficult to construct 
uniform data series as a function of local tilne due to such large diurnal variation 
of the echo rate [e.g., Ts:uda eta/., 1987]. 

l<yoto meteor radar obser\'&tions have also re\'ealed that the local times of 
the maximum and minimum echo rates vary depending on the azimuth angle of 
the main beam of the five-clement Yagi antennas. That is, when the main beam 
was steered toward the north and east at a zenith angle of 45°, the local time 
of the maximum echo rate wRS 6 LT and 8-!l LT, respectively. This azimuth 
angle dependence could be qualitatively explained [S11gar, i!lG4, Hines, 1956]; as 
the earth rotates, the position of the predominant radiants of sporadic meteors 
change relative to the antenna beam direction, and the location of "hot spot" 
moves around. Since the antenna used in the MU radar observations has omni
directional pattern, it can be expected that the diurnal variation of the meteor 
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Figure 2.27: Exampl1!8 ofheil!:h~distrihution ofmeteoreehoes; observations 
in Shigaraki with the MU radar on May 2Q-23, 1990 (left) and obeervatiOIIY 
in Jakarta with the metoor radill 011 July 1-31, 1993 (right). 
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echo rate is rather smoothed out because of overlapping diurnal changes in the 
meteor echo rate with various RZimuth angles, which is more suitable for the con
tinuous monitoring of diurnal l"ariations of wind fields. Figure 2.28 shows the 
local time dependency of mett'Or echo rate obsen'ed with the MU radar on May 
20-23, 1090 using a doughnut-like transmiuing antenna beam, wbere meteor cc:ho 
rltl'S obtained in the azimuth angle range of 315°-45" (northward section), 45°-
135" (eastward section), us•-225• (southward section) and 225°-315° (westward 
secdon) are also plotted. The total cc:ho rate exhibited no clear maximum and 
minimum but fairly flat ones at 21D0-0800 LT and 1000-1800 LT, where their 
ratio was only about tn-o. While, distributions in the scctors were highly variable 
with each other. Clear maximums were seen at 0200 LT, 1500 LT for the north 
and east sections, respectively, and at 2100 LT and 0800 LT for the west section, 
but the south section was quite flat. General feature of these variations is ex
plained by the effect of the earth's rotation. However, minute structure such as 
a milked enhancement at 1500 LT for the westward section might to be affected 
by other factors like meteor showers. Superposition of these variations made the 
distribution much smoother and enabled us to conduct observations without data 
gaps. 

The numbers of underdensc meteor echoes observed with the MU radar are 
summarized in Table 2.4, where the echo acquisition rate was BS high as 300Q-5000 
per day since May 19!10, owing to the improvements of the design of transmitting 
antenna pattem as well as the real time meteor echo detection procedure as 
disciJ.S.<led in the previous section. It is notable that the echo rate was almost the 
same between the periods of meteor shower (see Table 2.4, dates footnote with 
asterisks) aod the periods with no significant shower activities, suggesting most 
of the meteor echoes observed with the MU radar were those of sporadic meteors. 
kl a result, fine time-height variations of D and wind fields can be delineated 
about every 1 hour a1.1d I km throughout a day regardless of the existence or 
nonexistence of meteor shower activities. 

On the other hand Figure 2.29 shows typical examples of local time depen
dency or underdense meteor tXhO rate in Jakarta for the southward and northward 
beams, revealing similar diurnal variations with clear peaks at 04 LT and OS LT, 
respectively. The discrepancy from the MU radar observations, where difference 
between the north and south sections was very clear, is attributed to the latitu
dinal difference [Sugar, 1964]. 

Figure 2.30 presents seasonal variations or daily underden.se echo rate obtained 
with Jakarta meteor radar, where observations were carried out fairly continu
ously except for several major gaps, such as in September-December, 1993 and 
May-June 1994. Typical echo number was 500-1200 per day. The clear seasonal 
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Figure 2.28: Mean diumal variations of meteor echo rate observed on May 
2G-23, 1900 with the MU radar uaing a doughnut-like beam (thick solid 
line). Note that the meteoreehGe& received from the north (315"-4.5°), eut 
(45"-135"),south(135"-22S")andwest(225°-315")arecountedeeparately 
and are plotted as thin solid, thin dashed, thin dot-dashed and thin double 
dot-dashed lines, respectively. 

variation in Figure 2.30 was due to at least three factors. One is the effect by 
the tilt of tl1e Earth's axis relative to the ecliptic plane [H<~wkins, 19S6a[, which 
could change echo rate by factors as large 8B 1.4. Another is the effect by the 
distribution of meteorite in the interp\anetuy space, which is thought to be not 
unifonn along the Earth's orbit, but concentrated so 8B to produce a mBXimum 
incidence of meteors at the earth in July and a minimum in Februuy [Hawkins, 
19S6b, Sugar, 1964[. And the other is the effect caused by altering the antenna 
beam direction from southward to northward on June 9, 1993. 

2.3.3 Least Squares Fitting Method 

Since meteor echoes are distributed widely in luge spatial area 8B described in 
the previous subsections. it is necessuy to reconstruct wind velocity and D from 
observed radial wind velocities and echo intensity, respectively. We first present 
methods to delineate time-height section of horiwntal wind velocity and D, then 
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Figure 2.29: Monlhly mean diun•al Yl\riations ofmet.eor eeho rate o~rved 
in Jakarta wilh lhe southward beam in 0C(:ember 1992 (solid line) and the 
northward beam in July 1993 (dMhed line). 
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Figure 2.30: Se;~.~oni\1 Yl\.riation of d:o.ily undcrdcnse meteor echo rate ob
served with the Jak:u-ta rnctoor wind ri\dar. Observationa in November 
2, t9n-March 10, 1993 and MardL 18-Jun 8, 1993 were conducted using 
the southward !'lltenna beam. while observations during the other perioda 
were couducM with the no1·thward antenna beam. 
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we eve.luate Lime-heighL rt'SOlutions of wind velocity and D measurements of ea.c:h 
radar technique based ou the metoor echo distributions. 

The radie.l wind velocity of each mct.eor echo, v., is expressed as 

v.=l·u+m·v+n·w {2.28) 

where u, v and ware eastward, northward and 1•ertical wind component. Here, 
we can neglect w because the periods of the wind fluctuation or our interest by 
the metoor observation is usually longer thlln 1-2 hours, and w of these frequency 
is much smaller than u and v. Therefore, Eq.2.28 is simplified as 

v.=l·u+m·v (2.29) 

Assuming that wind velocity is constllnt in a given Lime-height bin, the wind 
component u and v can be determined in a manner, with the residual given by 
the following is minimized: 

' £2 = ~(v., -I, ·U -m;·v)2 (2.30) 

where N is the number of echoes in a given time-height bin. Although it is 
possible to calculate horirontal wind velocity with two echoes per time-height 
bin, we det.ennine horizontal wind velocity only when N exceed 4 to exclude 
spurious values caused by measurement error. 

As for D we calculate a mean value in a time-height bin also only when 
N exceeds 4. Mean value is obtained by a1•eraging logarithm of D values at 
each time-height bin because the logarithm of D values at a fixed height shows 
a Gaussian distribution as shown in Section 3.2. Each D value sometimes show 
unrealistical values due to contamination of noise and overdense type echoes which 
can not be completely omitted. Therefore, we first calculate a mean value of D, 
Xo, and standard deviation, au, for each time-height bin, then eliminate echoes 
with D values out or Xu± 1.65uu which corresponds to 10% of the total echoes. 
Finally values of Xu and Uu are recalculated and used for further analyses. 

Note that for the meteor radar observations in Jakarta height measurements 
of echoes at large zenith angles are not a.c:curate enough to detennine D profile. 
Thus, as a compromise we use echoes only at zenith angles smaller Lban 60 ° for 
the calculation of Xo a..ud uu. Since echoes at zenith angles larger than 60" are 
not so large in number, effective centers of hori:wotal distribu~ions of echoes at 
~nith angles smaller than 60" are almost the same with ~hose of all ~he echoes 
used for wind velocity calculatiOII. 

Considering the time-height distribution of meteor echoes the MU radar ob
servation has fine time-height variations of wind velocity IUid D a.bou~ l hour 
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and l km at 75-95 km throughout a day regardless or meteor shower activities. 
While the improved meteor wind radar has a time--height resolution of about I 
hour and 4 km at so-too km except for evening hours when meteor echo rue is 
relatively low. 

2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

This chapter was devoted to the description or observation techniques using 
radio meteor echoes with a meteor rAdar and the MU radar. 

In Section 2.1 we reviewed characteristics or radio meteor echoes. A meteor 
leaves a.n ionized long column along its pass, called a. meteor tra.il, which reHects 
radio waves in HF and VHF bands. Echoes from the meteor trail involves a. 
Doppler frequency shift, from "·hich we can infer radial wind velocity of neutral 
atmosphere. Moreover, decay time constant of meteor echo intensity enables us 
to delineate ambipolar diffusion coefficient, which is a function of atmospheric 
temperature and density. 

In Section 2.2 we first disculi5ed system requirements for observations of M· 
mosphere using a radio meteor echo. An antenna with a wide omnidirectional 
radiation pattern is prefered to collect large number of echoes because meteors 
appear randomly in large spatial area. Further an interferometer in reception 
is necessary to accuruely determine meteor echo direction and reHection height. 
Sophisticated realtime processing softwares are also required. 

A meteor wind radar of Kyoto university, which was originally constructed 
in 1977 in Shiguaki (3S0 N, 136°[), Japan, is an economical and transportable 
system. The radar employed single and three five-element Yagi antennas, with a 
half power width of as large as 60" in one way pattern, for transmission and recep
tion, respectively, where the three receiving antennas compose an interferometer. 
We transported the radar to a newly established observatory near Jakarta, In· 
donesia (s•s, 107"£) in October 1992 for observations of equatorial mesopause 
region after replacing a transmitter, system-installed computer and antennas. We 
provided the radar with substantial aut~recovery functions for a long period of 
unmanned observations. Antennas were steered to nonh·south directions with 
45" off zenith angle. The meteor radar observations have been carried out fairly 
continuously since November 1992 except for some major gaps. 

The MU radar in Shigaraki was also applied for meteor observations by fully 
utilizing its versatility. We obtained a doughnut-like transmitting antenna pattern 
with a peak at a zenith angle of 30" by controlling phases of each antenna, which 
was proved to be effective to collect larger number of echoes than a pencil-like 
pattern of normal MU radar observations. We constructed an interferometer 
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using four receiving antennas, whose accuracy was 0.3-0.6 km in altitude at a 
zenith angle of 30° and a range of 100 km, being sufficient enough for studying 
minute vertical structure of wind fields and dill'usion coefficient. The MU radar 
observations were conducted for about 30 times during 1989-J9g4 on campaign 
basis with duration of2-7 days. 

Further, we proposed an improved meteor obsen·ation system with the MU 
radar equipped with external receiving antennas, a meteor detection hardware 
and a personal computer, which enables us long period observations by collecting 
meteor echoes under operation of various obser\'ations with the MU radar. We 
found that cross dipole antenna had au adva.ut~~ge of gathering a Jot of meteor 
ecboes in reception over the three element Yagi antenna in the MU radar. We 
designed a meteor detection hardware and developed softwares on the personal 
computer. 

In Section 2.3 we present distributions of meteor echoes. The meteor radar 
observations in Jakarta revealed a wide zenith angle distribution ranging from 10 
to more than 70". Note that irregular enhAncement was superposed on the zenith 
angle distribution wl1en the antenna was steered toward southward presumably 
due to an interference between direct and reflected radio waves. Meteor trails were 
horiwntally distributed in an area as large as 300 km x 300 km with a center at 
about 120 km south and north of the radar site according to the antenna heam 
direction. While, zenith angle distribution obtained by the MU radar showed a 
peak at 3D-40". Echoes were detected from all azimuthal angles within a circle 
with a diameter of about 200 km centered at the MU radar. 

Meteor echoes were distributed in 70-105 km and 7D-110 km altitude with a 
peak height of about 88 km and 92 km for the MU radar and the meteor radar 
observations, respectively. This difference seemed to be caused by the differences 
of employed radio frequency and meteor detection software. 

Clear diurnal variations of meteor echo rate were recognized for the meteor 
radar observations in Indonesia with a maximum echo rate at 04-05LT. Daily echo 
rate showed a seasonal variation ranging from 500 to 1200. On the other hand, 
daily variations for the MU radar observations showed a remarkable azimuth angle 
dependency caused by a geometrical condition betn-een the earth and meteoroids. 
Therefore, total daily variation was fairly smoothed out with a maximum to 
minimum ratio of only about 2 due to overlapping of daily variations of various 
azimuth angles. Daily echo rate was as much as 3000-~000. Owing to these 
fairly high eeho acquisition rates we Ctul determine wi11d velocity and tunbipolar 
diffusion coefficient with a good time-height rcsolutiou of about 1 hrx4 km and 
I hrx I km, for the meteor Md the MU radar observations, respectively. 



Chapter 3 

Observations of Temperature 
Structure 

We discuss in this section deri\'Mion of temperature perturbations from meteor 
echo measurements. Ambipolar diffusion coefficient, D, can be inferred from 
a decay time constant of meteor echo intensity (see Eq. 2.8), which is related 
to atmos[)heric temperature, T, and density, p. We develop in the following 
a relatioo between D and T perturbations. Since temperature is a ooe of key 
parameters in understanding atmospheric dynamics, its observations will greatly 
contribute to the study of the atmosphere if it is simultaneously realized with 
wind velocity measurements. 

3.1 Relation between Ambipolar Diffusion Co
efficient and Temperature 

The effective diffusion coefficient for an electron in a meteor trail is showo as 

D-D,(!+T.fT,) {3.1) 

where D, is the diffusion coefficient for pa~;itive ion and T. and T, are the electron 
and ion temperature, respectively [Kaiser, 19.53, Weiss, J9.S.S]. Since the values 
ofT. and T, can be taken equal [Hurley, l9.S2], we can assume 

D-2D; (3.2) 

For a dilute system as we consider here, the diffusion coefficient, D, and the 
mobility of ions, IJ;, are counected by the Einstein relation 

D, =IJ,kT,fe (3.3) 

72 
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where k is Boltzman'scons~allt ami e the elcc~ron charge. It is normally accepted 
that k is inversely proportiotlal to the molt'Cular concentration, i.e., atmospheric 
density. 

However, there are some problems to estimate the value of 1-';· The main dif· 
ficulty is the evaluation of ~cmpcrature dependence of /.1, since there is no simple 
relations between them (McDaniel and Mason, lDiJ]. For some ions the temper· 
uure dependence is shown to be negligible by laboratory measurements ! Weis6, 
1955, Jones and Jones, 1000), although i~ is not very easy to know the validity 
of the results in a realistic atmosphere. Further, the equation above is based on 
a single ion species bciug present. In practice the meteor trail may contain a 
number of different species, so the \'alue of D corresponds to lumped or average 
mobility, which may not coincide with that for a specific species [M. T. Elford, 
private communication 1093]. 

A model was prop!N'd for the depeudencl' of D on temperature and density 
as follows 

Dcr.r::_ 
' 

(3.4) 

where C is a constant. Since the height \'ariation of T is rather small near 
the mesopause compared with the exponential decrease of p, the D profile can 
be expected to show an exponential increliSl' with a scale height close to that 
for p [e.g., Greenhow and HIU~ lOGO ;1961]. It is noteworthy that scale height 
enables us to infer background temperature T by using a relation for an isotropic 
urnosphere 

H=!!I_ 
9 

(3.5) 

where Rand g are the gas <'Onstant and gravitational acceleration, respectively 
(e.g., Holten, 1992). 

On the other hand, from Eq.3.4 the small perturbation of the ambipo\ar dif· 
fusion coefficient, D', can be expressed by using the temperature and density 
perturbations, T' and p, respectively, as follows; 

(3.6) 

where the suffix 0 denotes the tillle melln \'ll)ucs. Under Boussincsq approxima
tion, P !Po= -T' /To , !e.g., S!tdl, 1988), Eq. 3.6 ca.n be modi6ed to 

fo=(C+I)~ (3.7) 

Two possible values for C were adopted by earlier studies of radio meteor 
trail echoes to 1/2 [e.g., Kaiser, 1953, GrrenMw and Neufeld, 1955, GrunMw 
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and Hal~ 1960, TBUt.sumi e! al., 1994a] or 1[e.g., WeJss, 1955, Thamas el al., 1988, 
Jones and Jones, 1990]. respectively. Difference between the two is attributed to 
the dependence of the ion mobility on T. That is, the former assumes the ion 
mobility to be proportional to 1/../f, while the latter supposes to be negligible. 

On the basis of experimentali"C$ults, C "" 1 seems to be more realistic in the 
atmosphere [W. G. Elford., private communication 1994]. As a matter of fact, we 
found that C = 1 gives a better consistency in terms of a ratio between potential 
and kinetic energy of grlll'ity waves, which is discussed in more detail in Section 
4.2. Thus we adopt C = 1, so that temperature fluctuations can be exp~ as 

T 1D' 
To= 2Do (3.8) 

We present T /To in the following sections using this relation. 

3.2 Seasonal Variations of Density Scale Height 

In this section we present profiles of D together with seasonal variations of 
density scale height, using MU radar observations. 
In Figure 3.1 {a) we show distribution of D as a function of height for observa
tions on July 12-19, 1993, which basically indicates an exponential increase of D 
with height. Note that there are not many echoes with D larger than about 10 
m2 /s, because a short lived meteor echo does not have a duration long enough to 
determine its decay time constant. 

There were some attempts to infer the scale height, Ho, from height prol\les 
of D, estimating as 26 km !Murroy, 1959]. 9.0±0.2 km [Greenhow and Hal~ 1960], 
7.8±0.3 km [Greenhotu and Hal~ 1961], and 8.4±0.64 km [Hess o.nd Geller, 1976]. 
These values were generally larger than the density scale height, which is about 
6 km near the mesopause in the CIRA86 model atmosphere. 

Greenhaw and Hall [1961[ pointed out that the large H0 values reported by 
Murroy [1959] were partly due to the fact that large D values were difficult to 
detect at high altitudes. Furthermore, we suspect that a part or the disagreement 
was caused by the Jess accurate height determinations with a resolution as poor 
as ±4 km [Greenliow and Hal~ 1960]. 

We discriminated only good meteor echoes with sufficient SNR, for which the 
altitudes were more accurately determined. Practically, we chose echoes with 
peak SNR exceeding 30 dB and with zenith angles of smaller than 300, then 
the standard deviation of the height determinations became less than 0.6 km. 
Moreover, we limited the height range to below about 94 km, where the D values 
are normally not clipped due to the system limit. 
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Figure 3.1: A scatter dif\grllm of the diffusion coefficients observed on 
July 12-19, 1993, for (11) all the tmderdense meteor echoes 1111d (b) the 
underdense meteor echoes with signal-to-noise r11ti011 llll"ger than 30 dB 
and.arrivalzenithangll!!lofsmallcrthan30" (right). 
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We dividM the selected data into layers with a thickness of 2 km and deter
mined the mean \'a]ncs, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b), where the error bars repre
sent the standard deviation, which was 3o-40 % of the mean values. Since the 
measured height of a meteor trail involved an uncertainty of about 0.6 km, the 
corresponding error of the D values seemed to be about 10 % by assuming Ho=6 
km, which was much smaller than the observed standard deviation. Therefore, 
the spread of D vlllues at each height in Figure 3.1 (b) seemed to reftect the time 
variations of D. 

The slope of the height profile seemed to change above 93 km altitude, pre
sumably due to the dipping of large D values, exceeding about 10 m2 /s. So, we 
applied least square fitting t.o the profile only at 84-92 km in Figure 3.1 (b), a.od 
found Ho to be 6.1 km. Note that when we adopted the least square fitting to 
all the underdense meteor data at 84-92 km in Figure 3.1 (a), obtained values of 
Ho was 7.5 km, which is larger than that of the reduced data in Figure 3.1 (b) 
by about 20%. 

The seasonal behavior of H o is plotted in Figure 3.2, by using data obtained 
after August Hl!l1 when echo reflection heights were more atturately de!.ennined 
with the improved interferometer (see Section 2.2.3). The dell$ityseale height, H, 
derived from the CIRA86 model shows seasonal variation with a maximum of 6.4 
km in January and Decem her, Bnd a minimum of 5.4 km in June and July. While 
the observed Ho also showed seasonal variation, except for some enhancement io 
November and December. 

During January to September, Ho ranged from 5.3 to 6.5 km, which was 
much e\oser to H compared with the results of earlier meteor studies. Further, 
no offset seems to exist betwe-en H o and H in this period although samples are 
sparse during the first half of year. While, in November and December, Ho 
ranged from 6.7 to 8.1 km, which was larger than H by 6-24 %. Large year to 
year variations were also recogniw:l betwe-en 1991 and the others. At present, we 
do not know the reason for the large Ho values in winter, though they might be 
caused by large perturbations of both temperature and density, as revealed by 
recent Na lidar observations [Sheet al., 19!ll; 1993]. 

3.3 Diurnal Variations 

This section treats temporal variations ofT /To, in particular, diurnal vari
ation, determined from measurements of D' /Do using Equation 3.8. Although 
we used very limited number of meteor echoes for determinations of density scale 
height in the previous section, we include more underdense echoes, loosening the 
peak SNR to be larger than 10 dB. We discuss error in T'/To estimation caused 
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Figure 3.3: Time seril!fl of r /To every 2 km altitude from 84 km 94 km 
observed on Auguat 8-12, 1000 in Shigarr.ki. Vertical bllnl indicate the 
confidence intervals ufeadl observed valul!fl. 

by using these data in Section 4.2. 
Figure 3.3 shows time series ofT' /To observed on August 8-12, 1990 in Sbi

garaki. Amplitudes of T /To sometimes exceeded 0.25, corresponding to T of 
more than 45 K assuming To to be 180 K from CIRA 1986 model atmosphere. It 
is noteworthy that fluctuations with various periods were coherently observed be· 
tween different altitudes. These fluctuations seemed lO be caused by atmospheric 
waves such as gravity waves, atmospheric tides and planetary waves or direct 
heating of the atmosphere due lO insolation of solar radiation. First we study 
diurnal component here, which is presumably fixed lO local time, and therefore, 
can easily be analyzed compared with other components. We investigate shorter 
and longer components in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 

Figure 3.4 shows the band-pass filtered time series ofT' /To with cut-off periods 
at 20 and 30 hr for data observed on August 8-12, 1990. We can see a clear 
diurnal variation with a. positive peak at around 0300-QGOOLT throughout the 
observed height region at 84-94 km. The enhancement in the morning shows 
good consistency with earller findings by meteor echo observations at middle to 
high latitudes [e.g., Greenlww and Hal~ 1960; Hess and Geller, 1976 and Dei!Gra 
el al., 1981.[ 
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We conducted harmonic analysis to obtain amplitudes and phases of diurnal 
variations for observations continued longer than two days.. Figure 3.5 shows 
a. typical example in summer mouths (May-August), observed on August 8--12, 
1990, where T' /To was converted to T' assuming To to be 180 I< from a model 
umasphere [CIRA 1086]. Note that diurnal components of eastward, u', and 
northward, v', wind velocities are also plotted. For comparison numerical model 
by Forbes [1982], which is dominated by S1,1 mode of diurnal tide, are also shown 
for summer solstice conditions. Amplitude ofT' was about 121( (6% in T' /To) at 
80-95 km. The phase was fairly constant throughout the observed altitude range 
at B4·05LT, which is obviously different from the numerical calculation showing a 
clear downward phase propagation. While, phases of observed u' and v' indicated 
a clear downward phase progression with a vertical wavelength of about 30 km, 
showing a very good agreement with the numerical model, although observed 
amplitudes were less than a half of the model prediction. 

On the other hand, the structure ofT' /To in winter sometimes showed a re
markable difference from that in summer when large amplitudes were observed in 
wiod fields. Figure 3.6 shows an example for observations conducted on Novem
ber 16-19, 1992. Amplitudes of u' and v' ranged 5-40 m/s, larger than those in 
Figure 3.5 at almost all the observed altitude range, and phases ofT', u' and v' 
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showed a clear downward progression with a slmilaz vertical wavelength. Note 
that numerical model by Forbes [1082] for winter solstice condition showed quite 
similar phase structure between T', u' and v' although the absolute phase values 
were in consistent, that is, phases were systematically shifted by about 90" be
tween the observations and the model. Amplitude profiles were also quite similar, 
although the amplitude of u' of the model is 1.2-1.3 times bigger than that of 
observations throughout the height region. The discrepancy in phase could be 
caused by the fact that the assumed background conditions of the model, affect· 
ing the propagation characteristics of diurnal tides such as temperature gradient, 
mean winds and eddy diffusion coefficient, [Vial, 1086; Aso et al., 1987; Vial, 
1989], were not necessarily identical with the real atmosphere during the present 
observation. 

Next we investigate diurnal Yllriation of T' observed with the meteor wind 
radar in Jakarta. Since a tillal model predicted that diurnal variation of T' is 
maximized at equator where l)IOpagating symmetric modes ha,•e their peak values 
[e.g., Lind:en, 1967; Forbes, 1082], larger T' value is expected in Jakarta than in 
Sbigaraki. We also conducted harmonic analysis for Jakarta data collected from 
November 1992 to August 1004. Note that it was sometimes difficult to delin
eate wind velocity and temperature fluctuations, especially in the evening hours. 
be(:ause meteor echo rate was not so high as that for the MU radar observations. 
Therefore, we determined monthly mean daily variations by superposing 30 days 
of data, then we delineated diurnal component [Tsuda et al., 1987]. 

Obtained phase values ofT' often showed clear downward propagations with 
'Nious vertical wavelengths ranging 20-50 km, suggesting a relation with prop
agating diuma.l tides. Figure 3.7 shows such an example observed in April 1994 
when clear downward phase pl"opagations were seen in both wind a1.1d tempera
ture 6elds. A numerical model by Fo1·lles [1982] for an equinoctial condition is 
also plotted for comparison. In the figure observed amplitude ofT'/To was 2-7%, 
corresponding toT' of 4-14 K assuming To as 190 K [CIRA 1986]. This value 
was comparable to those in Shigaraki seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. However, con
sidering that the results in Jakarta were based on monthly average while those in 
Shigaraki on the campaign observations whose durations were shorter than one 
week, the amplitudes would be fairly larger in Jakarta tha1.1 in Shigaraki. Ob
served amplitudes of u' and v' in Figure 3. 7 were similar with each other as about 
10 m/s, showing a general tendency to increase with height. While, the model 
81!1plitudes, especially for v' and T', show larger values thoo the observation. 

Vertical wavelengths of v' and T' were quite similar between the observations 
llld the model although the llbsolute values were somewhat different, that is, in 
the model phase leads by 2-4 hours for v' and is delayed by 2-7 hours forT'. 
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Figure 3.6: Same..., Figure 3.5 except for observatiollll on November 16-19, 
l!l!l2. Model result at 36" for winter solstice co11ditioll8 from F"rbe6 [1982) 
iB also plott.ed with trian]!:lea. 
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For u' phase of the obscr\·a~ion and model showed similar values around 85 km 
altitude, but the vertical wavelcng~bs were a little shorter for the observation. 

Since the model is dominated by symmetric S1.1 mode, these differences ~m 
to suggest that in the actual atmosphere effects of higher order modes were not 
negligible, at leas~, during ~he present observation period. 

Now we discuss the standing phase structure ~n in T' profile in Shigaraki in 
summer. Evanescent diurnal tides such as S1.-1 and S1.-2 modes are predicted 
to show a considerable activity via modal coupling liS S1•1 mode is mechanicelly 
damped [Forbes and Hagan, HISS]. For these modesT' has a maximum value at 
middle to high latitudes, while wind velocity components have maxima. at poles 
and are not large at middle latitudes as seen in Figure 1.5. Therefore, considering 
tbat Sbigaraki is located at middle latitude it might be possible that evanescent 
modes could be obsen•ed only in T'. Another possible source of ~he standing 
phase structure is direct absorption of solar UV radiation. 

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter we first studied a theoretical relation between atmospheric 
parameters and ambipolar diffusion coefficient, D, inferred from a decay time 
J:Onstant of meteor echo intensity. Employing a theory of iot1ic diffusion, we ob
tained a relation, Doc r:Jp. The value of C was cboseu to bel, which is 
considered to be the m06t relevant from experiment& results. Since T is fairly 
constaot near the mesopause, scale height of D nearly corresponds to that of p, 
H, which is further related to background temperature. Using a Boussinesq ap
proximation, we found a relation between the normalized D and T fluctuations as 
1"/To = I/2D' /Do. Temperature ftuctuations are one of the basic parameters to 
ttudy atmospheric dynamics. Their observations enable us to obtain information 
to infer structure of atmospheric waves by combining simultaneous wind velocity 
observations. 

The D profile, obtained with the MU radar in Shigaraki, showed an exponen· 
tial increase with a scale height of about G km, which are very consistent with 
Lhe density scale height estimated from a model atmosphere [CIRA86]. During 
November and December scale height of D showed large year to year variations, 
indicating atmospheric stability can be considerably chllllged around the meso
pause region. 

Observed T involved ftuctuations with various periods, showing coherent 
structure between different altitudes. In particular, we presented preliminary 
results of diurnal variations in this chapter, while short and long period compo
Qents are presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Figure 3.7: Same 119 Figure 3.5 except for obsei"Yll.tiotul in Jakarta in April 
1993. Values of'I"/To are converted toT', 8.89umincTo to be 190 K (CIRA 
1086). Results from numerical comput&t.lotul at 6°S by Forbe1 (1982) on 
equinoctial condition /U"e also shown with triancles. 
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In Shigaraki a ~ypical amplitude of diurnal variations ofT' was about 10 

K from campaign observations wi~h durations of 2-7 days. While, their phase 
struc~ure could be cl8S$ified into two types. In summer phases were fairly constant 
along height at 04-05LT, being consistent with earlier findings using meteor echo 
measurements in middle to high latitudes. However, this phase structure was in 
contrast to that for horizontal wind component which usually showed a. downward 
phase propagation. The standing phase structure implies a. manifestation of an 
C\'lUicscent diurnal tides which dominated only in temperature fields in middle 
latitudes such as S1,-t and St.-1• or in-situ heating due to solar radiation. On the 
other hand, in winter they sometimes exhibited clear downward phase progression 
~~<·hen large amplitudes were obsen•ed in wind components. For a typical example 
obtained on November 16-19, 1992, 1", u' and If had wavelengths of about 25 
km. Moreover, relative 11hase relation among 1", u'and v' was quite consistent 
with a. model prediction by Foi"IJCs ]Hl82], although the absolute phases were 
systematically shifted by 90" betn·een the obsen·a.tions and the model. 

In Jakana monthly mean amplitude of diumal variations of T' was about 
10 I<. This value was oomparable to those in ShigarakL However, considering 
tha.t the results in Shigaraki was based on shorter period obscn-a.tions less than 
one week the amplitude ofT' seemed to be fairly larger in Jllkarta .. While phases 
usually showed downward propagations for both the wind and temperature fields. 
But, they did not necessarily show a phase relation predicted by the model by 
F11r/ies ]1982] which is dominated by 51,1 mode diurnal tide, indicating that higher 
tidal modes had also significant amplitudes. 



Chapter 4 

Observations of Gravity Waves 
in the Mesopause Region 

A number of theoretical studies have pointed out the important role of gravity 
waves in transporting energy and momentum from the lower atmosphere to the 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere [ Lindun, 1981; Mat.runo, 1982; Fritts and 
Rastogi, 1985[. The behavior of gravity waves have been studied with various 
remote sounding and in-situ observation techniques, such as MST radar, MF 
radar, lidar, meteor radar aud rodet measurements[e.g., Vincent and Reid, 1983; 
Meek et al., Hl85; Yamamoto et ol., 1986; Tsuda e! al., 1990; Tst<da et al., 1992; 
Nak4mura et al., 1993[. Among them meteor observations have a great potential 
to simultaneously monitor wind and temperature fluctuations associated with 
gravity wave activities around the mesopause. 

In this chapter we in1•estigate the characteristics of gravity waves near the 
mesopause using the high resolution ~.em perature and wind velocity data obtained 
with the meteor observatiOLlS with the MU radar. 

4.1 Temperature Fluctuations due to Gravity 
Waves 

Figure 4.1 sho""S a. band-passed time series of r /To with cut-off periods at 5 
and 10 hr observed on May 19-23, 1900. It is noteworthy that wave-like struc
tures showed downward phase propagation throughout the observation period, as 
indicated by dashed lines. Similar T /To with periods shorter than the inertial 
period (especially several to about 10 hr) were often detected during other me
teor observations with the MU radar. Note that TsuUumi el al. [1994aj studied 
gravity waves using the MU radar data adopting C = 1/2 in Equation 3.7. In 

86 
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19-23-MAY-1990 

Figure 4.1: An example of band-pMSOO time series of nonnalized temper
aturewithcutoll"pcliodsof5-10hronMR,Y 19-23,1990. 

this chapter we present revised results adopting C"' 1 (Equation 3.8). 
Here we compare T /To with fluctuations of wind velocity, which was simul

taneously measured by using meteor echoes. Figure 4.2 shows the time series of 
1" /To and wind velocity at !llkm with cut-off periods at :>and 10 hr observed on 
May 19-21, 1990. The correlation was quite good, espedally between T'/To and 
the eastward wind velocity, implying that the short period fluctuations in both 
1" fT0 and wind velocity were generated by gravity waves. 

In earlier studies of meteor echo observations only horizontal wind velocity 
wa.s detennined. It is expected that the simultaneous observation of temperature 
Ructuations will greatly facilitate a full understanding of atmospheric phenomena. 
Here we show an example of the analysis of gravity waves for meteor data obtained 
on December 10-13, 1991. In this period MU radar observations of turbulence 
echoes were interleaved every 15 min. 

Figure 4.3 shows a contour plot of northward and eastward wind velocity after 
removal of the mean winds, where the meteor and turbulence echo observations 
!Ire shown in the height ranges above and below the dashed lines, resptttively. 
Thrbulence echo observation with the MU radar is of great advantage in the 
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Figure 4.2: Band·prwed time scrieB of normllliud temperature and wind 
velocitiC8 at 91 km with pcriod9 of 5-10 hr observed on May 19-21, 1990. 

study of small scale atmospheric phenomena, though it is limited to daylight 
hours due to the low electron density at night. At the meteor height of 75-100 
km, systematic wind motions were continuously observed throughout a day, even 
in the afternoon when the meteor echo rate is low. In particular, a wave with a. 
period of about 12 hr and a vertical wavelength of about 15 km was dominant 
from 1200 LT on De<:ember 10, 1991, to 1200 LT on December 11, 199l. It is 
notable that tills wave showed downll'&rd phase propagation continuously from 
the meteor echo height down to the turbulence echo region, a charat:teristic of 
gravity waves. 

Figure 4.4 shows a contour plot ofT/To on December 10-13, 1991, indicating 
a similac structure to that of the inertial gravity wave shown in Figure 4.3. Fur
thermore, this structure became unclear after 1200 hr LT on December II, 1991, 
for botb wind velocity and D, which also indicates the stroog relation between 
the fluctuations of D and wind velocity. 

Hodograph Analysis of a Gravity Wave 

Bandpass filter with cutoff periods of 8 to 15 hr was applied to time series 
during December, IG-13 199l. Then hodograph and height profile at 2000 LT on 
December II, 1991 were drawn, from which components with vertical wavelengtba 
longer than 7 km were extrat:ted (Figure 4.5). The amplitude ofT /To was 
estimated from the wind velocity fluctuations (about 20 mjs) to be about 4 % 
by employing Equation 1.5. This value is smaller than the real amplitude due to 
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Figure 4.3: Time height ~ections of wind velocity observed on Docember 
11}-13, 1991. The two different ol.»>crvations were intederwed using meteor 
iUld turbulence echoes, time 1\vcraged wind velocity being removed. The 
meteor&lld turbulcnceechoobservationacorrespondto the height r!Uige& 
above iUld below the dashed lines. respectively. 
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Figure 4.4: Time height sections or 'I" /To observed on De«mber 1G--13, 1991 

the 6ltering, but it shows good agreement with the observed amplitude ofT /To. 
Since To is about 200 f( in the mesopause region [CIRA86]. the Buctuation of 4 
% corresponds to about 8 K 

The wind veo::tor showed elliptical rotation, with the long axis aligned north· 
west to south-east. Temperature fluctuations were out of ph&se with both north
ward and eastward wind fluctuations by about 135", therefore, the horizontal 
propagation direetion of this wave is inferred to be north-westward from the po
larization relation, Eqnatiot\ 1.5. The band-passed (8-15 hr) south-westward 
wind velocity, which was composed of zonal and meridional winds, and band· 
passed T'/To are shown in Figure 4.6. The phases agreed fairly well up to 1200 
LT on December 11. 

For comparison we also analyzed the hodograph in Figure 4.7 for the height 
pro6le obtained on turbulence echo observation at 1400 LT on December 11, 1991, 
alter subtracting the linear trend and remo,·ing the components with vertical 
wa\·elengths shorter than 7.2 km. Because the longer axis was roughly aligned 
east-west and the vertical wind component was auti-ph&se with the eastward 
wind compouent, the propagati011 direction of this wave can be inferred to be 
westward, which was fairly consisteut with the results of meteor wind measure
ments, although they differed by about 45°. This discrepancy is thought to be 
mainly caused by the time evolution of the wave activity, that is, it was fairly 
clear during the meteor echo measurements, but at 1400 LT the wave structure 
began to become unclear at the meteor echo height region, when turbulence echo 
observations were conducted. 
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Figure 4.5: The hodograph and height profile obtained at 2000 LT 011 
Deo;ember 10-11, 1091. The wave compon<mts with periods of8-15 hr and 
vertical wu.veleugthll longer than 7 km were extracted. The numerals fLild 
dashed ellipse in the left panel indicate the height in km and leut squares 
lit to the hodograpb, rCSpi!Ctivcly. The solid, dashed and dotted lines in 
the right piLIIcl denote the fluctuations of the northward wind, CiiStward 
wind and temperature, r~pe<:tively. 
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Figure 4.6: Contour plots of the south·westward wind velocity (thick solid 
curve) and nonnlllized tempera.ture (thin solid curve) after band-pass fil
t.cring with a cutoff oF8-15 hr obt!Lined on December IQ-11, 1991. 
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Figure 4.7: 'I11e height profiles of the northward, eRStwiU'd !llld vertical 
wind velocity obta.iued on turbulence echo observations with the MU radar 
at 1400 LT on December II, 19!11 (top), and the hodograph (bottom). 
Solid Unes and opcu circles in the top panel show t11e raw profiles aod 
profilea alter ]ow·p11!19 filtering with a cut-ofF vertical waveleugth of 7.2 
krn, respeetively. The $0lid line in the bottolll panel corresponds to the 
filtered height profiles in the t.op panel, and the dulled line i6 a leut 
squaree fit t.o the hodograpb. 
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4.2 Frequency Spectra of Wind and Tempera
ture Fluctuations 

In this section we investigate the amplitude relation between T' /To and u' 
due to gravity W&\'CS in terms of frequency spectra. The frequency spectrum 
of potential euergy Call be expressed, by using thll.t of potenti&l temperature, 
F,,~~,(w), as [Gage and Nastrom, 19813] 

Further the frequency spectrum of kinetic energy is expressed by the hair of the 
sum of frequency spectrum of eastward and northward wind fluctuation, Fv, and 
F.,._. From Eq. 1.5 it is expected that kinetic energy density is equal to potential 
energy density when w is large enough compared with the inertial frequency. 

Figure 4.6 shows spectra density of potential energy {dashed line) for the 
observations on December 13-16, 1993, adopting 271"/300 rad.s-1 and 9.55 m2s-1 

for N and g, respcctively at the altitude ranges of 83-93 km. The spectra for the 
kinetic energy are also plott.ed (solid line). The spectra was obtained by Fourier 
transfonning an aut~correlation function with a maximum lag value of 24 hours. 
In the figure both the potenti&l and kinetic energy show similar intensity with 
similar exponential decrease with frequency as well. Large discrepancy at lower 
frequency seemed to be caused by inertial gravity waves and atmospheric tides, 
whose relation between amplitudes of wind and temperature fiuctuations are not 
subject to Eq. 1.5. 

Note that we assumed I for the value of C in Equation 3.7. T$1.1tsl.lmi et al 
[1994aj presented generally larger values for potential energy than kinetic energy, 
which is because they adopted 1/2 for the value of C. Iu other words it can be 
said that the present results ascertain that C=l is a better solution. While, the 
much larger potential energy iu higher frequency range of T$tltsumi el al. [1994aJ 
seems to be attributed to contamination of overdense type meteor echoes which 
raise the noise floor of the potential energy spectra. 

Figure 4.9 showed potential and kinetic energy density at 88 km altitude for 
observations conducted in 1993-1994. Both spectra showed similar values ill a 
period range shorter than 2 hours. The energy level was, however, highly variable 
in period ranges longer than 12 hours possibly due to the large temporal variations 
of atmospheric tides and also inertial gravity waves. 
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Figure 4.8: Potential energy det•sity (diiShed cu!'V<l) calculated fL'Oill r /To 
and kinetic energy density (solid CUI'V<l) at altitude from 84 to 92 km for 
meteor obscrvv.tion& with the MU nu:IN" oonducted on December 13-16, 
1993. 
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Figure 4.9: Same liB Fir;ure 4.8 excep~ for 88 km al~itude from observaWoM 
conducted in 1993Md 1994. 
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4.3 Horizontal Propagation Characteristics 

4.3.1 Seasonal Variations 

Meteor echo observll.lions wi~h ~he MU radar often de~ec~ed sinusoidal fluc
tuations in vertical profiles of ll'iud and temperature fluctuations with vertical 
scales 5-20 km, which are most likely due to inertial gravi~y waves. In this 
subsection we study the seasonal behavior of the propasation charact.eristics of 
dominant gravity waves in vertical profiles adopting hodograph analysis [Tsuda 
dol., 1990; Nak4mura dol., 1993]. 

We used 12 observation periods from May 1990 to November 1992listed in Ta
ble 2.4. Wind velocity and T /To were dett'rmined e1·ery hour and lkm altitude. 
Since amplitudes and vertical wavelengths of propagating diurnal atmospheric 
tides were comparable to those of gravity ll'al'es, it was sometimes difficult to dis
unguish them. Therefore, the time series were band-passed with cutoff periods 
Ill.~ and 20 hrs to exclude diurnal tide. Moroover, we compared the bandpassed 
profiles with mean daily variations obtained by superimposing wind and tempera
ture lluctuations into local time for each observation periods, which were thought 
to represent tidal components. Then, we picked up gravity ""aves when sinusoidal 
8uctuations were clearly seen for several hours only in ~he bandpasw:l profiles. 

We analyzed hodograph for horizontal wind I'CCtors of selected bandpassed 
profiles, and an ellipse was best-fitted to ~he hodograph at successive .S-l.S km 
llititude. By using the polarization relation of gravity waves, Equation 1.2, intrin
sic period was determined from the ratio betwt>ell the major and minor axes of 
the ellipse. Horizontal propagation directions were detecled from Equations 1.2 
I.Dd 1.~ using the same criteria employed in Section 4.1. Other parameters of 
~avity waves such as horizontal wavelength and horizontal phase velocity were 
detennined using the dispersion relation of gravity waves. Center of the profiles 
was at about 88 km on the average. 

We detected 21 gravity wave events during the 12 campaign periods, and 
;uccessfully fined an ellipse to 16 cases. Fifteen cases out of the 16 hodogre.phs 
exhibited clockwise rotations, while only one case, obsen-ed around 03--{WLT May 
23, 1990, showed anti-clockwise rotation, indicating that most of wave energy 
propagated upward. Funher, horizontal propagation direction was determined 
for 14 events without ambiguity of 180", except for the observations at OD-OGLT 
November 18, 1990, when temperature profile did not show clear phase relation 
~~>itb wind profiles. Basic parameters of selected gravity waves are summarized in 
!able 4.L 

Resultant intrinsic periods were distributed from 6.8 to 14.0 hr with a mean 
value of 11.3 hr. Although the iuenial periods in Shigaraki is 20.9 hr, the obtained 
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DATE Period '· '· 
,._, c,.,_, Direction 

(hr) (km) (km) (m/s) (m/s) (Azimuth) 
(dog.) 

20-MAY-1990 1~1GLT 0.8 0.0 776 31.7 -0.37 125 
21-MAY-1990 14-IGLT 8.8 14.0 1618 51.4 -0.44 164 
23-MAY-1990 03-04LT 9.7 12.0 1576 45.2 0.34 43 
23-MAY-1990 19-20LT 12.8 12.0 2317 50.5 -0.26 24 
09-AUG-1990 22-02LT - -
10-AUG-1900 14-16LT 12.5 16.0 "" 66.5 -0.36 -174 
17-NOV-1990 10-12LT - - -
18-NOV-1900 00-0GLT 14.0 16.0 ""' 71.8 -0.32 
16-MAR-1991 08-14LT 12.3 13.0 2373 53.6 -o.29 -35 
17-MAR-1991 06-llLT 12.4 14.0 2505 58.0 -0.31 -31 
19-MAR-1991 00-13LT 11.9 13.8 2381 55.7 -o.32 -51 
08-JUN-1991 i8-02LT 0.8 1l.i 1553 44.0 -0.33 81 
13-AUG-1991 22-02LT -
14-AUG-1991 19-0SLT 13.8 11.3 2509 50.4 -0.22 53 
17-NOV-1991 14-17LT 13.4 12.0 2408 52.0 -0.25 -157 
18-NOV-1901 01-02LT -
10-DEC-1091 20-8LT 13.4 13.3 2793 57.9 -0.28 -42 
12-DEC-1991 02-0GLT 7.7 11.0 1093 39.4 -0.40 -176 
12-DEC-1991 22-24LT -
17-NOV-1902 00-04LT 11.1 13.0 2043 51.1 -0.33 -152 
17-NOV-1992 23-02LT 8.1 16.5 1752 59.7 -0.56 178 

Mean Values 11.3 13.1 2195 52.9 -0.34 

Thb1e 4.1: Basic parnmetc111 of domimUJt inertial gravity waves in the 
vertical prolilcs deduced lllling hodograph analyB.is. Intrinsic periodll, ver
tical wavelength (A,), horizontlll wavelength (Ah), horizontal phase speed 
(cp,-~) vertical phase speed (cp,.,) and horizontal pl"(lpagation directions 
are shown. Horizontal bar~~ indicate t.IIat valucs could not be determioed. 
Note that wind vector during 03-04LT May 23, 19!10 showed anti-clockwise 
l"(ltlltion with increasing hci~;ht, thua values in t.l•is period were not used in 
calcul!\ting mea.n values shown at the end of the table. 
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longest period was limited to 14.0 hr, probably due to the bandpass filter of 
.r20 hr in order to avoid the C'ffects of diurnal tides. Vertical and horizontal 
wavelengths ranged from 11.3 to 16.0 ktll and from 776 to 3620 km with a mean 
value of 13.1 km and 2200 km, resp«:tively. 

Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of vertical wavelength as a function of 
. trinsic period with solid circles. For comparison also shovm with open circles 
are the results by Nakamuru et al. [1093[, which studied dominant gravity waves 
in vertical profiles with hodographs using turbulence echo observations with the 
MU radar. Center height of their observations was about 70-75 km. There is a 
dear tendency that present obsen"ations show luger vertical wavelengths than 
Nckamuru eta/. [1993[ which distributed from 4 to 15 km with a mean value 
of 8.2 km. Note that the largest l'ertical wavelength of the present study seems 
to be limited dne to the fact that we selected gravity waves with vertical scales 
clearly different from those of upward propagating diurnal tides of about 25-30 
km. 

MuroY4ma et al. [1992) reported dominant vertical scales of gravity waves 
by means of the MU radar, rod:etsondes and radiosondes, which were 2-5 km, 
.r15 km and longer tha.n 15 km in the lower stratosphere, the upper stratosphere 
and the mesosphere, respectively. The present results were fairly consistent with, 
but slightly shorter than, their results in mesosphere, which might be due to 
tbe limit of the present study stated abol'e. Muroyaf714 ec a/. [1992) int.erpreted 
tbe increase in the vertical scales with altitude in terms of the saturation of 
upward propagating gravity waves. It is reported that wave damping due to 
eddy diffusion, which increase with altitude, are also responsible for the change 
of dominant vertical scale [Gardner and Voeltz, 1087; Naknmuro et al., 1993) 

Now we study horiwntal propagation characteristics of the dominant gravity 
waves near the mesopause. Horizontal phase speeds of the present observations 
were distributed from 31.7 to 71.8 m/s with a mean value of 52.9 mfs. Those 
in middle mesosphere were reported to be about 30 m/s by NtWJ.muro et al 
[1993). Tsuda et al. [1094) showed using radiosonde observations near equator 
that typical horiwntal phase speeds of dominant gravity waves in troposphere and 
stratosphere was 5-7 m/s and 12 m/s, respectively. These results indicate that 
tbe horiwntal phase speeds are larger at higher altitudes. This may be pardy due 
to the height variation of dominant vertical scale of gravity waves discusw:l above 
~ause horizontal phase speed is ba.sically proportional to vertical wavenumber. 
Furthermore, directional filtering caused by mean winds might be responsible; 
only waves with sufficient horizontal phase speeds can propagate upward without 
being absorbed by mean winds. 

The distributions of horizontal propagation dirE'Ctions are shown in Figure 4.11 
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Figure 4..10: A seat(.(!r diagram of vertical wavelengths vel"lllli intrinBic 
periods of dominant gravity wavealiated in Thble 4.1 (solid circles). For 
comparison l"CO>ull.$ from turbuleltte observations in the me808phere with 
the MU radar by Nalamuro tl a/. ]1993] are plotted with open circles. 
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separately for summer months (May-August) and winter months (November, De
ctmber and March). In the figure there is a tendency that horizontal propaga
tion directions tended toward east and west during summer and winter months, 
respectively. These results show a fairly good consistency with the results for 
mesospheric gravity waves by Nakamura et ol. IJ993]. That is, prefered prop
aglltion directions by Nokamura et a/. ]1093] V.'ere toward northeast and west 
during May-August and November-December, respectively, although they were 
rather isotropic during March-April, suggesting horizontal propagation directions 
of dominant gravity wal'eS IU"C not significantly changed at 60-95 km. 

Seasonal variadou of propagation directions was attributed to the directional 
61tering of gravity waves by pre\"ailing zonal winds JEbel et a/., 1987]. In Fig
ure 4.12 we show profiles of mean winds in each observation period. Since dura
tion of each observation was not a multiple of 24 hr, we obtained mean winds by 
decomposing the wind field into mean winds, semidiurnal and diurnal tides so as 
to exclude tidal effects. 

Mean zonal winds were generally east11·ard throughout a year at altitude range 
80--00 km, while mean meridional winds were generally smaller than the zonal 
winds. However, Figure 4.12 suggests that mean zonal winds were quite different 
between summer and winter months below SO km. That is, a very large wind 
shear recognized in summer indicates that mean zonal wind was westward below 
80 km, while in winter the sense of venical shear, although not very large in 
general, was npposite to that in summer, suggesting that mean zonal wind was 
eastwtu"d below 80 km. These features showed a good consistency with the mean 
wind by the Kyoto meteor wind radar obsen-ations in 1083-1986 ]T.ru® e! al., 
1987] and CIRA 1986 model. 

Below the meteor obserVI\tion height a clear seasonlll variation of mean ronal 
winds at 6o-80 km were reported by Nakamura et al. ]1995] using turbulence 
echo data in 1985-1988 observed with the MU radar as shown in Figure 4.13, 
where mean zonal winds were -40 mfs toward west in summer aud -60 m/s 
toward east in winter at around 10 km, while mean meridional winds were much 
smaller tu1d around 10 mfs. Directions of these wind velocities shows an opposite 
sense to those of the dominant gravity waves seen in Figure 4.11. Since these 
ronal wind velocities were comparable to the observed horizontal phase speeds of 
tbe dominant gravity waves, the seasonal variation of propagation directions of 
these waves seemed to be related to directional filtering caused by the prevailing 
ronal winds below the height rtu~ge of meteor obsen"&tions. 

Note that below the mcsopause horizontal propagation directions of domi
Q&nt gravity waves were not necessarily towiU"d west in winter but they were t~ 
ward north-east during January-February, as re•·ealed by Nakamura eta/. ]1993]. 
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Figure 4.11: The distribution or boritontal propagation dira:tiOilB of dom
in&llt gravity waves. Top IUld bottom panels conespond to Bummer and 
winter montiul. The length or eiiCb vector indi~:&tee intrilllliC horitontal 
phase speed. 
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Figure 4.12: PreVRiling winds com~ponding to ol.lservation periods in 
Figure 4.11. Top and bottom panels con-espond t.o Sllllllller 1111d winter 
months. 
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Figure 4 .. 13: 'Ilu~ eMtward (top) Md northWBld (bottom) compooenu 
of mean winds observed with the MU radar usinc turbulence echo in 
1985-1989, where sh&ded lln!IIB cort1!8pond to wcatward and eouthward 
wind, respectively. [Nah>mumel al .. ,199SJ 
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These results imply the possibility that source regions of gravity waves a.re not 
isotropically distributed a.round Shigaraki [Nako.muro e! al., 1993}. 

4.3.2 Simultaneous Observations with the MU Radar 
and the Sodium Lidar 

In this subsection, we present simultaneous obsen'3.tions of mesospheric grav
ity waves carried out by using the meteor observations with the MU radar in 
Shigaraki (34.9•N, 13G.l0 E) and &SOdium lidarobservations in Hachioji (3:i.6°N, 
i39.4"E) \Namboothiri et al., 1994[. 

As the latest developments. lidars have proved to be quite powerful to mell$ure 
the mesoscale fluctuations in the middle atmosphere. The temperature fluctua
tions and the sodium density fluetuations observed through the Rayleigh scatter 
and resonant backscatter by the Rayleigh lidar aud Sodium lidar, respectively 
are found to be an important tracer of gra\·ity waves. [e.g .• Gardner and Voelz, 
1987; Haucllerome el ol .• 1987; Wilson et al .• 1991; Bes!ty et al., 1992; Collins et 
al., 1994[. Various important features of gravity waves such as individual wave 
events, seasonal variability, and spectral ll$pccts of I.Otal gravity wave field etc 
have been reported [e.g., Sliibotll el al., 1986; Senft and Gardner, 1991; She et 
al., 1991; Hos!eUer and Gardner, 1994}. 

Although there have been a few attempts for the comparison of simultaneous 
Jidar measurements of densities and radar measurements of horiwntal winds [e.g., 
Og4wa et aL, 1989; Fhmke eta/., 1990; Kwon et al., 1990], the radar and lidar 
studies of the gravity waves mainly concentrated on individual stations so far. 
Simultaneous observations at different locations ue very important in order 1.0 

uoderstand clearly the propagation details such as the horizontal extension [e.g., 
Meek d al., I98.S; Manson et a/., 1988[. This will also give some insights 1.0 
differentiate the various sources of gravity waves between the locations. 

To this respect, collaborations between the Radio Atmospheric Science Cen
ter (RASC) and Tokyo Metropolitan University (TMU) have arranged and made 
SOme simultaneous mesospheric observations using the meteor echo measurements 
'l"ith the MU radar at Shigaraki and the sodium density measurements using the 
Sodium lidar at Hachioji. These two loeations are sepArated by a horiwntal dis
tance of 310 km, which is aJ)propriate as far as the horizontal waveleugth of a 
large scale gravity wave is conco:>med. The neutral atmospheric density pertur
bations can be inferred from the Na deusity measurements and in our study the 
analysis mainly focuses on the neutral density fluctuations. 

Experimental Setup 
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We first present in Fisure 4.14 the locations of the MU radar and the lida:r. 
Note that the baseline of the stations makes an angle of 14.So with the zonal 
direction. 

The data used are from the 7hours of observations on the night of ~ember 
15-IG, 1993. Figure 4.1S shows profiles of the wind components and the temper
ature perturbation T' /To obsen·!'d with the MU radar during the period, where 
time and height resolutions were 1 hour and 1 km, re;peetively. Note that in 
the figure the time mean values were removed from each time series, and vertical 
wa1·elengths longer than 4 km were extracted from each profile with a low-pass 
filter. A clear wave induced fluctuation showing a downwBrd phase propagation 
was recognized, especially for the northward wind component as indicated by a 
solid line. 

The sodium lidar was installed recently and operated at the Tokyo Metropoli· 
tan University. The lidar consists of a tunable dye laser pumped by a frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG laser, receiving telescope, a photomultiplier tube and a com
puter controlled data acquisition system. The signals from 2000 laser shots are 
accumulated for each profile. Consequently, one profile is observed once in every 
4 minutes with a height resolution of 100 m. The laser shot number is selected 
to assure an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio for each profile. The details of the 
system specifications and the method of data analysis can be seen in a report 
by No.gru;awo. and Abo (1994]. Figure 4.16 shows the Na density values measured 
on December 15-IG, 1993. The profiles are plotted on a linear scale at 8-min 
intervals and have been low-pass filtered with a cutoff at 1.5 km. The downward 
movement of the Na density peak seems to be all'ected by the gravity W&Ves or 
tides. A detailed description of the figure can be seen later. 

The Na density measurements can be effectively used to deduce the atmo
spheric density perturbations I Gardner et o.l., 1989; Boottv et o.l., 1992]. Wben 
the wind ftuctuations are caused by gravity waves, the relative Na density fluctua· 
lions are related to the relative atmospheric density perturbations. The following 
is a short account on the steps inl'alved in the calculation of atmospheric density 
perturbations from the sodium density values. First, the sodium density is nor· 
malized in the altitude range by the total column density for each profile, here 
the altitude rauge considered is 80-105 km. Then the profiles are filtered with a 
low-pass filter with a cutoff equal to 1.5 km and an al'erage profile for the sodium 
density is produced from all the profiles. Now the sodium density perturbations 
can be calculated and the sodium density perturbations are transfonned to atmo
spheric density perturbations. Here it is assumed that the unperturbed Na profile 
is modeled by a Gaussian distribution, and then the relative Na density fluctua
tions can be expressed in terms of atmospheric density ftuctuations !Gan1ner et 
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Figure 4.14: Locations or the MU radar and Sodiwnlidill. The base line 
and the horizontal make an ll.l>~;le of 14.S". TI>e big lllTOw indicates the 
horizontal propagation direction of the gravity WRve, which is 5.45° off 
vertical t.o the zonal direction /Namboothiri el al., 1994]. 
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Figure 4.15: Time-height variations of the Ructuating component.l of the 
eastward {solid line) and northward {dashed line) wind velocities and the 
nonnlllized temperature {dot-dash line) observed with the MU radal on 
December 15-16, 1993. The region 80-90 km is marked to indicate that 
the nudy focused on that height range [Nam&oothiri tt al., 1994]. 
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Fitlll'll 4.16: Sodium dell5ity pro/ilea me1111ured on the night of December 
15-16, l!l!l3. TILe profiles arc plotted ou a. linear Bca.le &t &bout 8 min 
interval&. Theregion80-00kmisnu<rkodtoindie&tetba.ttbestudyrocused 
oo that height rMge {Namii<Hltltiri el al., 1994]. 
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al., 1980), 

r,(~.t):: - 1,. ~ 11 [1- ;H(~o~ =ol)r.(:,l) (4.2) 

r,(z,t) =p:fp,o {4.3) 

r.(~.t) = rl./Po.{l (4.4) 

where;:: l"&tio of the specific heat (-lA) 
H:: atmospheric scale height (-6 km) 
:o = centroid height of the unperturbed Na l&)'er ( .... !)2 km) 
uo :: nus thickness of the unperturbed Na layer ( -4.3 km) 
II,/ P.o = rtolative Na density ftuctuations 
tf../p.o:: relative atmospheric density ftuctuations 

The prime in P. and P. denot.es the perturbation quantity, while the suffix 0 
denot.es the assoeiated mellll quantity. 

Figure 4.15 indicates that the data from the altitude range SD-95 km are us
able for the MU rAdar observations. While, the sodium lidar measurements are 
available for a height range ofSD-105 km as seen in Figure 4.16. Although this is 
the case, in the present study of the gravity wave induced neutral deiiSity pertur
bations, we concentrated only the altitude region SD-00 km. From Equation 4.2 it 
can be seen that the altitude dependent scaling factor vanishes near the Na layer 
peak, 2o, it is not possible lo determine the atmospheric density perturbations in 
the vicinity of zo [Senft and Gardner, 1991]. 

Hodograph Analysis of Gravity Waves 

We performed a hodograph analysis to extract wave parameters from the data 
obtained with the MU radar. Before presenting the results of our hodograph 
analyses, it is appropriate to give a. background on the data selected for the 
detailed aualysis. It was our interest to search large scale gravity wave activities 
and for this we have investigated 5 nights of simultaneous observational data 
But unfortunately we could get only one nights (15-16 December, 1993) data 
with less interference of waves. Hence we considered that data for our detailed 
analysis. Again in the data considered itself, although we have the lidar data 
for a period 1700-0600 LT we selected a period from 220D-0500 LT when the 
overla.pping of wa\·es is not significant. From Figure 4.16 it can be seen the 
dominance of monochromatic waves during the period 2200-0500 LT. Before and 
after that period smaller scale \"aria.tions dominMed. 
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In the present analysis, a wa1·c period of 5-20 hr was considered and the data 
.. -ere filtered accordingly. After the mean wind 8lld linear trend were removed 
from the vertical profile, ll'lll'e components with a vertical wavelength greater than 
1 km were extracted. The hodograph and the height profiles were constructed 
"'ith one hour intef'\·al starting from 2300 LT to 0500 LT. Figure 4.17 shows a 
typical hodograph and height profile of the gnwity wal'e of our interest. The 
bodograph shown is for 0200 LT on December 16, l!l!l3. In this example the 
successive wind velocities in the height region 77-85 km were fitted by an ellipse. 
\Ve have tried to include all the possible data points especially in the height region 
SG-90 km, since in the present study we are more interested in that height range. 
Unfortunately it was rather difficult to conduct a fit with all the desired data 
points. In the height profiles the solid cul"\'e represents the northward component, 
the dashed curve represents the cMtward component and the curve with the solid 
circles is the temperature perturbations. 

As evident from the figure, the wind vector rotated in the clockwise direction 
with the increase in altitude, indicating positive vertical group velocity. Also it 
can be seen the domin8llce of a monochromatic gra1·ity wave and such a wave 
"'as observed in all the hodographs except the 0500 LT case. The 0500 LT 
case is separately discussed below. The horizontal propagation direction was 
found to be in the north-south direction and this is consistent with all the other 
hodographs. The exact propagation direction can be determined by checking the 
phase relations between the horizontal wind components and the temperature 
perturbations and it was found that the wal'e propagated from north t.o south. 
The arrow in Figure 4.17 represents the direction of propagation of the wave. 

Figure 4.18 is the plot for the bodograph and height profile for 0500 LT. The 
ellipse was fitted with the wind l'elocitit'S in the height range 82-90 km. The 
ellipse indicated by a dotted liue iu Figure 4.18 also shows the horizontal and 
vertical propagation directions to be identical to that of the 0200 LT case. How
ever, oue import&lt feature of the hodograph to be mentioned is the departure 
oft he monochromatic nature of the gravity w1we, the structure of the hodograph 
in Figure 4.18 suggests that there may be a mixing of two gravity waves. 

Hodograph analysis seems to have rertain inefficiency when there is a mixing 
or two or more waves. In Figure 4.17 we presented one of the best cases and in 
Figure 4.18 we ~;bowed the worst case that we have obtained. As mentioned above, 
Figure 4.18 indicates a mixing of two wlll'es and in this situation two ellipses may 
be fitted to different altitude ranges. However, we took the ellipse fitted for the 
82-90 km height r8llge considering a consistency with earlier hodographs. 

Table 4.2 illustrates the values of the gravity wave parameters that we have 
obtained from the hodograph analyses. It can be see11 that the wave bad an 
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Figur<! 4.17: The hodograph and heigh~ pt-ofile obtained a~ 0200 LT an 
December 16, 1903. The wtwe components with perioda af :i-20 hr and 
vertical wavelen&~h longer than 7 km were extl"ll(:ted. The numerals and 
dMhed ellipse in the len panel indicllte the height in km and leMt aquaree 
fit to tbe hadograph, respectively. The arrow indicates the harizontaJ prop
agation direction of the gravity wave. In the right panel the fluctuations 
of northward (solid line), eastward (dashed) 11nd temperature (da.ahed line 
witb solid circle) are givcn (Nambaothiri d al., 1994]. 
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Figure 4.18: Same as Fi!u•-e 4.17, but for 0500 LT INamlooolhiri et ~-. 19941. 
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Table 4.2: Wave par11meten ob~ained from ~he hodograph u.Uyses of 
height pro6lcs of wind velocity observed with the MU radar (N<unboothiri 
da/.,1094). 

average intrinsic period of about 9 hr aud a vertical wavelength of about 16 
km. The inferred horizontal wavelength showed a variation between 1380 km 
and 2120 km with an average value of l7SO km. To compute the horizontal 
wavelength we assumed the l"alue of the inertial frequency f as 1.33 x 10-~ Hz 
at the 35" latitude of the MU radar, corresponding to a period of 20.9 hours. 
The propagation direction was found to be from north to south with an average 
azimuth of -5", an arrow in Figure 4.14 shows this direction of propagation. The 
wave propagated not exactly perpendicular to the baseline of the stations and 
this will result a timelag in the wave propagation. 

It is very important to consider the possible contribution of tidal waves in 
the profiles we considered here. However, our analysis indicated that there was 
no signi6cant contribution of 12 hr tides during the period of observation. A 
tidal analysis was done with 4 days of the MU radar data of that campaign, that 
is, December 13-16, 1993, including the period of observation considered in the 
present study, and found that the &l"erage amplitude of semidiurnal tides was 
..... ,s mfs in the 80-90 km region. Also climatological results [Tsuda et al., 1988] 
showed that the amplitude ofsemidiumal tides in J(yoto (Shigaraki) are generally 
les<; than 5 mfs during December in this altitudes. The effect of diurnal tides is 
believed to be smaller considering the intrinsic wave period of 9 hr. 
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Comparison Between the MU Radar and the Lidar 

Our major interest here is to calculate the wave induced neutral density 
perturbations from the ~;ra1•ity wave parameters obtained using the MU radar 
dat&, and compare them with those obtained with the sodium lida.r observations. 
The derivation of the density pcrtnrb11tion was based upon the gravity wave dis
pe!Sion and polarization relations. Dy apj)lyin~; the Doussinest] approximation, 
p.'/Poo = -T /To, the density perturbatiou can be expressed using Eq. 1.5 as 

e!.... "''!:!..n' 
Poo 9 

(4.5) 

Using Eq. Ui, the atmospheric density perturbations were calculated for the 
MU rada:r observations. A vertical ''"avelcn~;tb of 16 km (average.\,) was consid· 
ered and in order to add the go• phase shift, the profiles were height adjusted with 
4 km. Here we assumed that a sinusoidal variation wa.s dominant and accordingly 
tbe MU radar profiles \\'ere reconstructed. Figure 4.19 is a composite picture of 
the density perturbations obtained for the MU radar and the lidar observations. 
lo the figure the continuous curve indicates the MU radar obsen-ations and the 
dashed curve represents the lidar measurements. Since the horizontal propaga· 
tion of the wave was in the north-south direction, the l'alues of the northward 
~ind velocity were taken to determine the density perturbations for the MU radar 
profiles. The profiles shown are for each one hour interval starting from 2300 LT 
to 0500 LT. It should be mentioned that the comparison wa.s stressed for the 
height range 80-90 km. 

Comparison of the prolill'S re1·eals encouraging agreements between the two 
observations. It can be seen that all the profiles, except for 0500 LT. show good 
resemblance. The phase pattern observed hilS considerable similarities. It should 
be remembered that there WIIS 1'1 difference in the height resolution of observation 
and also a time-series filtering for the lid!U" dl'ltl'l was not being done due to the 
limited houiS of observation per ni~;ht. Bel'lring this in mind, a smoothed pattern 
or the lidar profiles will give even better agreements with the MU radar profiles. 
It is very important to note that the density perturbatiou values observed at both 
!be locations were quite similar with a maximum value of about 7%. 

Considering the horizontal distance between the sites we should expect a con
stant phase lag in the wave propagation. Using the wave parameters and the 
geometry of the two locations we estimated the time lag to be 15 min. We as
sume that the wave approached Hachioji liiSt and then piiSSCd Shigaraki. Any 
small differences in the phase pattern could be explained under these circum
>tances. Also one hilS to cousider the horizontal Vl'lriation in the gravity wave 
field. 
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Figu~ 4.19: Time-height variations of the atmospheric density perturba
tions obtained from the MU radar and sodium lidar, for December l:i-16, 
1903. The solid and dMhed curves represent the MU radar and lidar ob
servations, T(!9pe<:tively (Narnboothiri e! al., 1994]. 
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The 0500 LT case should be discussed separately, the density perturbations 
obtained for the lidar measnr~mcnts ncar 83 km shows relath·ely hu·gcr {8.8%) 
perturbations. During morning hours the increase in tC!mpC!ratnrC! causes chemical 
reactions and raises the sodium dC!nsity. Also the meteoric ablation during da\\"D 
will be high and hence results Ill\ increase in sodium deusity. 

Another way to check the gravity wavo:> rCSJIOnsc to the tto:>utral density fluc
tuations is the variance analysis. Figure 4.20 depicts the time variations of root 
mean square values of the varillltce derivOO for the MU radar and the lidar o!J... 
strvations. The density perturbations obtained for the height range 80·90 km 
were used in this analysis. There is a difference in the uumbcr of density values 
considered for the variance analysis, that is, the sodium lidar which had a height 
resolution of 100m and hence a total number of 110 values were considered for the 
lidar case, while the MU radar had I km height resolution and consequently only 
II values were averaged for the radar case. The density '"ariance plotted for the 
MU radac observations corresponds to the lllnplitude of the gravity wave induced 
11·ind fluctuations. The values of the wave runplitude 11.11d the corresponding den
sity vaciances are also given in the Table 4.2. A remarkable agreement between 
the two observations is well evident from Figure 4.20. Discarding the 0500 LT 
case the time variations show identical response for both the observations and it 
reaffirms that we Sli.W the mllltifestations of the same gravity wa\'es o\'er Shigaraki 
and Hachioji. 

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter we studied characteristics of gravity wa\"es near the mesopause, 
taking advantage of the good time-hC!ight resolutions of temperature and wind 
data obtained by meteor echo measurements with the MU radar. 

We found that T fluctuations were clearly associated with wave-like structures 
showing downward phase propagation with periods shorter than the inertial pe
riod (21 hour in Shigaraki). We detected an inertial gravity wave with a period 
of about 12 hr on December 10~11, 1991, which was obsetwd vo:>ry clearly as to 
both wind velocity and T' JT0 , and their phase relation WIIS reasonably interpreted 
assuming the polarization relation predicted [)y the linear theory of gravity waves. 

Kinetic and potential energy densities a.ssociated with gravity waves are the
oretically expected to be equal when wave period is short enough compared with 
the inertial period. Observed kinetic and potential energy densities calculated 
from horizontal wind velocity and temperature fluctuatious, respectively, coin
cided well for periods longer thllll 2 hr. Both energy density showed considerable 
variations between the campaigns in period rrutg(' longer than 12 hr, which might 
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Figure 4.20: Variance of the &.tm(ISJ)hcric density perturba.tione c:alcula.ted 
for the MU rada.r (solid line with open &qll1111!6) and the iidac ob&erva.tiollll 
(dMhed line wi!.h solid cirdes) [NamOOotlliri d al., 1994). 
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be due to large temporal variations of atmospheric tides and inertial gravity 

Seasonal variations of horiwntal propagation dirl!l;tions of dominant gravity 
waves were studied using hndographs for 12 observation campaigns from May 
1990 to November 1992. Downward phase progression was recognized for most of 
the waves, indicating the upward energy transportation. Average values of wave 
periods, vertical and horizontal wavelengths and horiwntal phase spl'('ds were 
11.3 hr, 13.1 km, 2200 km and S3 m/s. respe<:tively. l"ote that wave periods and 
vertical wavelengths seemed to be slightly shifted to shorter values \J(.'(!ause we 
selected gravity waves which had clearly shorter periods and wavelengths than 
diuroal tides to avoid contamination. 

Horizontal propagation directions were generally eastward in summer (May
August) and westward in winter (November-D~Xember and March). These results 
showed a good consistency with the results of the turbulence echo observations 
in the mesosphere with the MU radar by Naka"'mu eta/. (1993], suggesting that 
propagation directions of dominant gravity wai'('S do not signilicamly change 
in altitude range from 60 to 95 knl. These propagation directions seem to be 
related to the directional filtering by mean zonal wind below the height region of 
the present study. Note that propagation directions were not necessarily toward 
west in winter except for November and December in the mesosphere as reported 
by Nakamura eta/., 1993, implying that the source regions of gravity waves are 
not uniformly distributed around Shigaraki. 

Comparison observations of mesosphcric gra1·ity ll'&ves were also conducted 
by means of the MU radar in Shigaraki (34.9°N, 136.1°E) and the sodium lidar 
in Hacbioji (35.6°N, 139.4"E). We used 7 hours of the data collected simultane
ously on the night of December 15-16, 1993. The dominant gravity wave and its 
cba.racteristics were delineated by using a hodograph analysis. which determined 
that the wave propagated with an average vertical w1welength of 16 km, intrinsic 
period of 9 hr and horiwntal wavelength of 1 i50 km. We further detected that 
the gravity wave showed upward energy propagation, and that it propagated from 
oorth to south. 

The study documented the efl'ecth•e use of gravity wave theory to calculate 
the wave induced atmospheric density perturbations. The density perturbations 
showed a maximum of 7% at the radar and the li<lar locations. The observed 
s.imilarities are an indication of the same gra\'ity wave inftuences at the observa
tional sites. The variance analysis conducted for the density perturbations also 
showed remark&ble agreement in time variations and this is a.n additional point 
that support the view that the radar and lidar saw the same gravity wave. 

Finally, in this chapter, we showed that short period temperature and wind 
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velocity fluctuations obtained by meteor echo measurements with the MU radac 
were preferably interpreted by using a linear throry of gra\·ity waves. Then, 
they Y.-erc utilizt:'d to delineate a seasonal characteristics of dominant gravity 
waves. Furthermore, a gravity wave with & large horizontal extent was observed 
through simultaneous observations at two observation sites, then parameters of 
gravity waves obtained at one observatory were proved to be valid. Through these 
studies simultaneous obscn·ations of temperature and wind velocity fluctuations 
by meteor echo measurements with tlw MU radac were shown to be very efrective 
for study of gravity waves. 



Chapter 5 

Observations of Global 
Structure of Planetary Waves 

Cooperative radar observations revealro characteristics of planetary waves 
with periods ranging from one day to a few weeks in the upper mesosphere and 
lower thermosphere [Salby, 1980; l!o et al., l£184; Vincent et al., 1984; Moruon et 
IlL, 1987]. Various observations and theoretical studies pointed out that planetary 
waves affect mean winds and other wa,•es through nonlinear interactions [e.g., 
Plumb at al., 1987; Riister, 1994; Teite/Mum and Via~ 19tll]. In the stratosphere 
studies using satellite data clarified horizontal aud vertical structure of planetary 
waves and identified various normal mode Rossby waves [e.g., Hil"ota and Hirooka, 
1984]. However, global structure of most of long period oscillations near the 
mesopause was not fully identified yet. In this chapter we study characteristics 
of long-period wind fluctuMions around the mesopause usiug data obtained at 
radu stations spaced in latitude and longitude. 

5.1 Long-period Waves in Middle Latitudes 

Truda e! a/. [1088a[ reported long-period oscillations in Shiguaki (35"N, 
136"E) using the meteor radu observations conducted from May 19&3 to Marcia 
1986. They showed oscillations with periods from l.4 days to 20 days. However, 
global structure of these waves was not delineated yet except for a wave with a 
period of about two day (here after referred to as 'two-day wave'). In this section 
we study global structure of planetary waves Uy additionally using two data sets 
from Adelaide MF radar (35"S, I38"E) and Saskatoon MF radar (52"N, l07"W) 
during May 1083-Mareh 1086. Since there were small numUcr of meteor echoes in 
evening hours, meteor radar observations were not suitable to delineate contiou-
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ous ~hne scri<'S of wind velocity wi~h a height resolution of 2-4 km. We obtained 
single bihourly time Sl'rics by accumulating all the m('tffir echoes, B.SiiUming that 
wind fields \\'('1'1' invariant throughout the observation height range because most 
of planetary wa\·es are thought to be external modes, and thus have fairly long 
vertical wavelength. 

The center height of meteor echo distribution was around 95 km with a stao
dard deviation or SC\'eral km [Yomomoto et al .. 1986]. For the MF radar ob
servations bihourly ~ime series a~ five heights, 82, 86, 90, 94 and 98 km, were 

"""· We calculated mean frequency spectra by Fourier transforming auto correla-
tion functions on the time Sl'ries from May 1983 to March 1986 with a maximum 
lag or 30 days, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a), where maximum and minimum wave 
periods are 60 and 0.8 days, respectively. Conspicuous peak at wave period of I 
day is diurnal tide. For wave periods longer than 1 day, two-day waves showed 
clear peaks at all the stMions, being the largest at Adelaide. Peaks were also 
seen at periods or 3-5 days and 5-10 days. For longer wave periods spectral 
density showed fairly monotonous increase with periods, especially in the zonal 
componen~. 

Furthermore, latitudinal and hemispheric differences are recognired as well. 
That is, wa\"e activity was the largest in Adelaide ILild the smallest in Shi!;ara.ki 
in general throughout the frequency range. For wave periods longer than 20 days 
Saskatoon and Adelaide showed similar spectral densities. Note that a part or 
small wave energy in Shigaraki might be due to the fact that we accumulated all 
the data into single time series without considering height variations. 

Spectra are plotted in an area preserving form in Figure 5.1 (b). For wave pe
riods louger thiLII 1 day two-day waves made the largest contributions, especially 
in Adelaide. 

Dynamic frequency spectra were calculated by Fourier transforming auto and 
cross correlation functions on 90 day time series with a maximum lag of 30 days 
(frequency resolution, 0.0167/day), where the data window of90 days was stepped 
forward every 5 days. Five auto spectra of Adelaide and Saskatoon corresponding 
to the five height layers were averaged to reduce estimation error. Resultant dy
namic auto spectra are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for zonal and meridional wind 
velocities, respectively. Note that these spectra were smoothed using a spectral 
window of a raised cosine with a width proportional to frequency. In the figure 
various oscillations CIUI he seen, among which two-day waves showed remarkable 
activity, appearing regularly in summer hemisphere at all the observation sites es
pecially in the meridional component. It is noteworthy that in Saskatoon waves 
with periods longer than 5 days sho\\'cd cle11r euhancement in winter months. 
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Figure 5.1: Frequency spectra (top) BDd area.preserviq: apectra (bottom) 
ofzonal wiDd (left) and meridional whad veloeitiee (right) calculated uai.ag 
data from May 1983 to Mlllcli 1985. Results for Shigaraki (eolid), Adelaide 
(dashed) a.cd Sukatoon (dot-dubed) are shown. 
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These may be due to normal mode ~by ""aves, "·bich were reported to show 
large amplitudes in winter months from theoretical and observational studies in 
the stratosphere [Saiby, 1!l81b; Hirooka and Hirot4, 1985; Hirooka and Hirol4, 
1989]. In the other two stations sucb features were not as clear liS in Saskatoon, 
possibly due to latitudinal dill'erence. 

Cross spectra between SbigAraki and Adelaide/Saskatoon were obtained by 
averaging five cross spectra between the one layer data in Shigarak.i and the live 
height data in Adelaide/Saskatoon. Further, phase and coherence were calculated 
from the auto and cross spectra, where estimation error of phase value was about 
45". We considered that planetary waves were simultaneously detected at two 
radar sites when the following conditions were satisfied. 

I. Clear peaks in auto and cross spectra were recognized at the same wave 
frequency. 

2. Fairly invariable phase values were recognized around the corresponding 
wave frequency. 

3. Clear peaks were recognized in coherence at the corresponding wave fre-
quencies. 

According to these criteria we extracted 6 waves between Shigar!\ki IWd Ade
laide, and 14 waves between Shigaraki IIDd Saskatoon. Unfortunately, none of 
these waves satisfied the criteria for both zonal and meridional componenu at 
the same time. Wave periods IWd observed dates are summarized in Figure 5.4. 
Obtained wave periods ranged from 1.1 to 10.0 days. Many of these events cor
responded to waves found by Tsuda d al. [1988aj, especially for period ranges 
longer thiiD 5days and shorter than 2 days. We could not detect waves with pe
riods from 3 to 4 days, although waves in this period range sometimes enhanced 
independently in Shigaraki [Tsuda et al., 1988a[, Adelaide and SBBkatoon as seen 
in Figures 5.2 a.nd 5.3. 

It is noteworthy that we detected more cases for the comparison between 
Shigaraki and Saskatoon than Shigaraki and Adelaide. A number of radar and 
satellite observations and theoretical studies have indicated that amplitudes of 
planetary waves show a significant seasonal variation with peaks in winter or 
summer hemisphere depending on wave modes, thus planetary waves tend to be 
observed only in single hemisphere [e.g., Hirota (lnd Hirooka, 1984; Hirooka and 
Hiro14, 1985: Rodgers and Pram, 1981; Sal~, 198lb]. Considering ~hat Shigaraki 
and Saskatoon are in the northern hemisphere and Adelaide in the southern 
hemisphere, the difference in detected number of waves seemed to reflect the 
seasonal dependence of planetary wave activity. 
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Figw-e 5.2: Dynamic powe•· spe<:~ri\ of zonlll wind velocity in Shi
garaki (top), Adel;,.ide (middle) and Saskatoon (bottom) from M~<y 1083 
to February 1086. Spectra were 1\LL!Ilyzcd by Fourier triUisfonning an 
auto-correlation function on a ~0 day data series, with 1< IUI'Kimum lag 
of 30 days, where the data window WIIS sled every S d:o.ys 
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Figure 5.3: Same as Figun) 5.2 exeept for the meridional component. 
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Figure 5.4: Long-period waves observed Bimnltaneously in Sh~uaki and 
Adelaide (closed symbolB) and in Shigaraki and Sukatoon (open symbols). 
Zonal and meridional components are presented with circles and triangl1!9, 
respectively. 
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We now attempt to identify global structure of these waves by comparing 
phases of cross spectra with theoretical prediction. Table 5.1 shows theoretical 
prediction for phase difference among Shig~~re.ki, Ade!e..ide and Saskatoon for prin
cipal normal mode Ro:ssby waves in no background mean wind condition, where 
·n' and 'm' indicate zonal 11·avenumber and meridional index. Waves with odd 
and even numbers of 'n-m' have symmetric and antisymmetric global structure 
&bout the equator, respectively [Sa/by, 198Ib[. Since each nonnal mode Rossby 
we.ve is known to appelll" with a fe..irly 6xed wave period [e.g., Hirota and Hirooka, 
19114[. we categorized observed waves into 5 groups according to their periods. 
That is, we selected l.l-1.4days, 1.6-l.Sdays, 2.1-2.2days, 4.6-5.5days and 6.7-
IOdays, which correspond to periods range of (I, 0}, (2, 0), (3, 0}, (I, I) and (I, 
2) (or (2, 2)) mode Rosshy waves, respectively. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show vector plots of phase values for the first 4 wave 
periods, where observed phase values are plotted with solid lines, referring to 
Shigaraki. Clockwise rotation indicates that phase of Adelaide/Saskatoon led 
Sbigaraki. Length of each vector presents wave vlll"iances integrated in a frequency 
band centered at wave period with a half width of 0.0167/day. In the figures 
lheoretical prediction at Adelaide/Saskatoon is also plotted with dashed lines, 
where length of each vector has no meaning. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 several waves 
showed fairly good consistency with the theoretical prediction except for the 
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Saskatoon Adelaide 
Modo leads leads 

Shigaraki Shigaraki 
(degree) (degree) 
E N E N 

ll7 ll7 182 2 
ll7 117 2 182 
117 117 182 2 
ll7 ll7 2 182 
243 243 184 4 
243 243 4 184 
243 243 184 4 
3SI 351 186 6 

Table 5.1: Theo~tiefll. phMe rela.t.ion between 3 observatories ror nol"llllll 
mode planetary waves in no baekgronnd mean wind condition. 'E' and 'N' 
indicate eastward 1111d northw111d component&, respectively. 'n' and 'm' 
present zonal wavenumbu and meridional index. Theoretically predicted 
period rllllge& are taken from Salb) [19Blb]. 
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period range of 1.6-1.8 days. Some discrepancy between observations and theory 
seems to the elfect of background mean wind. That is, thwrctieal study by Sa/by 
J1981b] indicated that global structure of a planetary wave is signillcantly alfected 
b)" the mean wind. The discrepancy might also be attributed to estimation error 
caused by fairly small wave variances ranging from 2 to 10 m~/s2 as seen in 
Figures 5.5and 5.6, that is, from lto3 m/s in termsofw1we amplitude, except for 
two-day wave event in January 1984 when asignillcant wave variance of 50.8 m2 fs2 

11"85 detected in Adelaide. This two-day wave was found to have antisymmetric 
structure about the equator, and wa.s interpreted a.s (3, 0) mode by Troda eta/. 
]1988aj. The anti.symmetric feature wa.s reconllrmed in Figure 5.6 (a). 

Figure 5.7 shows results for the period range of 5-lOdays. Although some 
cases revealed phase values very similar to the theoretical predictions of (1, 2) 
&od (2, 2) modes, observed phase values were rather random and did not show a 
clear tendency. Since this period range of 5-10 days is not necessarily dominated 
by a single wave activity ]e.g., Hiroo~ and Hirot4, 1985], superposition of waves 
may be possible. Further, global structure of waves with longer periods are more 
sensitive to background wind motion due to their smaller horizontal phase speed. 
Therefore, it is not ea.sy to identify the global structure of planetary waves with 
fairly long periods. 

In this section we studied behavior of planetary waves around the mesopause 
in middle latitude using data obtained from cooperative radar observations. We 
detected waves which implied the existence of (1, 0), (2, 0), {3, 0), (1, 1), (1, 
2) and {2, 2) normal mode Ross by waves. Howe1'Cr, wave amplitudes were not 
very signillcant except for two-day waves which appeared with quite a large am· 
plitude in summer hemisphere. We investigate global structure of two-day wave 
in more detail using simultaneous wind and temperature observations conducted 
at Shigaraki and Jakarta in Section 5.3. 

5.2 Waves in Equatorial Region 

The equatorial middle atmosphere is characterized by mellll circulation which 
IUe not annual in character unlike extratropical latitudes, moreover, it contains 
unique waves such as equatorial Kelvin wal'es and Rossby-gravity waves (e.g., 
Andrews et al., 1981]. In the lower stratosphere below about~ km the wnal 
wind velocity is characterized by a quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). While, in 
the upper stratosphere a.nd mesosphere a scmiauuual oscHIMion (SAO) becomes 
dominant, which wa.s first disoovered by Red ]1965) using radiosonde and rock· 
etsonde measurements. Hirota (1978] and Hamilton [1982] showed that SAO 
consists of two separate oscillations centered at the suatopause (SSAO) and the 
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(a) Sh-SG v' Bl-Jul-15 Sh-Sa u' 85-Jul-14 Sh-Sa u' 86-Jan-15 
1.22 doy 1.39 doy 1.11 doy 

(b) Sh-A v' 84-i.jor-ll 
1.72 doy 

"' \·-.. 
" 

Sh-A v' 84-Au'ii-OJ Sh-SG v' 85-Au'i!-l 
1.58 doy 1.76 doy 

Figure S.S: Vector plots of ph11Se valuC6 of crOSB apcctr& between Shigar&ki 
and Adelaide (Sh·Al and Shigaraki and Saska.toon (Sh-Sa), where dock
wise rotation indicates leading ph!ISe. 'Sh', 'A' and 'Sa' at the tip ofead! 
vector stand for Shigaralti, Adelaide and Sasloatoon, respectively. Length 
of each vector presents wave variance integrated in a frequency band cen
tered at wave frequency with a hlllf width of0.0167/day. Reaulta o[ period 
ranges of (a) 1.1-1.4 day& !Uld (b) 1.6-1.8 day1 are ehown. Dashed lines 
indicate theoretical ph1111e values at Adelaide and Saskatoon calculated re
garding Sh.igaralci as a reference, where &.811Umed w11.ve modes were (1, 0) 
and (2, 0) for (a) and (b), respectively. 
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(o) Sh-A v' 84-Jon-31 Sh-So v' 83-Jul-1.5 Sh-So v' 8.5-Sep-02 
2.0 doy 2.14 day 2.22 day 

·tl 
A (50.8) 

(b) Sh-A u' 84-l.loy-15 Sh-A v' 85-Au';!-03 Sh-Scl v' 85-Aug-28 
4.61 doy .5.0 day .5.49 dgy 

!!: 
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Figure 5.6: Same &a Figure :;.:; except for results of period ranges of (a.) 
2.0-2.2 days and (b) 4.6-5.5 days. D&ahed lines indicate theoretical phase 
V&luea at Adelaide and Saskatoon obtained by assuming (3, 0) and (1, I) 
modes for (a) and (b), respectively. 
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Figure 5.7: Sa.me as Figure :>.5 except for period range of G.G-10 day&. 
Theoretical phase values are plott.ed for{!, 2) and (2, 2) modes. 
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mesopause (MSAO) with an ampliwde minimum near 65 km, and an approxi· 
mate out-of phase relationship between the mesopause and stratosphere maxima. 
As suggested by the generation of eastward 11·inds at the equator and hence the 
productioD of angular momentum per unit mass greater than that of the earth, 
tbese oscillation are thought to be driven by the momentum deposition associated 
witb breaking or dissipating Kelvin waves, Rossby-gravity waves, atmospheric 
tide, and gravity waves [e.g., Lirulun and Holten, l!lG8; Hirota, 1978; Dunkerton, 
1982, Andrews et al., 1987). 

However, the study oft he equatorial atmosphere mainly relied on balloons and 
rocket sounding at limited locations with supplement of satellite measurements 
below 70 km so far, thus the dynamics around the mesopause has not been well 
understood. Recent MF radar observations in Christmas Island (6"S, lOl'"'W) 
at 65-100 km revealed MSAO as well as Kelvin-like waves f Vincent and Lesicar, 
1991; Vincent, 1993a; 1993bj. Moreover, we have obtained mesospheric wind 
fields with meteor radar observations near JakArta. In this section we investigate 
mean winds and planetary waves in the equatorial mesosphere using simultaneous 
observations by Jakacta meteor wind radar and Christmas Island MF radar. 

Annual Mean Frequency Spectra in 1993 
Figure 5.8 shows frequency spectra of wind velocity at 90 km observed with 

the meteor radar in Jakarta and the MF radar in Christmas lsla.nd in 1993. The 
range of wave periods is from 6 hr to 60 days, where spectra were calculated by 
Fourier tra.nsforming an auto-correlation function on 365 day time series with a 
maximum Jag of 30 days. Since originaJ frequency spectra had closely spaced 
data points at higher frequencies, these spectra were smoothed using a spectral 
window of a raised cosine with a width proportional to frequency. 

Figure 5.8 {a) indicates existence of various waves o1•er a wlde frequency range. 
Clear peaks were recognired for tidal components at 24 hr, 12 hr and 8 hr as 
well. Spectral density of diurnal a.nd semidiurnal tides was larger for meridional 
component than zonal component by a factor of about 2. Note that there also 
existed 16 hr osclllation. Spectra.! density at periods shorter than I day, other 
than the tidal components, decreased with frequency with a logarithmic slope 
Df about -2 for the meridional component, suggesting that these components 
were due to su;~erposition of gravity \\"aves. While, spectral density for the zonal 
component revealed a 1nuch more gradual decrease with frequency. Note that 
a noise floor at periods shorter than about 12 hr was recognized for the zonal 
component. Because the observations was done with antennas steered to north
south direction, meteor arrival directions were concentrated within about 30" 
from north { or south), resulting in better estimation for the meridional wind 
velocity than the zonal one. 
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Rem&kable peaks were seen ne& 2 days in the meridional component and 
3-4 days a.nd G-7 days in the zonal component. The two-day wave seemed to 
be {3, 0) mode of mixed-Rossby-gravity wave, which was enhanced at low aod 
middle latitude in summer hemisphere [e.g., Vin01mt, 1984, Tsuda e! al., 198aa]. 
At periods longer than 10 days the zonal component bad l&ger energy than the 
meridioual component. Eckemtann and Vincen! [1993] reported simi!& variations 
in the zonal component from the MF radar observations in Christmas Island, and 
interpreto:.>d them as an effect of timP-\'lU)'ing mean wind rather than long period 
Kelvin waves. 

Frequency spectra in Figure S.8 at the two locations revealed a similar feature 
with peaks at tidal components, ne& two days, 3-4 days and 6--7 days. However, 
there &e some marked differences as well. It is noteworthy that spectral density 
was generally greater in Ja.karta at periods shorter than 4 days for both zonal and 
meridional components by a factor of 1.s--2.S. Part of this discrepancy may be 
expla.ined by larger wave o:>nergy generated by the ac:tive cloud convection over a 
maritime continent around Indonesia [Andrews et al., 1987]. For tidal eomponents 
the difference could be due to latitudinal difference of the two stations. For 
the two-day wave spectral density for the meridional component was almo:>t the 
:xune at the two sites, but largely different for the zonal component. Considering 
that Christmas Island is closer to the equator, this difference might reftect the 
meridional structure o£(3, 0) mode, which is expected to be antisymmetric against 
the equator [Salby, 1981a]. The behavior of this wave is investigated in more deta.il 
in the next section. 

Spectral peaks at 3-4 days and G-7 days in the zonal component were clearly 
seen at both sites. Vincent and Usicar [Hl91] and Vincent [1993a; 1993b] also 
reported prominent wave activity at 3-10 day wave period from observations 
in Christmas Island, which appeared only in zonal component with a seasonal 
variation, showing the strongest activity in J&lluary-March and July-September. 
They interpreted these waves as equatorial Kelvin waves, simi!& to those iden
tified by Salby et al. [1984) in the stratosphere by satellite temperature obser
vations. However, their global structure have not been identified yet because of 
a lac:k of observations in equatorial mesopause region. Fortunately we detected 
conspicuous events of these waves simult&lleously in Jakarta and Christmas Island 
in July-September 1993. 

In the followings we first investigate the characteristics of me&ll winds com· 
paring the results between Jakarta a.ud Christmas Isl&lld, then we attempt to 
identify a global structure of the waves at periods of 3-4 days and 6--7 days. 

Mean Winds 
Figure 5.9 shows prevailing zonal winds observed in Jakarta and Christmas 
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Figure 5.8: Frequency spectra of zonlll (solid) 1111d meridional (dMhed) 
wind V<liocity at !10 km from J&nuary !-December 31, 1903. Results in (a) 
Jakarta Nld (b) Christ.l\1118 lalNld are shown. 
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Island from November 1992 to August 1994 after low pass filtering with a cutoft' 
period at 30 days. Since it was sometimes difficult to obtain wind values in the 
evening due to relatively low meteor echo rate for the meteor observo.tions in 
Jakarta, simple average of observed winds would yield a significant offset due 
to tidal component. Therefore, we calculated a mean daily variatioo of wind 
velocity by superimposing 10 days of data into local time to get sufficient number 
of meteor echoes even in the e1•ening hours, then we estimated mean winds by 
sliding the 10 days window every one day, which was a similar procedure adopted 
by Tsudo e! ol. [1987j. 

In Figure 5.9 semi-annual oscillation (SAO) with westward maxima at equinoxes 
was clearly seen at tbe both sites throughout the observed height resion. In 1993 
the westward peak in the vernal equinox (March) was larger, being generally 
consistent with earlier rocket obsen1ations [eg., Hirota, 1978). It is notable that 
significant year to year variations were also found in Jakarta. That is, wind ve
locity at the vernal equinox in 1993 showed a peak value of as large as 70 m/s 
toward v.-est at SQ-82 km, while that in 1994 reaclled only about 20 m/s at 76 
km, being smaller than a third of the peak value in 1993. Moreover, wind veloc
ity at the vernal equinox in 1994 was almost 0 m/s or even eastward above 86 
km. Considerable year to year variations of MSAO have been reported [ Vincel'lt, 
1993a; 1993b; Polo and Avery, 1993), but the difference between 1993 and 1994 
was strikingly larger than that reported so far. 

We now compare the mean zonal winds between the two radar sites. General 
features were quite similar, that is, SAO was dominant o.t the both sites and 
most of minor westward and eastward perturbations also coincided with each 
other. Instantaneous peak westward velocities at the vernal equinox. were as 
large as 70 and 80 m/s at 82 km in Jakarta and at 86 km in Christmas Island, 
respectively, which were observed almost at the same time at the beginning of 
April 1993. After the maximum westward velocities were recogni;ed, they were 
followed by a rapid change to eastward wind. This feature was also reported 
from observations in 1990-1902 in Christmas Island [Vincent, 1993a; 1993b). It 
is interesting that phase of MSAO often showed downward phase propagation, 
analogous to the structure of QDO. 

There were considerable difference between the two sites, however, especially 
around the vernal equinox when large westward wind velocity was observed. Fig
ure 5.10 shows 10 day mean height profiles of zonal mean wind velocity centered 
on April 5, l!l93. Above the peak heights westward wind showed rather gradual 
decrease with height in Christmas Island, maintaining more than 50 mjs even at 
98 km. In Jakarta., however, it showed more rapid decrease and reached nearly 
0 m/s at 98 km. While below the peak heights, quite a large wind shear, about 
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Figure 5.9: Mean zonill winds at Jakarta (top) illld Chl'istnu\S Island (bot
tom) fro1n November 1!!92 to August 1993. Periods longer thllll 30 dayij 
have been extracted using a low-pa.ss filter. 
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Figure 5.10: Profile of 10 day mean zonal wind velocity centered on April 
5, U193 in Jakarta. (solid line) and Chri8tmas !Bland (dashed line). 

8 m/s/km, was observed in Christmas Island and westward velocity was smaller 
than 10 m/s at 78 km. In Jakarta, however, wind shear was not so large, and 
westward flow was still about SO m/s at 76 km. 

Earlier observations have pointed out the existence of large longitudinal and 
latitudinal variations of SAO [Redd!l and Reddi /J98GJI. Asymmetry of SAO about 
the equator has been also revealed [e.g., Hirota, 1980]. Recent satellite (Upper 
Atmosphere Research Satellite, UARS) observations of the wnal mean wnal wind 
showed the maximum at 80 km in the vernal equinox of 1993 occured at about 5o5 
[Liebemuln e! ell., 1993/, being qualitatively consistent with the present results. 

Next we investigate mean meridional winds in Jakarta and Christmas Island 
(Figure 5.11). Meridional winds were generally much weaker than the zonal 
winds, and were characterized by an annual oscillation, flowing from summer 
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to winter hemispheres. We performed a harmonic analysis and found that am
plitudes of annual oscillation in 1993 were about 5 m/s at the both stations 
throughout the observed altitude range. Annual mea.u northward wind in 1993 
w··re fairly small, ranging -2-0m/sand Q-3 m/s in Ja.karta and Christmas Island, 
respectively. 

However, we found a large dill"erenee between the two sites as well. Figure 5.12 
presents time series of meridional winds e'·ery 2km altitude, where fluctuating 
components with periods longer than 30 days were extracted. During February
July 1993 meridional wind '-elocity above 88 km showed oscillating variations 
which was almost anti-phase between the radar sites. Particularly, during March
April 1993, when a large westward wind velocity was observed, the meridional 
winds were southward and northward with amplitudes of 10 m/s at Ja.karta and 
Christmas Island, respectively. 

Some theoretical and observational works pointed out the latitudinal difference 
of mean meridional wind near equatorial mesopause. Miyoharo et Gl. [1991] 
showed using numerical model that dissipating diurnal tides and gravity waves 
could generate cellular structure in the meridional circulation. Liebenoon et Gl. 
[1993] reported using UARS observations that during February-June 1993 at 80 
km the Bow from summer to winter hemisphere was interrupted at low latitudes 
by cellular motion in the opposite sense. Further, oscillating feature in Figure 5.12 
might be related to long period wave motions. 

Kelvin Wavee 
We now focus on the behavior of waves with periods of 3-4 days and 6-7 

days seen in the annual mean frequency spectra for the zonal component shown 
in Figure 5.8. These waves were oftell observed in Christmas Island, which are 
thought to be responsible for eastward acceleration of SAO [Vincent and Lesieur, 
1991; Vincent, 1993&; l993b], B.lthough eastward propagating gravity waves are 
also required to 61:COunt for all the eastward acceleration JR. A. Vincent, 1994, 
private communication]. 

We calculated moving power spectra by Fourier transforming an auto oorre
latior. function on a 4.0 day data series of zonal wind with a maximum lag of 20 
days, where the data window was sled forward every & days. Frequency reso
lution is 0.025 /day. We obtained spectra at altitudes from 80 to 98 km every 
4 km, then we averaged 5 spectra as in Figure 5.13. In Jakarta conspicuous 
wave activity was seen during July-September, 1993 at around 0.325/day {3.1 
day) and 0.1&0/day (6.7 day). It is noteworthy that corresponding clear peaks 
were also observed in Christmas Island, indicating that these waves were of plan
etary scale. Other peaks were also recognized during January-April, 1993 in 
Jakarta, and in December 1992 in Christmas Island. However, these waves were 
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Figure 5.11: Same M 5.0 cx~pt ror the meridional component. 
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Figure 5.12: Time series of prevailing meridionAl winds at Jakarta (solid 
line) and Chriatmll.'l Isla.nd (dashed line) observed in No'fflmber 1992-Au
gust 199t. Periods loJll!:cr than 30 days hll'ffl been extracted using a 
low-p889 filter. 
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Figure 5.13: Dynamic power spectra for zonal winds at Jakacta (top) and. 
Christmas Island. (bott.om) from November 1992 t.o September 1993. f're. 
quency range from 0.1 t.o 0.4 fd"lrf, corresponding period n.n&e from 10 to 
2.S day, ia plotted. 

not simultaneously observed at the two stations. This fact might be qualitatively 
explained as the effect of zonal mean wind below the observation height. That is, 
if source region of these waves was limited in a fairly narrow longitudinal area, 
and horizontal propagation direetions of these waves were opposite to prevailing 
zonal wind, their vertical phase velocities V.'Ould increase, therefore, these waves 
could quickly propagate upward and be observed only in fairly limited longitudi
nal range. For further discussion it is necessary to know their horizontal phase 
velocities by identifying their zonal wavenumber, their source region and also the 
mean zonal wind below the present observation height. In the followings we fo
cus on the simultaneously observed waves in Jakarta and Christmas Island during 
July-September, 19!:13. 

Figure 5.14 shows band-passed time-height section of eastward wind velocity 
with cutoff periods at 3 and 4 days using data from July 10 to August 18, 1993. 
Similar downward phase propagation was seen at the both sites with a fairly long 
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vertical wavelength above 85 km altitude. In Christmas IsiiLild phase value below 
84 km did not show a smooth propagation from the higher altitude unlike in 
Jllkarta, probably due to smaller amplitude in the lower altitudes in Christmas 
Island. Wave amplitudes were maximized at the end of July \993 simultaneously 
at the two stations, reaching a peak value of about 20 m/s. Note that in Jakarta. 
; >me enhan~ment was also retognized in meridional component in this period 
range, although «Jrrelation with the zonal component was not very good, sug
gesting that the enhancement for the meridional component was due to a. wa.ve 
activity difFerent from that seen in the ronal «Jm!)Onent. While, in Christmas 
Island no enhancement was observed for the meridional component. 

Figure 5.15 shows time-height sections ohonal wind a.fter extracting «<mpo
nents of 6-7 day perturbations using data from August 21 to September 30, 1993. 
Similar wave pattern was seen at the both sites with a pea.k amplitude or about 
15 m/s IUld a vertical wavelength longer than GO km. However, at the first stage 
of this event the wavelength was somewhat longer in Jakarta th1111 Christmas 
Isla.nd as seen in Figure 5.15. During this period no corresponding structure was 
recognized in the meridional component at the both sites. 

We calculated cross spectra by Fourier transforming cross correlation func
tions obtained using 40 days of wind velocity data centered at July 29, 1993 and 
September 7, 1993, around which the maximum wave activities were seen for 3--4 
and 6-7 day waves, respectively. Dominant wave periods were determined to be 
3.1 days (0.325/day) and 6.7 da.ys (0.15/day) from Figure 5.13. The resultant 
phase values at altitudes from 82 to 98 km are displayed in Figure 5.16 every 4 
km, where positive phase value means that Jakarta. led Christmas Island. 

For the 3-4 day wave the phase was fairly constant, except for 82 km where 
the wave amplitude was small in Christmas Island as shown in Figure 5.14. Mean 
phase value from 86 to 98 km was 104•. Since observed wind velocity variations 
were concentrated to the zonal component at the both stations located near the 
equator, we can assume only symmetric modes as candidates. Considering the 
longitudinal dilferen~ or 95° between the two sites, possible zonal wavenumber, 
8, was 1.1 ± 3.8n with n a. natural number, where positive value corresponds to 
e115tward pbase propagating mode. Assuming that this was an eiiStwa.rd prop
agating wave, namely, a Kelvin wave, the smallest s is 1 (the exact estimate is 
1.1, n=O). Horiwntal phase speed or this wave is estimated to be about 150 
m/s, which seems to be fast enough to reRCh the mesopa.use region not being 
trapped by mean zonal wind. While, eastward propagating wa.ves with larger 8 

have much smaller horizontal phase speeds of Jess than 30 mfs. In equatorial 
stratosphere a Kelvin wave with a period of 3.5-4 days IUld a tonal wavenumber 
I has been detected in the stratosphere from satellite observations [Solby e! ol., 
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Fisur-e 5.14: Band-passed time--height section of eastward wind velocity 
with cutoff periods at 3 and 4 daya on July IQ-August 18, 1993. R.e8ult8 
in Jakarta (top) and ChristmMisland (bottom) !Lre ahown. 
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1984]. Therefore, provided that our wave was a Kelvin wave. zonal wavenumber 
1 is most likely. 

On the other hat~d, assuming that this wave was a westward propagating wa\·e, 
the smallest lsi is s=-3 (-2.7, n=-1). One or symmetric normal mode R.ossby 
waves with s of -3, i.e., (3, 1) mode, is theoretically expected to have a wave 
period about 4 days (S11lby, 19S1b]. If wave period of (3, 1) mode becomes 3.1 
days, its horizontal phase speed is estimated to be about .SO m/s, which might be 
enough to reach the mesopause region, although most or the normal mode Ross by 
waves reported so far had s of 1 or 2 except for (3, 0) mode, which is so called 
'two-day wave'. 

While, for 6-7 day wave the phase values were quite invariable throughout 
the observed height rat~ge as seen in Figure .5.16, where a meaD phase value was 
284", indicating that possible s was 3.0 ± 3.8n. If this wave was a westward 
propagating wave, value of s should be -1 (0.8, n=-1). However, we can not find 
a wave with a period around 7 days and 8 of -1. Although ( 1, 1) mode, so called 
.S day wave, has the nearest period, it was reported to be observed with a period 
of .S days in Christmas Island [Vincent, i993b], therefore (1, I) mode might be 
discarded for a candidate of the 6-7 day wave. While, assuming that this wave 
was II.D. eastward propagating wave, a Kelvin wave with a zonal wavenumber 3 
(n=O) seems to be most likely. However, its horizontal phase speed was inferred 
to be only about 20 mfs. Furthennore, observed vertical wavelength was longer 
than 60 km, being quite longer than a theoretical value which is shoner than 
10 km assuming a !\elvin wave to be a two dimensional gravity wave [Vincent, 
i993bJ. At present we can not give relevant expl8llation to these problems. 

Using simultaneous observations at Jakarta and Christmas Island we attempted 
to identify waves in period range of 3-9 days in the equatorial mesopause region. 
We found that very clear phase relations existed between the two stations. To 
fully identify the global structures or these waves at least one more radar station 
is required. Complementary observations using a satellite like UARS are also 
desirable. 

5.3 Two-day Wave 

Two-day wave is one of the the most dominant planetary waves near themes
opause in late summer months [Vincent, 1984]. From cooperative radar studies 
this is thought to be a westward propagating wave with a zonal wavenumber 3 
[Muller 11nd Nelson, 1978]. Satellite measurements of temperature also showed 
similar longitudinal strocture [Rodger$ 11nd Prata, 1981], where the amplitude of 
temperature fluctuation was about 0.5 K near the mesopause in the southern 
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Figure 5.16: Ph!ISell of crOSII spectra between Jalwta and Christmulsland, 
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hemisphere during Janu111y 1976 and 1977. 
Al~hough ~he two-day wave is normally confined to the summer hemisphere, 

its leakage into the winter hemisphere was sometimes observed [Cmtg e! a/., 1983]. 
T6Uda e! al. [19S8aj further revealed the anti-symmetric structure of the wave 
from simultaneous observations between Shigaraki (35"N, 13G"E) and Adelaide 
(3.5"5, 138"E). These obsen-ational findings supported the theoretical study by 
Salby [198la], predic~ing ~hat the wave is a Rossby-gravity normal mode with a 
zonal wa\'enumber of three. 

Radar meteor echo observations were rc«ntly developed for simultaneous 
measurements of both wind velocity aud ~emperature fluctuations [Tsutsumi et 
a/., 1994a], which is useful to identify the structure of a two-day wave. In this 
section we report obser\'ations with two radars, i.e., the MU radar at Shigara..ki, 
Japan (35"N, 136"E) and ~be metror wind radar, in Jakar~a. Indonesia (6°5, 
lOrE). 

Wind velocity and temperature were determined in a time-height bin of 1 hr )( 
2 km, and 4 hr )( 4 km, for the MU radar and Jakar~a me~ror radar, respectively. 
However, variations of 1"/To for Jakarta meteor radar was delineated only in 
a single height range centered at 90 km, since the standard deviations of the 
detenninations were rather large a~ other height ranges due to low metror echo 
rates. We first calculated a time mean profile of Do, which was used to determine 
D' /Do for each meteor echo, then the resultant D' /Do was averaged every 4 hours 
in the height range from 85 to 95 km, and converted to 1" /To using Equation 3.8. 

In the followings, we describe two events of the two-day wave enhancement 
in July 1993 and August 1992, where the former is examined by comparing the 
results between Shigaraki and Jakarta. Seasonal variation of the two-day wave 
at Jakarta is presented for about one year observations from November 1992 to 
September 1993. 

5.3.1 Coordinate Observations of Two-day Waves 

Comparisons between Shigaraki and Jakarta in July 1993 
Figure 5.17 shows time series of eastward componen~ 11', northward component 

U and 1" /To at 90 km simultaneously observed in Shigaraki and Jakarta on 
July 12-19, 1993, where the mean daily l'llfiation during this observation period, 
obtained superimposing r11.w time series into local time, was removed from each 
series. A low pass filter with 11. cutoff period of 8 hr was applied to Figure 5.17 
(a.) for smoothing. 

In Figure 5.17 (a) fairly similar time variations were seen between u', II and 
1" /To. In wind fields very clear variations with a period of two day were dom· 
inantly observed, especially for II wi~h maxima roughly around 00 LT on odd 
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days. It is notable that two-day variations were also dctcetcd in T' JT0 , where 
shorter periods of variation were also seen, which were thought to be caused by 
::1ertial gravity waves. Instantaneous maximum amplitudes of the two-day oscil· 
1, :ion were about 40 m/s, GO m/s and 0.1 for u', v', and TfT0 , respectively. The 
ll.l~!plitude of 0.1 forT /To corresponded to 18 I< provided To was 180 K [CIRA 
H3GJ 

In Figure 5.17 (b) two-day variation wAS clearly observed for v'. It is note
worthy that a remarkable two-day oscillation was also seen for T /T0 , and showed 
anti·phase relation with v'. While for u', temporal variations were generally 
smaller than those of v', and two-day variations were not very clear. lnstMta
neous maximum amplitudes were about 50 m/s aud 0.1 for v' and T /To, respec· 
tively. 

Similar two-day variations as in Figure 5.17 (a) a11d (b) were also recognized 
throughout the height range from iS to 100 km. 

Periodogram Analysis 

A periodogram analysis was applied to time series to estimate the dominMt 
wave 1 "Tiod, which was determined for both v' and T /To as 45--47 hrs in Shigaraki 
and 48-50 hrs in Jakarta, where the wave periods were fairly stable throughout 
the observed height region. However, the period for u' at Jakarta was not clearly 
defined, probably due to small amplitude. The slight difference in the periods 
rr. ;ht be due to Doppler frequency shift caused by different time evolutions of 
buckground mean winds in the two sites after the generation of the two-day wave. 
Some contamination of oth':!r periods of waves is also a possible reason for the 
difference. For comparison of the profiles betweeu Shigarald a11d Jakarta, we fixed 
the wa•-e period to be 48 hrs, and plotte-d the amplitude and phase profiles in 
Figure 5.18. 

Amplitudes of u' in Shigaraki ranged from 5 to 16 m/s with the maximum 
value at 86 km. lu Jakarta they showed increase with height from 5 to 14 mjs. 
Amplitudes of v' in Shigaraki were similar to those of u' ranging from 5 to IG m/s 
though the peak amplitude was obtained at 90 km, which was higher than that 
of u' by 4 km. While in Jakarta amplitudes of v' were larger thau iu Sbigaraki 
throughout the observed altitude range with the ma.'dmum value of 22 mjs at 813 
km. Note that these amplitudes are smaller than the instantaneous amplitudes 
seen in Figure 5.17, since we assumed monochromatic sinusoidal variations here. 

Amplitude ofT JTo in Shigaraki monotonously increased with increasing height 
ranging from O.ot5 to 0.045. In Jakarta amplitude ofT /To, determined only at 90 
km as mentioned in the previous section, was 0.055, which was about twice larger 
than in Sbigaraki. Corresponding T' was from 2.7 to 8.1 K in Shigaraki and 10.5 
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Figure 5.17: Fluctuating components or eaatward (&Olid line) and north
ward wind velocity (broken line) together with the normaliud temperature 
(chained line) observed on July lZ-19, 1993 at 90 km, where mean daily 
variatio:m during this pe•·iod willl ~moved from each. time 6eriea. Results ue 
shown for (a) the MU radar measurements in Shigl'raki (35°N, l36°E), and 
(b) the meteor wind radar in continuous operation near Jakarta, Indonesia 
(60S.l07"E). 
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July 12-19, 1993, where phases were defined as lhe time when ftuclualing 
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sponds to 00 UT of even days of July 1993. The wave period W!Lll chosen lO 
be 48 hB. Results at Shigarlllci and Jakart.a are shown by solid lines with 
opeD o;qu&l"e8 and broken linea with solid cirdes, respectively. Horizontal 
ba.rerepreeenttheconlidenceintervals. 
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Kin Jakarta by assuming To to be 180 K and 100 K [C1RA 1986], respectively. 
Relative amplitude relation between the observed v' and T' /To showed a fairly 
reasonable correspondence to that of the numerical study of the two-day wave by 
Hagan et al. [1003] although since global structure of the two-day wave is strongly 
atfcct.ed by background wind oondition [Salby, 108la; Rodgers and Pmtn, 1981; 
Hagan eta/., 1903] it is not very eR.Sy to strictly oomplll"e the relati\1: an1plitude 
relation with existing theoretical works. 

General structure of the phase profiles for v' was fairly simillll" between Shi
glll"aki aud Jakarta, showing downward phase propagation, that WIIS also recog
nized for u' except for Jakarta below 86 km, where the CQrresponding amplitudes 
were rather small. Howe1•er, such progression was not clear forT' /To. 

Here we compare the values ofT' of present study with those of satellite study 
by !Wdgcrs and PJu!a [1981]. The l"alucs ofT in the present study showed fairly 
l!ll"ger values comp!ll"ed with the satellite observations, where the representative 
value ofT' was about 0.5 Kat 85 km in January 1976 and 1977 between 16"S and 
32"S. This considerable difference between them might partly due to the differ
ence of the observation time aud latitudes. Further, the differences between tbe 
observation techniques and analysis methods are also responsible, although they 
still do not seem to account for all the observed difference. First, the values ofT 
in the present study were for the conspicuous two-day wave event of only 1 week, 
8.Ild seemed to correspond to the instantaneous peak value, while the satellite 
study were based on monthly values. Second, the satellite measurements ex
tracted waves assuming both zonal wavenumber and frequency, while the present 
study does not need to assume wavenumber as a premise, thus, can recognize 
two-day wave even if longitudinal structure of the wave is not purely sinusoidal 
but somewhat modified by loeal background winds. Although some CQntributiou 
from higher wavenumber modes is possible for the satellite measurements, they 
are relevant to be excluded beeause of their very great phase speed [Rodgers and 
PraM, 198lj. Therefore, only pure two-day wave seems to be extracted for the 
satellite measurements. Third, the height and spatial resolutions of the satellite 
observations were not as good as the radar observations; for example, the width 
of the weighting functions at half height was as large as 24 km at the peak height 
85 km !!Wdgers and Pra!a, 1981]. Since two-day wave generally showed down
ward phase propagations, 8.Il average over such a wide height range will reduce 
the coherence of received signal, and result in the smaller T'. 

One of the major advantages of the present study is that we can observe phase 
relations between T, u' and v' of waves, which will give us a useful clue to infer 
the global structure of atmospheric waves. In Shigaraki phase of v' led that of 
u' by 61" to 158" with the mean value and standard deviation of 89" and 27", 
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respectively, indicating a clockwise rotation and upward energy tra.nsportation 
in northern hemisphere. On the contrary, the mean phase profiles at Jakarta, 
an•r11red over the entire height range, indicated that u' led v' by 82", with a 
stan~ .• rd deviation of 4Ci", being consistent with an anti-clockwise rotation and 
also d.e upward energy propagation in southern hemisphere. 

TJ,, phase ofT /To led that of v' by 94" to -43" in Shigaraki, with the mean 
•"8.lue and standard deviation of 31" and 44", respretively, indicating in-phase re
lation. On the other hand, the difference in Jakarta was 164" at 90 km, showing 
anti-phase relation. These phase relations showed consistency with the prediction 
af the simple theory of Rossby-gravity waves with no background mean wind con
dition [Hollon, 1992], although Salb11 [1981a] theoretically predicted that global 
structure of the two-day wave is significantly modified in the realistic background 
condition. 

We now estimate the zonal structure of the two-day wave from the phase delay 
bet';lo'CCD Shigaraki and Jakarta. The phase of v' at Shigaraki preceded Jakarta by 
the mean value of 80", "'ith a quite small standard deviation of 9". While, that 
for u' was estimat<-d as 98", with a considerable deviation. Since the difference 
in longitudes between Shigaraki (136"E) and Jakarta (107"E) is 29", the phase 
difference of eo• gives a zonal wavenumber of 2.76 ± 12.4n, with n a natural 
number, where positive value means westward phase propagating mode. Note 
that we assumed an anti-symmetric mode. Thus, a possible wavenumber seems 
to be 3, which is quite consistent with the early findings of observational and 
theoretical studies of the two-day wave. 

Observatioos in August 1992 in Shigaraki 
Next we ipvestigate another two-day wave e'-ent observed in Shigaraki on Au

gust 3-13, 1992, then the meteor radar had not stiU"ted observations in Jakarta. 
Figure 5.19 shows height profiles of amplitude and phase for this event, where 
wave period was determined to be 49 hrs from a periodogram analysis. Ampli
tudes of v' ranged 16-36 m/s with the maximum at 84 km. The 11' amplitudes 
were generally much smaller thau v', showing a slight increase with height from 
4 to 10 m/s. While, ~hose forT /To was 0.02-0.06, showing a similar height vari
~tioo to that of v'. The corresponding Twas 2.7-8.1 K provided To was 180 K 
[CIRA 1986]. 

Phases of u' and v' showed quite clear downward progressions, corresponding 
t.o a vertical wavelength of about 80 km. But, they were almost out of phase, 
although the phase lag is theoretically predicted to be 90" in the northern hemi
sphere. That is, the phase of v' led that of u' by 160"-204° with the mean and 
standard deviation of 182" and 13", respectively. 

While phase profile of T /To showed similar structure to that of v' below 
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Figure :>.19: Same M Figure :>.18 except for the observations on August 
3-13, 1992 with the MU rlldfll' at Shigfll'aki. By using a periodogr1Lnl, the 
waveperiodwasbest·6ttedM49hr. 
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92 km, though the reversed progression with height above that. Phases of v' 
preceded T/To by -17" to 46" with the mean and standard deviation of 16" and 
18", respectively, indicating that they were nearly in phase. 

Investigating the results in Figures 5.18 and 5.19, the former was fairly con
sistent with a two-day wave frequently observed with earlier studies. While, it 
may not be straightforward to understand the case in Figure 5.19 by assuming 
the manifestation of the same two-day wave. The event in August 1992 was con
spicuously observed in the northern hemisphere, and has been studied through 
global radu network. Meek e1 al. [1994] showed that its horizontal wave num
ber was more likely to be 4 instead of 3. A numerical study also suggested that 
the period of such a wave with zonal wavenumber 4 can be uound two-day in a 
realistic background condition (private communication, Ha~an, 1904]. 

5.3.2 Seasonal Behavior in Equatorial Mesosphere 

In this section we investigate the seasonal characteristics of the two-day wave 
in tbe equatorial mesopause region using a moving power spectra. Spectra were 
analyzed by Fourier transforming an auto-correlation function on a 30 day data 
series of u', U and also T /To at 90 km, with a maximum lag of 10 days, where 
the data window of 30 days was stepped forward every 5 days (Figure 5.20}. 
Tbe mean daily variation was not removed from each time series in the spectral 
analysis. Resultant frequency resolution is 0.05/day. Note that in Figure 5.20, 
spectra of gfN·TfT0 , that is, the potential energy, are show11 by adopting the 
values 211"/300 r&d s-1 and 9.55 m s-2 for Nand g, respectively. 

Diurnal tide was evidently recognized in Figure 5.20 (a) and (b) throughout 
the year with larger amplitude in v' than u'. Diurnal variations ofT'/To were 
also remarkable as seen in Figure 5.20 (c), which, however, may not be solely 
interpreted as the effects of propagating tides [e.g., Tsut.romi el al., I994a]. 

Here we focus on 2 day oscillation. In Figure 5.20 (a) spectral values for u' were 
not very significant around 2 day in general. While those of v' in Figure 5.20 (b) 
exhibited clear enhancement throughout the year. Especially the 2 day oscillation 
was magnilied alter solstices, i.e., in January-February 1093 and July-August 
1993, coincident with summer months in the southem and northern hemisphere, 
respectively, where the event was more conspicuous during the former period. 
Spectral values for T /To also showed a m&ked enhancement around 2 day as in 
Figure 5.20 (c) with a seBSOnal v&iation similar to that seen in Figure 5.20 (b). 
During the end of February to the beginning of March 1993, however, the value of 
1" /To showed non-monochromatic structure with two peaks near two day, which 
was not recognized for v'. 

In Figure 5.20, periods of two-day wave seem to reveal a remarkable seasonal 
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Figure 5.20: Dynamic power spectra of (a) u', {b) v' IUid (c) gfN·T'/To 
observed at llO km in Jakarta, where the wave frequency ranged 0.2 to 
1.1/day, CO!TeBpondlng t.o Wl\Ve ~riods from 5.0 to 0.9 d~~oy. Spectra were 
IIJla.lyzed by Fourier triUillfonning an auto-com!llltion function on a 30 day 
data series, with a nuWnmm lp,g or 10 d11ys, where the data window waa 
sled every 5 days. Ft-equency reoolution is 0.05/day. 
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Figure 5.21: Monthly averaged periods of t.he two-day wave at 90 km in 
Jakarta. from November 1992 to September 1993 calculAted 116ing a complex 
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\"llriations. To precisely investigate the seiiSOnal vari11tions of the wave period we 
employed a complex demodulation technique [Harris and Vincent, 1993; Harri$, 
1994]. First, frequency domain bandpass filter with cutoff periods at 40 and 60 
hr was applied to the time series, then, the time series were demodulated with 
a complex .sinusoid of the demodulating frequency 1/48 hr- 1, and time series of 
amplitude and phase were obta.itled. Time differential of the phase corresponds 
to the frequency difference between the demodulating frequency and the observed 
wave frequency. Monthly mean wave periods were calculated using data for times 
when the amplitudes exceeded 10 m/s for u' and v' a.nd O.ot for 1" /Tu and are 
shown in Figure 5.21. 

During &ummer months in each hemisphere wave periods were fairly similar 
among u', v' and 1". During January 1993 to February 1993, i.e., summer months 
in the southern hemisphere, when the two-day wave was the most active during 
the observation period, the wave periods were conlitled around 47 hr, revealing 
another evidence that the two day oscillations seen in the wiud fields and temper
ature fields were based ou the same atmospheric phenomena. While during June 
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1993 to September 1993, i.e., summer months in the nonheru hemisphere, wave 
periods showed larger \'alucs centered around 49 hr. The periods of the two-day 
wave were larger in northern hemisphere summer months, which was consistent 
with the earlier findings [Muller and Nelson, 1978; Croig and Elford, 1981; Tsuda 
eta/., 1966a; HaiTi$ and Vincent, 1993; Harris, 1994). 

On the other hand, the wa,·e periods during April 1993 e:~:hibited a consid
erable scatter compared with other months. During this period the dynamic 
spectra of u' showed an cnhan~ment at periods clearly longer than that of v' as 
seen in Figure 5.20 (c), implying that the enhancements in u' might be related 
with different wave activities from v'. Therefore, this non-monochromatic feature 
seemed to be responsible for the large scatter. 

We calculated the variances of the wave energy by integrating the mo,·ing 
power spectra from 0.35-o.GS /day, that is, 69-37 Ius, being wide enough to 
cover a major part of the two-day wave, and investigated seasonal variations of 
the two-day wave energy (Figure 5.22 (a)). We also calculated the moving cross 
spectra between v' and T' /To at 90 km, and plotted the phase values in Figure 
5.22 (b) at frequency of0.45, 0.5 and 0.55/day, corresponding period of 53.3, 48 
and 43.6 hrs, respectively. Note that T' /To led v' in the phase values. 

In Figure 5.22 (a) the \'ariance for v' showed enhan~ment durinJil summer 
months in each hemisphere, a.ud also a minor event during Mareh and April 1994. 
The seasonal variations of the \1lriance for potential energy was remarkably sim
ilar to that for !/ with corresponding clear peaks at January and July-August 
1993. The potential energy was comparable to or slightly smaller than the vari
ance of!/ by a factor 1/2 to 1. While, variance for u' also showed similar seasonal 
variations to that of v', where the u' variance was 1/1Q-I/2 of the u' variance. 
Not.e again that the relative amplitudes between u', v' and T' /To are not very 
easy to compare with thec;~retical predictions because they are strongly a&'ected 
by the background conditions. 

Another peak in the potential energy e;t.:isted from the end of February to 
March 1993, to which no corresponding large peaks were seen for v'. As mentioned 
earlier not only a single wave seemed to be responsible for the peaks of T' /To 
during this period. The origin of these peaks can not be identified at present. 

In Figure 5.22 (b) the phase values were very stable when large varillll.ce 
was observed in v'. That is, the Vlllues were confined around 180" in January, 
Marth, April, June, July and September 1993, indicating v' and T' /To were almost 
always anti-phase. This phase relation was again consistent with the theory of 
Rossby-gravlty waves with no background mean wind condition [Holton, 1992]. 
During February to Mareh 1993 when only T' /To was magnified the phase values 
were unstable as in Figure 5.22 (b), suggesting again that this event was not 
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Figure 5.22: (&)Variances of two-day wave component observed in Jakarta 
at 90 km. Values for •l (solid line), ,f (broken line) 1111d g/N · T'/To 
(chained line) were obtained by integrating dyn~~mic aut.o spectra shown 
in Figure 5.20 from 0.35 to 0.65 /day, corresponding period of 69-37 hrll. 
(b) Pbase of dynamic cross spectra between t! and g/N · T'/To at the 
frequencie& of 0.45 (solid line), 0.50 (broken line) and 0.55 /dfl.Y (chained 
line), COI'Te&pondins period9 of 53.3, 48 IUld 43.6 bra, respoctively, where 
T' /To led v' by the phase values. 
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solely associ11.ted with the same two-day wa1·e frequently observed in the summer 
months of the northern and southern hemisphere. 

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter we studied global structure of planeta.ry waves by means of 
cooperative radar observations separated in both latitude and loogitude. 

In Section 5.1 planetaJy waves in middle latitudes were studied ou the basis 
of simultaneous observations from May 1983 to March 1986 by the meteor radar 
in Shigaraki and MF radars in Adelaide (35"S, 138"E) Md Saskatoon (52"N, 
107"W). 

Mean frequency spectra during the observation period showed that two-day 
waves were the most conspicuous planetary waves in the mesopause region. Using 
dynamic frequency spectra "-e picked up planeta.ry scale waves simultaneously ol>
served at the radar sites in period range of 1-10 days. We detected 6 wave eve11ts 

between Shigarald and Adelaide and 14 between Shigaraki and Saskatoon. This 
difference may be due to SCRSOnal dependence of planetary wave activity caused 
by zonal mean winds, as reported for stratospheric planeta.ry waves, because 
Shigaraki and Saskatoon are located in northern hemisphere, and Adelaide in 
southern hemisphere. 

By comparing observed phase differences between the radar sites with theo
retical phase differences assuming motionless atmosphere, we found that several 
waves could be interpreted as normal mode R.ossby waves such as (1, 0), (3, 0), 
(1, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 2). Ho11-ever, there were also cases that the observed and 
theoretical phase differences showed considerable discrepancies. A part of these 
diff"ereoces seemed to be attributed to modification of global structure of plane
ta.ry waves due to prevailing ~anal winds and latitudinal temperature gradient. 
Further, fairly small amplitudes of these waves might cause a large estimation 
error. Superposition of waves also seemed to make it difficult to identify global 
structure of waves. 

In Section 5.2 we analyud long period wind motions in equatorial mesopause 
region using meteor radar observations in Jakarta from November 1992 to August 
1994 and MF radar in Christmas Island (G0 S, 107"W) from November 1992 to 
December 1993. 

Annual mean frequency spectra in 1093 at !10 km revealed the existence of 
waves with various periods such as tides (24hr, 12hr, 8hr), two-day wave and also 
zonally concentrated 3-4 day and G-7 day oscillations at the both sites. Spectral 
density for period range shorter than I day showed a logarithmic slope of abo11t 
-2, suggesting that these components were due to superposition of gravity waves. 
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F'l:rther, spectral density were generally larger in Jakarta. at periods shorter than 
4 da)'5 by a. factor of l..S-2.5, pan of which may be explained by larger wave 
energy generated by active cloud convection over Indonesia. 

Prevailing winds were dominated by semiannual oscillations with westward 
maxima in equinoxes for zonal component and an annual oscillation Bowing from 
summer to winter hemisphere for meridional component at the both stations. 
However, significant differences between the stations w~re also found for both the 
zonal and meridional components, espccilllly when large westward winds were 
observed at the vernall'quinox of l!l!l3. Large year to year variations were also 
found. Obtained results showed a reasonable agreement with those of UARS 
observations. 

Waves with periods of 3-4 days and 6-7 days te\•ealcd marked enhancements 
for the zonal components during July-September, Hl!l3 simultaneously at the 
two stations. They showed quite clear phase differences between the two sites, 
being fa.irly constant throughout the observed altitudes, from ll'hicb the 3-4 day 
and 6-7 day waves could be interpreted AS equatorial Kelvin waves with zonal 
wavenumbers of 1 and 3, respecth•ely, although there were ruubisuities of their 
zonal wavenumbers because we had da.Ut. from ouly two observatories. Observed 
vertical wavelength of longer thru1 60 km for the G-7day wave was largely dif
ferent from a theoretical value of Jess than 10 km, to which we can not give an 
appropriate explanation at present. We will determine global structure of these 
waves without ambiguities by employing, at least, one more radar observatories. 
Complementacy satellite observations is also needed. 

In Section .S.3 we studied the behavior of two-day waves near the mcsopause, 
through the simultaneous wind and temperature observations by taking advan
tage of radio meteor echo measurement with the MU radar in Shigaraki (35"N, 
136"E) and the meteor wind radar in Jakarta. (6"5. 107"E). 

Simultaneous observations in Shigaraki and Jakarta on July 12-19, 1993 re
vealed a conspicuous two-day oscillation in both wind and temperature fields, 
where the values of r /To were 0.015-{1.04.5 at height range 80-96 km in Shigaraki 
and 0.055 at 90 km in Jakarta with the corresponding T' of2.7-8.1 K and IO . .S K, 
adopting To from CIRA 1986 model atmosphere. These temperature values are 
considerably larger than the satellite observations of 0.5 K reported by Rod!Jer-s 
and Prata (1981]. However, the discrepancy could be caused by the difference in 
observation techniques and analysis methods between the two techniques. It is 
notable that the phase of v' rut.d T' fTo ~bowed in-phRSe and anti-phase relations 
in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectil-ely, which agreed well with 
the theoretical predictioo for Rossby-gravity waves. The phase difference betweoen 
Shigaraki and Jakarta suggested that the wave propagated westward with a zonal 
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wavenumber of 3 (the exact estimate is 2.76). 
For another t\l'l?day wal'e event on August 3-13, Hl92 observed in Sbigaraki, 

temperature fluctuations wBS similar to those in the July Hl93 event. Phase 
relation between v' and T' /To also satisfied the theoretical prediction. However, 
this event was shown to be associated with a wave with ronal wavenumber 4 
instead of 3, whicl1 was found through cooperative radar study [Meek el Ill., 
1994]. 

Seasonal variations of the two-day wave in J&karta were examined by using 
data collected from November 1992 to September 1993. Two-day wave exhib
ited similar enhancement in both wind and temperature fields during summer 
months of the southern and northern hemispheres with larger values during the 
former period. Since the two-day wa1'e is known to be enhanced in the summer 
hemisphere, the enhancement of the latter period on July-August 1993 would be 
a leakage from the northern hemisphere to the southern hemisphere. Potential 
energy estimated from T' /To showed somewhat smaller value than kinetic energy 
for v' by a factor of 1/2 to I. While kinetic energy for u' was much smaller than 
for v'. 

Wave periods, estimated using a complex demodulation analysis, were fairly 
stable between u', v' and T'fTo when conspicuous wave activity was observed in 
v'; they were around 47 and 49 hrs during summer months of the southern and 
northern hemispheres, respectively. When remarkable wave activity was seeD in 
II, phase of T' /To exceeded that of v' by 180-22:)0 , indicating the anti-phase 
relation. 

Other marked enhancements ll'ere also seen in T' /To during the end of Febru
ary t.o the beginning of March 1903. However, no corresponding enhancements 
were recognized in v' and they were interpreted to be a.ssociated with different 
wave activities. 

These observational results are quite consistent with the early observational 
and theoretical studies that the two-day wave frequently ob$erved near mesopause 
is (3, 0) mode of Rossby-gravity wave. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

This thesis is devoted to the study of atmospheric dynarnic:s near mesopause 
region by means of newly de,·clopcd simultaneous wind and temperature obser
vation techniques by utilizing radio scatt.ering from ionired mer.eor trails. 

b Chapter 2 we described development of obsen•ation t~bniques using meteor 
echo·~o. Since meteors appear quite ra.ndomly and sporadically in a large spatial 
area, special experimental setup is required for meteor echo observations. First, 
an antenna with a wide radiation patt.ern is prefered to survey a large horizontal 
area. Second, an interferometer in reception is essentially important for accurate 
detennination of meteor echo arrival direction and reflection height. Third, a 
sophisticated real-time processing software is required to extract only meteor 
echoes from received signal. 

A meteor wind radar was constructed in l!l77 in Shigaraki {35"N, 136"E), 
J :pan, equipped with fundamental functions to realire the above stated require
ments. The radar was operated until i!l86 in Shigaraki. We transported the 
r&dar to an observatory (6.4°5, 106.7"E) near Jakarta for observations of equa
torial atmosphere after replacing a trllllsmitter, system-installed computer and 
antennas. Substantial auto-recovery functions were also provided in order to con
tinue unmanned observations for a long period. Observations were oontinued 
since November 1992. 

We realized a sophisticated meteor observation technique utilizing the versa
tility of the MU radar. We designed a broad radiation pattern of a transmitting 
antenna by controlling phases of each antenna, which was provo::od to be effective 
to collect larger number of echoes than a pencil-like pattern that is normally used 
for MST observations. An interferometer with four receiving alltennas was oom
posed in the MU radar, whose accuracy was about 0.3-0.6 km in altitude at a 
zenith angle of 300, being sufficient enough for studying minute vertical structure 
of wind fields and diffusion coefficient. 
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Further, 11-e proposed &II improvement for meteor observation te(:hnique with 
the MU radar by equip[)ing external receiving antennas, a met.eor detection hard
ware and a personal computer, which enables us long-period meteor observations 
in parallel with normal observations of the MU radar. 

Distribution of meteor echoes as a function of zenith angle, horizontal distance, 
height and local time was investigated. Meteor echoes were found to be widely 
distributed in zenith 8S large as 70" and 50" for the meteor radar and the MU 
radar observations, res[X'Cth•ely. Most of meteor echoes were detected at iD
llOkm and 70-105 km with a peak height of 92 km and 88 km for tbe meteor 
radar and the MU radar obsen·ations. Meteor echo rate showed a very clear 
diurnal distribution with a peak at 4-5 LT for the meteor radar observations. 
While, that of the MU radar exhibited a much smoothed daily variMions due 
to an omnidirec~ioual ameuna pa~tern, which reduced a ratio between maximum 
and minimum number of hourly meteor echoes. 

Number of echoes per day for the meteor wind radar in Jakarta ra.nged from 
500 to 1200. While, that of the MU radar observations was as much as 3(){)0-
5000. Owing to the fairly high echo acquisition rate we can determine wind 
velocity and ambipola.r diffusion coefficient with a good time-height resolution 
of about 1 hrx4 km and 1 hrx I km, for the meteor radar and the MU radar 
observations, respectively. 

In Chapter 3 we studied a theoretical relation between temperature, T, dell· 
sity, p, and am bipolar diffusion coefficient, D, inferred from a decay time constant 
of meteor echo intensity. Employing a theory of ionic diffusion, we obtained a 
relation, Doc: Tjp. Since Tis fairly constllllt 11ear the mesopause, observed D 
profile with the MU radar showed an exponential increase with a scale height 
almost identical to that of atmospheric density. Further, using a Boussinesq ap
proximation, we found a relation between the normalized D and T fluctuations 
asT'JT0 =1/2D'/D0. 

Observed T' /To involved fluctuations with various periods, showing coherent 
Structure between different altitudes, among which diurnal variations were inves
tigated in this chapter. In Shigaraki typical amplitude of diurnal variations ofT' 
was about 10 I( throughout a year from campaign observations with durations of 
2-7 days. In summer phases were fairly constll.nt along height at 04-05LT, which 
was in contrast to downward phase propagation seen in wind field. The stand· 
ing phase structure could imply a manifestation of an evanescent diurnal tides 
or in-situ heating due to solar radiation. On the other hand, in winter months 
phase ofT' o!ttn exhibited cleRr downward phase progression. A typical example 
showed wavelength of about 25 k1n in both the wind and temperature fields with 
phase relations preferably interpreted as a manifestation of Su mode diurnal 
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tide. While, in Jakarta monthly mean amplitude of diurnal variations ofT' was 
~bout 10 K. Phases often showed downward propagations, being interpreted as a 
. L&nifestation of verti~ally propagating diurnal tides. 

In Chapter 4 char&et.eristics of gravity waves near the mesopause were studied, 
taking advantage of the good time-height resolutions of temperature and wind 
observations with the MU radar. 

We found that T fluctuations were clearly associated with wa,·e-like structures 
showing downward phase propagation with periods shorto:>r than the inertial pe
riod. Phase relations between observed T /To and wind velocity fluctuations were 
c,.nsistent with polarization relation predicted by a linear gravity wave theory. 
Further, we examined &mplitude relation between kinetic and {l(ltential energy 
densities calculated from horizontal wind veloeity llnd temperature fluctuations, 
respectively. The two energy densities coincided well for periods longer than 2 
hr, being consistent with the gravity wave theory. 

Seasonal variation of horizon:al propagation direction of dominant gravity 
wal'b was studied from campaign observations in 1DDQ-19!l2 by means of hodo
graph analysis. Most of the waves showed downward phase propagations, indi
cating the upward energy transportation. Mean values of obtained wave periods, 
vertical and horizontal wavelengths and horizontal phase speed were 11.3 hr, 13.1 
km, 2200 km and 52.9 mfs, respectively. Obtained horiwntal propagation direc
tions were generally eastward in summer (May-August) and westward in winter 
(November-December and March), which were fairly consistent with the results 
of the turbulence echo observations with the MU radar in the mesosphere cen
tered at 70-75 km altitude [Nal.:amuro. et al., 1DD3]. The seasonal variation seems 
o be related to directional filtering by prev11.ilh1g zonal winds. 

We also conducted comparison observations of mesospheric gravity waves by 
mei!IIs of the MU radar in Shigaraki and a sodium lidar in Hachioji (35.6"N, 
139.4°E), which are horizontally separated by 310 km. A monochiomatic gravity 
wave was simultaneously observed on the night of December 15-16, 19D3. 01>. 
:.erved similarities in amplitude and time evolution are an indication of the same 
gravity wave influences at the observation sites. 

In Chapter 5 global structure of planetary waves were investigated by means 
of cooperative radar observations spaced in latitude and longitude. 

Planetazy waves in middle latitudes were studied by using meteor radar ot>. 
serva.tions in Shigaraki and MF radar observations in Adelaide (35"S, l38"E) and 
Saskatoon (52"N, !Or>W). Planetary waves were detected in period range of 1-10 
days, where several waves could be interpreted as normal mode Rossby waves 
from their phase differences between the rfldar sites, although global structure of 
waves sometimes seemed to be affected by prel'alling zonal winds. Further, moot 
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of the wave amplitudes were not significant compared with the two-day wave 
which showed conspicuous activity in summer hemisphere. 

Long period waves in equatorial mesopause region were analyzed using meteor 
rad&:r observations io Ja.kuta and MF radar in Christmas lsl8.11d (6"5, 107"W). 
Prevailing winds were dominated by semiannual oscillations with westward max· 
ima in equinoxes for zonal component and an annual oscillation which Hew from 
summer to winter hemisphere for meridional component at the both stations. 
Significant differences between the stations were also found for the both compo
nents, especially a large westward wind was obseiVed in the first equinox in 1993. 
Considerable year t.o year variations of prevailing winds were found in Jakarta 
as welL Waves with periods of 3-4 days and 6-7 days simultaneously revealed 
marked enhancements for the zonal components at Jakarta and Cbristma:s Island 
during July-September 1993. Phase differences observed between the two statio05 
implied that these waves were equatorialJ(elvin waves with ~onal wavenumber$ 
of one and three, respe<:tively, although there still remain ambiguities. More
over, observed vertical wavelength of the G-7 day wave was much longer than the 
theoretical prediction. 

We studied two-day wave using simultaneous wind and T' /To observations in 
Shigaraki and Jakarta. Observed wind and T' /To exhibited conspicuous two day 
oscillations, where meridional component and T' /To showed in-phase and anti· 
phase relations in Shigaraki and Jakarta, respectively. Phase difference between 
the two stations indicated that this wave was a westward propagating wave with 
a zonal wavenumber of three. Seasonal variations of two-day wave in equatorial 
mesoophere was also investigated, where both the wind and T JT0 showed clear 
enhancements during summer months in each hemisphere. These results strongly 
support that the two-day wave near the mesopause can be interpreted as the {3, 
0) mode of a Rossby-gravity wave. 

In conclusion, we studied atmospheric dynamics near the mesopause in mid
dle and equatorial latitudes by means of radio meteor echo measurements with 
the meteor radar and the MU radar, together with other radar and lidar ob
servations. We conducted simultaneous observations of wind and temperature 
Buctuation using meteor echoes, which were proved to be ve'Y useful to investi
gate the behavior of atmospheric waves such as gravity waves, atmospheric tides 
and planetary waves. 



Appendix A 

Comparison Experiment 
between the MU Radar and the 
Meteor Radar 

We present here comparison experiment between meteor measurements with 
the meteor radar and the MU radar conducted in Shigaraki before the meteor 
radar was transported to Indonesia. 

Arter the meteor wind radar system was improved for the observations in 
Indonesia, we started test operation of the radar from April 1992 and collected 
fairly large amount of data in August 1992 using northward pointing antennas. 
While, we carried out meteor echo observations with the MU radar 011 July 31 -
August 1, August 3-8 Md August IQ--13, 1992, which were compared with the 
simultaneous measurements with the 1neteor wind radar. 

In order to select the identical meteor eclioes from the data obtained with 
the two radars, we picked up 1142 met.eor echoes that appeared within 3 seconds 
of time difference for both radars, and less than 3 km in the ranges during the 
simultaneous observation periods. Figure A.l shows the comparison of azimuth 
angles for the 1142 echoes. Most of the echoes were aligned near the line y = :r 
within the difference of ±10". However, some of the echoes showed fairly large 
discrepancy ranging as much as \00", which seems to be caused, at least partially, 
by the ambiguity of the interferometer of the meteor wind radar. Further the 
tontarnination of echoes from different meteor trails might also be responsible, 
because the preferable directions to detect echoes are different between the two 
radars due to the difference of the transmitting and receiving antenna patterns. 

Since we are interested in the accuracy of the angle determination itself, and 
moreover, the most of the ambiguities can be removed by utilizing other echo 
characteristics such as decay height, we discarded data which showed more than 
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Figure A.l: Top: A scatter diagram of the azimuth angles measured by 
the MU radar and the meteor radar for simultaneoUIIly obaerved meteor 
echoes during July, 31 - Auguat 13, 199Z. Bottom: Histogram of the 
azimuth angle differences between the two radar measurements. 
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zo• difference. Then, we oonsidcrcd only ~he statistical error and found the mean 
difference and standard deviation of O.SG" and 6.fi", respectively, showing fairly 
good correlation. 

Similar compe.rison was also done for elevation angle measurement. By select
mg echoes within 2cr elevation angle differen~ we obtained the mean difference 
and the standard deviation of C.D4" and 5.25", respectively. 

As for the radial wind velocity, comparison was conducted for 807 meteor 
echoes whose azimuth and elevation angle differences were within 20", as shown 
in Figure A.2. We conducted a least square fitting to the data and found the best 
fitted line givt'n by !I = O.!IGx- 0.7 with a correlation coefficient of 0.82 shown 
as dashed line in Figure A.2. The mean difference and stand&rd de1·iation were 
-o.26 mfs and 8.59 m/s, respectivo:>ly. 

Figure A.3 shows comparison of northward wind velocity between the met.eor 
wind radar and the MU radar on August 3·8, 19!12 every 2 km altitude with a 
time resolution of 2 hours, where typical standard deviations were 20 mjs and 15 
m/s, ri!Spectively. Similar temporal variations were recognized with each other 
although the wind velocity by the meteor wind radar was difficult to be obtained 
in the evening hours due to lower echo rl\te. 
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Figure A.2: Same aa Figure A. I eJ<cept for radial wind velocity measure
ment.!l. Meteor echoes whose azimuth and zenith angle differences between 
the MU ra.du and the meteor rada.:r we~ ie&S than 20" are plotted. 



Figure A.3: Time serie!l of northwud wind ve\od~y oh!:erved on August 
3-6, 1992 in Shigaraki. Results for the MU radar and the meteor wind 
radar are ehown by BO!id and dashed line~~, respectively. 



Appendix B 

Receiving Antenna of the 
MU /Meteor Monitor 

In Section 2.2.3 we brieRy de5(:ribed that a dipole antenna is advantageous to 
the Vagi antenna in the MU radar in receiving a large number of meteor !)(:hoes 
from a wider spatial area. In this appendix we present numerically calculated 
radiation patterns of receiving antennas and also the results of comparison ex· 
periments between the dipole and Vagi antennas. 

The three-element crossed Vagi antenna used in the MU radar bas the radi· 
ation pattern with its maximum gain at (J = 0 as shown Figure B.l. While, the 
radiation pattern of a dipole antenna significantly varies with the wtenna height 
from the ground, thus we designed a preferable antenna pattern for meteor ob
servations. The antenna directivity of horirontally polarized component is given 
for horizontally arranged dipole antenna with the height, h, as 

D(ot') = sin(khsin((j>)) (8.1) 

where k is wave number, and 4> is zenith angle. The antenna patterns for h of 
1/S>., 1/4>., 3/8>. and 1/2>. are shown in Figure 8.2. We employed the dipole 
antennas at the height of 3/8>., which has the maximum gain at the zenith angle 
of around 4:i0 • 

We conducted an experiment on December 3-4, 1990 using a crossed dipole 
antenna. at the height of 3/8>. from the ground for the receiver channel 4, where 
three out of four receiver channels (channels 1-3) were connected to the internal 
Yagi antennas of the MU radar, constructing an interferometer. The maximum 
sample range was set to 183 km. The r1111ge distribution o! meteor echoes is 
shown in Figure 8.3 for each receiver channel. Distribution for channels 1-3 had 
a peak around 100 km and rapidly decreased in number with range. The echo 
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Figure 8.1: Computed radiation pattern of the optimized 3-element Vagi's 
in the infinite array for the case where x-a.li~ed elements are excited. Solid 
and duhed curves, and chain an for the directions of W (x-z plane), 45°, 
and 90" (x·z plane), respectively [Solo, 1981]. 
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Figure 8.2: Computed radiat.ion patterns of x-a.ligned dipole a.ntennas for 
the direction of x-z plane. Four ligures correspond to the antenna heights 
of 1/B~. 1/4>.., 3/B>. and 1/2> •. respectively. 
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numbers were 41345, 42131311nd 41371 for channel!, 2 a.nd 3, r<!Spectively. While, the 
distribution for channel 4 did not show a clear peak but quite a gradual decrease 
with range. Total echo number was 4909, which was 1.05-1.15 times larger than 
those of channels 1-3. In this experiment maximum sample range was restricted 
to 183 km due to syst.cm limit, arising !rom the size of main memory ot the MU 
radar. However, for the MU/Mcteor monitor we can enlarge the sample range 
without such a limit, indicating that number of echoes will further increase. 

The ratio of echo power received with the dipole antenna to the average echo 
power receil·ed with the three Vagi antennas is plotted in Figure 8.4 for echoes 
received with all of the four antennas. Note that the zenith angles were deter
mined with the interferometer using channels 1-3, and were <!Stimated by decay 
height method for echoes with the range smaller and larger than 127 J.:m, re
spectively. The ratio clearly increased with zenith angles as seen in Figure 8.4. 
At the zenith angles larger than about 40° the echo power of the crossed dipole 
antenna became luger than that of the Vagi antenna. These results indicate that 
the dipole antenna takes an advantage of the Vagi antenna in receiving a large 
number of echoes !or a larger zenith angles. 
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Figure B.3: The range distribution of meteor echoe& obtained by the e~<
periment on December 3-4, 1\lOO. (ll), (b), (e) and (d) eon-espond to the 
receiver channel 1, 2, 3 IUld 4, respectively. The channeb, 1, 2 and 3, were 
connected to the internal Ysgi antennu of the MU radl!l". The channel 4 
was connected to the crossed dipOle antenn!L louted at the height of 3/8>. 
from the ground level. 
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Figure B.4: The ratio of echo power received with the dipole antenna 
to the average echo power received with the three Yagi aoteDPae. The 
zenithanglesweredeterminedwitbtheinterferometeruaingchaonelal-3, 
andestimatedbydec&ybeightmetbodforechoeewithrangeahorteraod 
longertha.nl27km,respectively. 



Appendix C 

Effects of Local Topography to 
Radiation Pattern of the Jakarta 
Meteor Radar 

In this appendix we discuss the irregular zenith angle distributions found for 
the meteor radar observations in Jakarta [FUjiok4, 1993]. 

Figure C. I presents zenith angle distribution of meteor echoes obtained with 
the southward antenoa beam on Deu:mber 1-31, 1992, where echoes were widely 
distributed from HI" to 75". Note that irregular enhiUlcements were superimposed 
on the zenith angle distribution, which seems to be caused by a modulation of 
antenna radiation pattern due to an interference between the direct and reRected 
radio waves by the local topography. Figure C.2 schematically shows the situa
tion, where >., 9 and h are the wavelength, zenith angle and antenna height from 
the reHeetor (ground). When the following relation is satisfied, the direct and 
reRected radio waves become in phase and antenna gain should increase. 

2/isin8 = (~ + n).\ (C.l) 

where n is a integer. In the ease of II = 40 m, which roughly corresponds to 
the surrounding topography of the site, the solutions for 8 are indicated in Fig
ure C.l by thick vertical lines, which agree quite well the enhancements in the 
distribution. 

These enhancements, howe,-er, are not preferable when we investigate true 
spatial distribution of met.oor echoes. Therefore, we have altered the antenna 
beam direction to northward since June !l, l!l!l3 after conducting experimental 
operation with the northward antenna beam during March 11-17,1993. 
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APPENDIX C. EFFECTS OF LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY 

Zenith angle 

Figure C.l: Zenith angle distribution ofmet.eor echoes observed in Jakarta 
with the southward antenna beam on December 1-31, 1992. 
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Figure C.2: Schematic lir;ure showing ant..nna. int.erference, where A, 8 
and h an! the wavelength, elevation angle aad antenna height from the 
refieetor. 
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